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ABSTRACT
Union membership has grown rapidly in the South since 1933*
In 191*6 both of the great national federations launched organizing
campaigns*

By 192*8* the combined membership claims of both national

federations in the South totalled more than 2*£00*000.
The main objective of the unions in the South* according to
their press* is the equalisation of wages between the South and the
rest of the United States by the rapid* if not immediate* elimination
of the Southern wage differentials*

The unions propose to eliminate

the Southern wage differentials by the elevation of the Southern
wage level.
The rapid rise of unionism in the South* and the proposal of
the unions to eliminate the Southern wage differentials* have posed
the problem which is investigated by this study.

The problem may be

put in the form of a question: What has been the impact of trade
unionism on the wage structure of the Southern manufacturing industry*
and vhat vould be the economic consequences of the Immediate
elimination of the Southern wage differentials in the manufacturing
industry?
The analysis and solution of the problem are preceded by three
chapters which provide: (1) a summary history of the development of
trade unionism in the South* and (2) a summary statement of the
affirmative and negative positions in regard to the social* economic*

xiii

and political desirability of the unionisation of Southern industry*
The impact of trade unionism on the wage structure of the
Southern manufacturing industry is traced in Chapter IV« Three types
of statistical comparisons are made in order to measure the impact
of trade unionism on the wage structure of the Southern manufacturing
industry.

First, the union-nonunion average-hourly-eamings differ

entials in the Southeast, and in the United States, are compared with
the per cent of unionization in the Southeast, and in the United
States*

Secondly, the Southern wage differentials in the selected

manufacturing industries are compared with the per cent of unionization
in the Southeast, and with differences in the per cent of unionization
between the Southeast and the rest of the United States, in selected
industries.

Thirdly, trends in the Southern wage differentials are

compared with the per cent of unionization in the Southeast, and with
differences in the degree of unionization between the Southeast and
the rest of the United States, in selected industries#
The probable economic consequences to be expected in the event
of the elimination of the Southern wage differentials in the manufacturing
industry are traced in Chapter V*
is taken*

The following methodological approach

First, the economic theoiy of regional wage differentials

is developed, and the economic justification for each hypothetical
cause of regional wage differentials is analyzed*

Secondly, the

historical causes of the Southern wage differentials in the manufacturing
industry are investigated#

Thirdly, the probable economic consequences

to be expected from the elimination of the Southern wage differentials

xiv

in the manufacturing industry are indicated*
The following findings of fact, evaluations, and conclusions
are in many eases not original — • in the sense that they have never
before been stated*

The marshalling and organisation of the economic

data on which the evaluations and conclusions rest, however, is to a
large extent original to this study*

The most significant results of

the study are set forth below*
First, the average hourly earnings of union workers exceed the
earnings of nonunion workers in the great majority of the selected
manufacturing industries in the South*

The union-nonunion average-

hourly-earnings differentials in the South, however, are not so high
as in the United States*
Secondly, Southern wage differentials exist in nearly all
m^iufacturlng industries*

The differentials exist both for all

workers, and for workers in similar occupations in each industry*
Thirdly, the magnitude of the average Southern wage differential
for all manufacturing industries has remained practically unchanged
since 1900*

The trends among individual manufacturing industries,

however, are divergent, and the over-all trend since 1930 is downward*
Fourthly, a multiple-causation theory alone is capable of
explaining the Southern wage differentials in the manufacturing
industry.
Fifthly, the Southern wage differentials are the result of
lower labor productivity in the South, a lower cost of living in the
South, a lower degree of unionization in the South, a fewer number of
buyers of labor in local markets in the South, and a larger proportion

xv

of Hegroes in the Southern labor force than in that of the rest of the
United State?* Available evidence indicates that the causes of the
Southern wage differentials* in the order of their importance, are
approximately as given above*
Sixthly, to the extent that Southern wage differentials are the
result of lower labor productivity, or a lower cost of living in the
South, than in the rest of the United States, their elimination is not
economically justified, until the causes of the differentials have been
removed* to the extent that the differentials are due to fewer buyers
of labor in local labor markets in the bouth, or to relatively greater
ignorance of labor market conditions among the higher proportion of
Hegroes in the South, than in the rest of the United States, the Southern
wage differentials are without economic justification*

To the extent

that the Southern wage differentials are the result of a lower degree
of unionization in the South than in the rest of the United States, the
Southern wage differentials are unjustified, unless the non-Southern
workers have raised their wages by appropriating the returns which
formerly went to other factors of production in accordance with their
productivity*

If the latter case is true, the wage differentials could

economically be eliminated, but only by lowering non-Southern wage levels*
Seventhly, to the extent that Southern wage differentials are
eliminated without due consideration of the above criteria, there would
result an uneconomic distribution of income among the factors of
production, an uneconomic allocation of the factors of production
between regions, and a lower scale of living in the South
United States*

xvi

in the

CHAPTER I
THE DEVELOPMENT OF TRADE UNIONISM IN THE SOUTH
INTRODUCTION
The definitive history of the development of trade unionism in
the South has not been written*

It is likely, moreover, that a large

part of the record has been lost or misplaced through neglect and lack
of foresight. This condition will probably not persist for too long a
time into the future*

The rapid growth of organised labor over the

nation and the drive for members by both of the two great national
organisations in the South are stimulating a new interest in labor
history. State histories are being prepared, and special studies of
limited scope are being undertaken by federal and state labor depart
ments, university research bureaus, and unions themselves,

Such

research will lay the foundation for a more comprehensive record and
interpretation.
It is certainly not the purpose Of this chapter to attempt such
a task# The history of trade unionism in the South is here treated in
a summary manner. The purpose of the chapter is to point out only the
broad outlines of the development of trade unionism in the South and to
explain only the basic forces which have been stimulating or retarding
the efforts of the unions to organize workers In the Southern region.
Special emphasis is placed on the development of the industrial
unions since 1933; for it was these unions which, for the most part,

1

a
organized the workers in the Southern manufacturing industry.

The die*

mission of the development ©f unionism since 1933 has been cast more in
terms of numerical strength of the unions and of the degree of organi
sation within the several manufacturing industries, rather than in terms
ef the detailed institutional growth of the unions*
A special section of the chapter is devoted to the great organ
ising drives which began in 19U6.

The success of these campaigns is

measured by the anticipations of the unions, and the underlying factors
affecting the course of the drives are evaluated.

Finally, a tentative

prognosis of the growth of unionism in the South is advanced*
EARIA PERIOD (TO 1890)
The extent of labor organization in the South before the Civil
War was slight, as it was alee over the entire nation#

The precise

degree of organisation in the ante bellum South has, nevertheless, been
subject to dispute*

It is the position of Professor Philip 3* toner

that labor organization in the South was practically negligible, far
loss in degree than in other sections of the country*

In his History

of the labor Movement in the United States Professor Foner maintains *
"that southern workers did not contribute much to the
early development of the American trade union movement*
The three and a half million slaves in 1360 could not
organise into trade unions or bargain collectively for
higher wages, shorter hours, and better working con
ditions. And whenever the free, white workers tried
to organize they found the bitter resistance of the
slave power.1'1

Thilip S. Foner, History of the Labor Movement in the United
States (New York* International Publishers, 1#W), p# 25b'.
~
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Professor Richard B, Morris is more liberal than Professor Foner
in his view of the extent of labor organization in the ante be Ham
Sooth*

He believes that the relative absence of labor organisations

is largely presumed by labor historians who have not diligently investi
gated labor activity in the pre-Civil-War South*

According to Morris,

that part of John R« Commons and associates1 History of labor in the
United States which dealt with labor in the pre-Givil-War South was
based exclusively for the pre-*Civil-War period, on the files of
Northern newspapers and the newspapers of a few border states*

"But

even these inadequate sources hold at least a hint of white trade
union militancy In the slave states,says Morris, pointing out that
Commons* History of labor in the United States listed twenty-three
different trade unions organized and twelve strikes called or threatened
between 1633 and 1637 in Baltimore, chief business center of the slave
state of Maryland*

The number of unions organized in Baltimore

"compares favorably with trade union activity in Philadelphia and New
York during the same period,states Morris*

Strikes listed in other

Southern cities by Commons during this period included seven in
Washington, four in suburban Georgetown, and one each in Richmond and
New Orleans*

In New Orleans there were records of four labor organi

zations in existence before the Civil Wart

the Mechanics Society, the

Typographical Society, the $erewmen*s Beneficial Association, and the

^ Hollaee Ramsdsll, "Research Throws New light on Southern
Labor," CIO News, Vol* 11, No* 22 (June 7, 19U8), p* lw
3
Ibid*, p. h*

k

United Laborers* Beneficial Society.

Two of these groups wore mutual

aid societies* hut the two others* the Screwmen's Association and the
Typographical Society* were militant trade unions.

The Typographical

Society held its national convention In hew Orleans in 1857 • In Dallas
a typographical union was active in the 1850s* and Carpenter's Local 7
began an existence in i860 which has continued down to the present day#
Morris charges that the leads given by Commons were not followed
up by American labor historians* Morris is presently undertaking a
study of labor controls in the slave states under a grant from the
American Philosophical Society} and in an article Appearing in Labor
sad Ration he states that his researches into Southern labor during
the slave period have indicated the presence:
"of a fighting labor movement — sporadic and lacking in
unity to be sure — in such slave states as Virginia*
South Carolina* and Louisiana* where white laborers* as
compared with slave labor* held an unfavorable and even
degraded position* and where slave competition, traditional
slave labor controls* and economic conservatism would be
✓
presumed to bo powerful deterrents to such risky operations*"
The controversy over the degree of labor organization in the
ante bellum South* as has been epitomized in the divergent viewpoints

Foner* eg# clt** p. 2L9*
Hath Allen* "Sketch History of the Texas State Federation of
Chapters in the History of Organized Labor in Texas (Austin:
labor*"1I
of
Bureau o
; ResearcSTin ihe 8oc4^Tciences * University of Texas * 19hl)*
P* 136*

s

©f Profeasor Foner and Professor Morris, is not altogether an idle one.
If labor organisation and the spirit for such organisation were almost
entirely lacking in the Sooth from its early settlement to the rise of
the Knights of labor, it would constitute strong evidence in explaining
the typical apathy of the Southern workers toward organisation in subse
quent years*

If such organisation and spirit for organisation were

present in the South, the student of labor history must look elsewhere
for his explanation of Southern indifference to unionism in more modern
times*
The chaos of war and reconstruction did not offer a hospitable
environment for the growth of labor organisation in the South; and it
is doubtful if the Southern labor movement experienced the growth that
occurred in the more stable and prosperous North, where rising prices,
full employment, and security from invasion led to the growth of
organised labor in the latter years of the war#
The next phase of the development of labor organization in the
South awaited, therefore, the restoration of order and the appearance
of the Knights of labor*
The Knights of labor was organised in Philadelphia in 1869 by
a group of garment workers under the leadership of Uriah Stevens*

The

organisation grew slowly and remained a secret organisation until the
decade of the lddOs.

It entered the South as early as 1879 when

assemblies were organized in Alabama and Kentucky,
until 1885,

Growth was slow

By 1886, however, so fast had been the spurt in member

ship in barely a year, thirty thousand Southern workers were enrolled
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in U87 assemblies in ten Southern states**^ The peak in membership came
a year or so after 1886, but the strength of the movement ebbed rapidly
after 1890 as the result of inept leadership, unsuccessful strikes,
employer opposition, cossetition from the American Federation of labor,
and a strategy ill-adapted to the American scene at the close of the
nineteenth oentury •
Although the Knights of labor passed quickly from the stream
of history, it began a skein of organising activity that was taken up
by the Amarican Federation of labor, a better-led and ideologically
better-oriented organisation, and carried down to the present time*
The Knights contributed little in the way of developing an effective
strategy or tactics of organisation* They did, however, undoubtedly
open the eyes of many Southern workers to the possibility of organi
sation*
THE MIDDLE PERIOD (1890-1932)
Introduction* The year 1890 marked the end of the period of
vicissitude and adversity for the American labor movement*

Until that

year the labor movement had alternately appeared and disappeared with
swings of the business cycle* Many of its organisational attempts had
ended in fruitless political action*
had lasted for more than a few years*

No central national federation
Membership had been restricted

^ H* M* Douty, rtDevelopment of Trade-Unionism in the South,11
labor in the South* Bulletin No. 898, United States Department of Labor,
^ e ^ ~ f “Tabor Siat1stics (Washingtons United States Government Print
ing Office, 19U7), pp. lU9-l>0*
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to an elite, composed of the skilled*

Mutual Insurance and protection

was the sole function of many* of the labor organizations that had
appeared*

The most far-flung and massive effort to organise a truly

national labor movement had ended in 1890 in the disintegration of the
Knights of Labor*
By 1886 the stronger national unions had organized the American
Federation of labor to aid in the fight against the Knights of Labor *
when that organisation threatened their existence during the hectic
years of the middle 1880s • the American Federation of labor had emerged
in 1890 as the survivor of this struggle within the ranks of labor*
Under the leadership of the American Federation of Labor the labor
movement for the first tlise in its history held its membership through
the panic of 1893* From that date until 1920 the Federation enjoyed
almost continuous growth*

During this period and until 1935 the only

important American unions that were not in the American Federation of
labor were the railroad brotherhoods#

The American Federation of Labor

was ably led by Samuel Lempers who served as its president from 1886
to 1921* with the exception of one year#

Its reliance on economic action,

its acceptance of capitalism, its opportunism and persistence proved to
be the correct policies for the unionism of that area*
1897-1914* In 1897 membership in American trade unions numbered
o
447,000* By 1914 the number had grown to 2,687,100.
The strongest
unions were in coal mining, building construction and railroad trans
portation. The unions in these areas had a combined membership of
o
Leo Wolman, Ebb and Flow in Trade Unionism (New forks
Bureau of Economic Research, 1536), p * 167

National
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1*279,300j and they dominated the labor movement until 1933 except for
the war years from 191$ to 1920 when the metal-working and clothing
unions rose to power ^
The craft unions penetrated all the states of the South*

Contrary

to popular belief this branch of the labor movement was as strong in
the South as elsewhere relative to the Souths industrial development#
The industrial unions, which for the most part organized workers in
the Southern manufacturing industry, were relatively weak in the South#
The weakness was especially apparent in the textile and coal industries,
two of the South's most important industries*
The history of the growth of unionism in the South logically
divided itself into two rather distinct streams.

In one of these streams

was to be noted the gradual but steady growth of craft unionism, par
ticularly in the fields of building construction and transportation*
In the other was to be seen the fitful and unsuccessful attempts of
industrial unionism to establish itself in the Southern manufacturing
industry*

In textiles, in steel, in tobacco, in coal mining, in lumber,

in furniture —

the unions were consistently repulsed*

The steady growth of the American Federation of labor and the
predominance of the craft unions in this growth revealed themselves
in the membership statistics of the Texas State Federation of labor*
In 1890 the American Federation of labor at its annual convention
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granted a charter to two Texas groups*

In 1891 an accredited delegate

represented the Dallas Federation of labor*

In 1895 the first city

trades council was established at San Antonio*

By 1900 there were

central trades councils at Austin, Corsicana, Balias, Gainesville,
Hillsboro, and Sherman*

In 1900 the Texas State Federation of labor

came into existence, and in 1903 it received a charter from the
American Federation of labor*10 By* 1903, 108 local unions from forty-*
three different national or international unions were represented at
the animal state convention* The number of local unions represented
at later conventions grew to 19U in 1910, 291 in 1916, and 502 In
1920*

These locals represented 52 different national unions in 1910,

72 in 1916, and 123 in 1920*
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Of the forty-three national unions

represented at the 1903 state convention only two unions could be
definitely classed as industrial unions —
the mine workers*

the brewery workers and

There are reasons for believing that the growth

of the American Federation of labor in Texas was duplicated on a
smaller but relatively equal so&le in other states of the South*
During the period from 1890 to 191U there were organization
drives by industrial unions in the South in the textile, coal mining,
steel, tobacco, and lumber Industries*

Hone of these drives was

successful, and by the end of the period only an insignificant residue
of union membership remained in these industries*

10

^

Allen, o£* cit*, p* 123#
18id** pp. 153-158*

10

By 1698, local text11s unions in Augusta, Georgia had affiliated
themselves with the National Union of Textile Workers, which in 1901
became the United Textile Workers ’ Union,

Locals were organized In the

Carolina* and in Virginia, but the incipient movement was broken by
unsuccessful strikes in 1901 in Danville, Virginia, and Augusta.12
The United Mine Workers, formed in 1890 out of the older National
Federation of Miners and Mine Laborers, moved into the Alabama coal
fields in the early 1890s with an unusual degree of success.

By 1902,

65 per cent of the workers were organized, and many of the operators
recognized the union and bargained collectively with it. An oftrepeated pattern of defeat occurred in 190U, when a number of operators
refused to enter into an agreement, and in 1908, when the remaining
13
operators withdrew recognition and defeated the union in a strike.
Iron workers, who had had lodges in the South in the days of
the Sons of Vulcan, 1859 to 1876, had obtained contracts with the
Tennessee Coal and Iron Company through the agency of the Amalgamated
Association of Iron and Steel Workers, the successor in 1876 to the
Sons of Vulcan and two other Iron unions.

Hi

In 1902 the United States

Steel Corporation was organized and under the instigation of Frick
adopted an implacable policy of antiunionism*

An offshoot of this

policy was the severing of bargaining relationships with the representa
tives of the employees of its Southern affiliate.

In the face of

12 Douty, o£. cit*. p. 152.
Ibid., pp. 152-153.
^ Horace B. Davis, labor and Steel (New forks
Publishers Inc., 1933), P* 231.

International
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continued opposition the union weakened rapidly and ceased to exist by
IS
19Q9*
In the tobacco and lumber industries brief uprisings occurred*
The Brotherhood of Timber Workers bad been organised by 1910 and laid
claim to a membership of thirty-five thousand in Arkansas, Louisiana,
and Texas*

In 1912 the Brotherhood affiliated with the Industrial

Workmen of the World, engaged in a aeries of futile strikes, and disap*
^ 16
peered by 1915*
The International Tobacco Workers Onion was established
during this period, enjoyed considerable success for a few years, but
declined to a membership of approximately 3,21)5 in 1915#^
1915*1919* The period from 1915 to 1919 was one of remarkable
growth for organised labor both in the nation and in the South*

With

the aid of rising prices, increased employment, cessation of immigration,
and a favorable governmental policy the unions were able to increase
18
their membership from 2,562,600 to 5,OUT,800*
Three-fourths of the
increase occurred in building construction, transportation, metals,
maehinery and shipbuilding, and clothing*

19

fiobert it* Brook®, As Steel Goes {New Havens Tale University
Press, 19U0), pp* 26*33*
^ Douty, 0£* pit*, p* 153-45U*
17 Ibid.. p. 151.
18 Wolman, o£. olt., p. 26.

^ Ibid.. p. 27.
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In the South* as over the nation* the stronger craft unions

20
began to enjoy gains In membership as early as 1915*
Although
no membership figures for the South are available for this period*
it is probable that the growth of unionism in building construction*
transportation, and shipbuilding mas relatively as large in the South
as it mas over the nation.
By 1917 unionism began to expand in the Southern manufacturing
Industry* shore the industrial unions organised workers, In textiles*
coal mining* iron and steel* and tobacco a new breath of life suffused
the unions#

Only the lumber and furniture industries mere more or

lose untouched by the wave of organisation* But the advances mere
temporary. The drive in textiles* which moved through South Carolina*
Georgia* and Worth Carolina between 1917 and 1919, foundered in the
strike of June 1* 1921 to the extent that all ground gained was lost
21
shortly thereafter*
Organisers for the United Mine Workers reentered
the Alabama coal fields* secured a wage increase in 1917 through strike
action, but failed to achieve recognition* The Alabama miners par
ticipated in the national strike of 1919 which resulted in the
appointment of the Wilson Coal Commission*

The latter body granted

a mage increase, but the employers were adamant in refusing recognition#
The strike of 1919 was followed by a state-wide strike in 1920 that
mas ended through arbitration by the governor who handed down a
decision distinctly unfavorable to the employees*

^ Douty* o£* cit., p* l5iu
^

Ibid.* pp. 156-158.

^

Ibid., pp. 158-159*
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This blow
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proved to be a ooup«»dfr«»graoe to the United Mine Workers in Alabama,
§jr 1922 the International Association of Iron and Steel Workers had
lost its wartime gainsf and the Amalgamated Association of Iren and
Steel Workers did not recover from the great national strike of 1919
engineered by a National Committee under the leadership of Fitapatrick
end Foster*
the industrial unions thus suffered defeat after defeat* the
wartime gains were quickly dissipated*

Victory proved ephemeral*

1920*1933* the labor movement was at an all-time peak in
1920 with a membership of 5*Qk7,800,

In three short years* however*

most of the wartime gains were lo3t.

Membership in 1923 numbered
23
only 3*622*000* a drop of 1*1*25*600 from the 1920 total*
the main
losses were in shipbuilding and transportation* which suffered declines
2k
in membership of 601*700 and 3k8*000* respectively*
Since these
industries had developed in the South to an extent equal to the rest
of the United States* relative to population* the labor movement
probably declined proportionately as much in the South as elsewhere *
From 1923 to 1929 the labor movement over the nation suffered
a slew attrition in numbers — > a loss doubly significant in the light
of the rapid expansion of industry* Aggressive employer opposition*
welfare capitalism* company unionism* a surplus of skilled labor

^ Wolman, op, cit*, p, 26,
Ibid.* p. 28*

supplied by technological unenplcyment, the craft nature of American
unionism, the stultification of labor leadership, the movement of
industry into unionised areas, and the comparatively rapid growth of
the nonunionised industries ***• all these factors combined to explain
the slow but sure atrophy of a movement that had been so dynamic only
a few years previous.
Actual membership over the nation declined from 3,622,000 in
1923, to 3,lili2,600 in 1929, to 2,973,000 in 1933#

The main losses

between 1923 and 1929 were the declines of 258 )800 in coal mining,
77,100 in clothing, and U5,700 in metals, machinery, and shipbuilding,
Small gains were actually made in building construction and public
26
service*
Since the Southern labor movement was relatively strong
in building construction, and sines employment was relatively large
in this industry in the South, it is possible that Southern unionism
was mere stable t han unionism in other parts of the country during
the period from 1923 to 1929#
Between 1929 and 1933 the labor movement in the United States
fell in strength from a membership of 3,UU2,60G to a membership of
27
2,973,OCX)#
The decline was chiefly centered in building construction
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and transportation*

Declining employment, of course* was the chief

cause of the loss of membership. As the Southern labor movement
had a heavy concentration of membership In the building construction
and transportation industries, the loss In numberfixprobably was at
least* if not more* severe than in the rest of the nation.
During the period from 1923 to 1933 the Southern labor movement

Vi

reassumed its prewar form* that Is* craft unionism with\cono®ntration

Industrial unionism* which had sprung forth in the Southern manufacturing
industry during the war* had been repressed by 1923* And the years
immediately following 1923 were practically devoid of industrial*

1
\

union activity. The lull In the activity of the industrial unions*
however* was dramatically broken in 1929 when a spectacular series
of textile workers strikes broke out spontaneously over the Southern
textile state® and galvanised the American Federation of labor into
launching the first great Southern organising campaign, directed
primarily at the textile industry* but spilling over Into other
industrial areas.
There were several factors which led up to the 1929 strike
wave.

In 1922 the American Federation of Full-Fashioned Hosiery

Workers began a new wave of organisation. This aotivlty led in 192?
to the establishment of the Piedmont Organizing Council under the
28
leadership of Alfred Hoffman of the Hosiery Workers.
In 1928*

Douty, op. pit.* pp. 160-161.

\
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moreover, certain Southern delegatee to the American Federation of
labor annual convention suggested the launching of an organising
29
drive in textile®#
The suggestion was not implemented at tbs time,
but the explosion of the 1929 strikes, a spontaneous affair disassoeiated from preliminary organising activity by any national union,
changed the tenor of American Federation of labor minds by the time
30
of the next convention*
The strikes of 1929 had been preceded by a decade of w i y
rapid industrial development in the Southern textile industry# The
industry in the South was prosperous during most of the decade,
although overproduction and contracting markets had begun to pinch prior to the depression of 1929# The workers were collected together
in mill towns which had been built by the mill owners*

Wages were

not high, and the amount of cash remaining to workers after the payment of rent and company store bills was not large# Adequate
grievance machinery was also absent, according to reporters sympa**
thetie to the workers1 cause* These conditions, probably quite
different from those anticipated by the hill people who worked in
the mills, contained explosive elements which were ignited when the
owners introduced efficiency systems, called the stretch-out by the
esployees, In the latter years of the decade to meet falling prices
and increased competition.

29 Ibid., p. X61.
Torn TlDDett. fihen Southern labor Stirs (New lorki
Cape & Morrison Smith, 1W1), p7173'.---------

Jonathan
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The first strike occurred in March, 1929 at the BembergGlanzstoff Bayon Corporation at Slissabethton, Tennessee,

It involved

some five thousand workers* A few weeks later 1,700 walked out at
the Brandon mills in Greenville, South Carolina*

At about the same

time 1,600 more workers left the mills in Gastonia, North Carolina*
Then strike followed strike "until the whole Piedmont section, from
31
Greenville to Eliaabethton was dotted with local walk-outs ♦"
American Federation of Labor organisers stepped into the breach
opened by the strikes and lent their assistance to the employees *
To take advantage of the restiveness indicated by the spontaneous
strikes the American Federation of labor 1929 convention approved
a Southern organising drive# On January 6, 1930, 229 delegates and
organisers from twenty-si* national unions gathered in conference
at Charlotte, North Carolina*

Permanent headquarters were estab

lished at Birmingham* The American Federation of labor followed a
strategy which stressed union-management cooperation*
enjoyed some success*

The drive

One hundred and twelve new locals were estab

lished, eighty-one outside of textiles*
locals was recognized by the employers*

But none of the new textile
32

The real test of strength

came at Danville, Virginia In September, 1930* The earlier strikes
at Eliaabethton and Greenville had been lost by the United Textile
Workers of the American Federation of labor, and the Communist
National Textile Workers Union had been defeated at Gastonia*

31 Ibid.. p. 1.

But
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in these strikes the United Textile Workers and the American Federation
of labor had stepped Into strike situations that had not been carefully
planned In advance* At Danville, on the other hand, the strike pattern
had been set by the American Federation of labor* The necessary time
for planning had been presented*

Upon its success hinged the outcome

of the ehole *larger campaign11 In the South*

The strike hung on for

some five months before it iras victoriously broken by the employers •
To© Tippett, a close observer of the 1929 textile strikes, well
summed up the cause of the strike’s failure*

It was his view that the

American Federation of labor had:
"inadequate machinery for this other kind of campaign
(a militant one}* There was no we11-thought-out program,
no definite policy, and far too few organizers* There
was no systematic publicity bureau, no trained relief
administrator, no legal talent permanently maintained,
and there was a very pronounced scarcity of money* The
field work was not coordinated and there is very little
evidence of regular meetings of the Southern committee
ltself."33
"The union • * * that finally succeeds," according to
Tippett, "will have to go whole-heartedly into the
colossal undertaking* It will have to have brains,
money, patience and understanding* It will have to
organize, win and lose strikes, and it will have to
develop a method by which it can stay on the field
after the first battle is over, and bind up the wounds
of its soldiers, so that they will recover with affection
for and loyalty to the spiritual ideal of labor unionism*
Such a union will have to do much more spade work and
lay firm foundations before it starts the actual process
of building, because the South will not be organized
In a day*"^

33 Ibid.. p. 182.
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It is doubtful if any writer has better summarised from a
union viewpoint shat was lacking and shat was needed in the organi
sation of the Southern textile industry*

Tippet's words applied

as well to the ether unorganised industries of the South, and they
are as true today as they sere when they were written in 1931*
The defeat at Danville, the organised resistance of the
textile employers, and the gathering depression brought the organising
eaapaign of 1930 to a halt during the year 1931* In the two years
following, organising activity practically ceased as unemployment
reduced the numerical strength of the unions*

Inactivity on the

industrial relations front was broken only by occasional unorganized
revolts against wage cuts*
Thus ended the first major phase of the history of organized
labor in the South* The labor movement had succeeded in establishing
a hard core of eraft unionism concentrated primarily in the building
trades and transportation, a notable accomplishment« The movement
had failed almost utterly, however, in establishing unionism in the
textile, coal, steel, tobaeeo, clothing, lumber, paper, and furniture
industries in the areas of industrial unionism*

Spurts of organi

zation had occurred in some or all of these areas around the turn
of the century, during the first World War, and during the organizing
campaign of 1929 to 1930* But the locals which were established had
succeeded only occasionally in securing employer recognition*

In

striking to compel recognition and collective bargaining, the unions
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found themselves weaker than the employers * The return to work on
the employers1 terms marked the beginning of the end, if not the end,
of the local union* This pattern repeated itself time and time again
In the area of industrial unionism*

Successful collective bargaining

had been established soundly only in printing* where the printing
trades had been bargaining with local publishers1 associations in the
larger cities since the turn of the century) in the construction
industry* where local building-trades councils had been set up
between 1900 and 1920 to bargain with the contractors} and in the
railroad industry, principally among the operating brotherhoods,
a few years after 1902*
The factors preventing a more rapid growth of the Southern
labor movement to 1933 were manifold*

They may be partially summa

rised under the following headings i
(1) a national labor movement which was itself weak — too
weak, in fact* to lend needed assistance to the organisation of its
Southern arm)
(2) a local, state, and national judicary that was not
favorably disposed toward the growth of unionism)
(3) protective legislation notable by its absence;
(U) firm employer opposition to unionism, particularly
in textiles, one of the South's leading industries after 1920j

^ Philip Taft, "Collective Bargaining Before the New Deal,"
How Collective Bargaining Works (New Xorks The Twentieth Century

issd'
/igs^Tpp*mfm SS5T87.
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(5) a manufacturing industry that was relatively undeveloped!
(6) a manufacturing industry that was scattered thin over a
large geographical area;
(7) a textile industry that was geographically widely scattered
and organised on the basis of a large number of small independent
firms j
(8) a population that was largely rural, hence unacquainted
with unionism and its objectives!
(9) a large surplus of unskilled labor that persisted over the
years*
(10) a race problem that remained unsolved*

THE MODERN PERIOD (l933~19i*8)

The first three of the factors militating against the growth
of the Southern labor movement prior to 1930 were rather quickly
removed from the contemporary scene after 1932*

In that year the

Norris-la Guardia Anti-Injunction Act was passed by a Republican
Congress* The following year a new Democratic Administration enacted
the Rational Industrial Recovery Act in section 7(a) of which organised
labor was given the right to organise and bargain collectively without
employer interference* Although not well enforced, Section 7(a), in
conjunction with partial economic recovery, rejuvenated the American
labor movement*

The burst of organisation that occurred brought to

a head the long-simmering conflict between the 11craft-conscious" and
"industry-conscious" leaders of the American Federation of labor and
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resulted In the formation of the Committee for Industrial Organisation,
The energies of the more dynamic element of the American labor movement
mere released through the new organization, and a vehicle was provided
for the organisation of the basic industries, which for so long had
been impregnable to organizational efforts*
The effect of the foregoing factors on the numerical strength
of the labor movement was immediate* From a total of 2,973,000 in
1933 the number of organised laborers over the nation increased to
3,608,000^

in 193U and to 8,000,000 in 1938*^

Increasing employ

ment after 1936 resulting from rearmament was another factor that
favored organisation*

The entry of the United States late the second

World War further increased employment and unionization* The War
labor Board automatically granted organised labor "maintenance of
membership* in all shops controlled by the latter* Employers,
absorbed in production and enjoying high profits, offered little
resistance to the spread of unionism* All these favorable forces
combined to enable the labor movement to reaoh an unprecedented
strength of fifteen million members

36
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by the end of the war*

Wolman, eg* oit*, p* 73*

37

Frank f * de Vyver, unpublished article to appear later in
Southern Economlo Journal*
38

Ibid.
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The moat spectacular gains in the South after 1933 were mad©
by the Industrial unions, primarily unions of the Congress of
Industrial Organisations, in areas hitherto not permanently organized,
The craft unions, however, continued to grow at a steady, if unheralded
rate, in fields already partially organised.
By 1938, in building and construction in the South, the United
Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners of America <AFb)^ reported a
membership of 20,2771 the Bricklayers, Masons and Plasterers Inter
national Union of America (AFL) 9,036j the International Brotherhood
of Sleetrlcal Workers (AF1) 7,51*6$ and the United Association of
Journeymen and Apprentices of the Plumbing and Pipe Fitting Industry

(AFl) 2,996.^°
Mo membership data were available in 1938 for the Brotherhood
of Painters, Decorators, and Paperhangere of America (AFL) or the
International Hod-Carriers, Building and Common Laborers Union (AFL)*
The craft unions mere well entrenched in the transportation
and ecamnnication industries; and by 1938 several craft unions had
attained a strength of membership comparable to their counterparts
in building and construction# The largest of these unions wag the
Brotherhood of Hallway, Steamship Clerks, Freight Handlers, Express

39

(AFL) is an abbreviation for American Federation of Labor#

See footnote at bottom of Table II for source of union
membership figures used in the remainder of this chapter*

and Station Employees (AFL)* which claimed a membership of sixteen
thousand in 1938* Following closely in sice was the Brotherhood of
Railroad Trainmen (Ind*)

reporting a membership of IS*965#

Other

unions which had developed significant strength of membership by 1938
were the Brotherhood of locomotive Firemen and Enginemen (Ind.)*
6*8lS| the Order of Railroad Telegraphers (AFL)* 6*69% the Order
of Ballmy Conductors (Ind#)* 6*328j and the Amalgamated Association
of Street and Electric Railway and Motor Coach Employees ^Jautriea
(AFL)* ii*255# No membership data were available for the Bro
of locomotive Engineers or the International Brotherhood of
Chauffeurs* Stablemen and Helpers of America (AFL)* unions which
undoubtedly enjoyed relatively strong and stable memberships by 1938*
Outside of building and construction and transportation and

\

communication, there were few large craft unions# Among these large
unions were the International Typographical Union (AFL)* the Inter*
national Printing Pressmen and Assistants1 Union of North America
(AFL)* and the American Federation of Musicians (AFL) * The strength
of the Typographers and the Printing Pressmen will be discussed at
a later point when the growth of unionism in the Southern manufacturing
industry is taken up#

^

(Ind.) is an abbreviation for Independent*
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Boring the next ten years, 1938 to 19k8, the growth of the
craft unions eras prodigious in the South, in many oases equalling or
surpassing the growth of the industrial unions.

In the building and

construction industry two of the most rapidly growing unions were the
Carpenters and Electrical Workers. The former increased Its member
ship from 20,227 in 1938 to 92,827 in 19U8, to become the largest
union in the South; the latter, from 7,5k6 in 1938 to 22,65? in 19U8,
to become the twelfth largest union in the South.

The Bricklayers

grew more slowly, from 9,036 to 10,895. The Brotherhood of Painters,
Decorators, and Paperh&ngers of America, for which no membership figures
were available in 1938, reported a membership of 8,98k in 19U8.
Tbs craft unions in transportation and communication likewise
experienced a rapid growth daring the 1938 to 19U3 decade, The Brother
hood of Bailway, Steamship Clerks, Freight Handlers, Express and Station
Employees expanded its numbers from 16,000 in 1938 to U2,630 in 19U8.
The Trainmen grew fro® 15,965 to 29,577; the locomotive Firemen and
Engineaen, from 8,815 to 12,083; the Telegraphers, from 6,690 to 7,61k;
the Condbetors, from 6,328 to 7,k06; and the Street and Electric Rail
way and Motor Coach Employees, from U,255 to 17,205. The Brotherhood of
locomotive Engineers, for which no data were available in 1938, reported
a membership of 8,030 in 19U8.

Bata on the membership of the Teamsters

still remained unknown in 19U8. The recently organised Brotherhood of
Sleeping Car Porters had a membership of k,0i*8 in 19k8.

The Oven more

recently established International Association of Air line Pilots had
a membership of 712 in the same year.
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the rapid growth of the craft union® in building and construction
and transportation and communication carried over to the craft unions
In other line® of industry* The Musicians, who expanded from a membership of ii>6?6 to ll,G2ii, enjoyed the most rapid growth. The growth
of the Typographers and the Printing Pressmen will be described in a
later section.
The growth of the industrial unions after 1933, for the most
part they were the new unions of the Congress of Industrial Organi
sations, was mere spectacular and better documented than the growth
of the craft unions*, These unions expanded rapidly along with the
older industrial unions of the American Federation of labor*

the

industrial areas in which these industrial unions put down their roots
and grew were Goal mining, the maritime trade, communications, and
manufaoturing. In the manufacturing industry considerable union
penetration occurred in textiles, steel and metal trades, food, apparel,
paper, tobacco, and rubber*

less extensive penetration in the manufactur

ing industry occurred in lumber; products of petroleum and coal; stone,
d a y and glass; and leather and leather products* Since the story of
the development and growth of some of these industrial unions was
better documented than the development and growth of the craft unions,
and since these industrial unions have organised in the field of manu
facturing, which is the focus of this study, the history of the
industrial unions since 1933 will be developed In somewhat more detail
than was the history of the craft unions from that date *
The most isqportaat manufacturing industry in the South, as
measured by the number of workers employed in 19US, was the textile
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Ji2
Industry* This industry employed 568,000 workers
In 19U6 and was
concentrated in North Carolina, Virginia, South Carolina, Georgia,
Alabama and Tennessee * Before 1933 the industry had been penetrated
but twice by the unions i around the turn of the century and in 1929
and 1930*

Both times the unions had been thrown back and out of the

industry.
In 1933, after the passage of the National Industrial Recovery
Act, the United Textile Workers (AFL) and the American Federation of
Hosiery Workers (AFL) began rapidly to organise textile workers in all
parts of the country. Differences between management and labor arising
out of the writing of a textile code under the National Industrial
Recovery Act became irreconcilable

In 193U, and on tbs first of

September of that year 17b,000 textile workers walked out In a nation*
wide strike. The union leadership acceded to government pressure and
returned to work*

The union gained little from the ultimate settle

ment of the strike, and its membership rapidly declined.^
The second chapter of the story opened in 1937 when the Textile
Workers Organising Committee was set up under the leadership of Sidney
Hillman, president of the Amalgamated Clothing Workers.

Hillman*s

union c onfcributed five hundred thousand dollars to the drive, and over
the nation more than 1*50,000 members were enrolled by 1938* This

^ See footnote at bottom of Table II for source of employment
figures used for the Southern manufacturing industries in the remainder
of this chapter.
^ Herbert Harris, American labor (New Havenj Yale University
Press, <1938), p. 332.
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number of workers represented 3k per cent of all the workers In the
industry, hut only 2?S#000 of them were working under a collective
agreement* Progress was slower in the South under Emil Rieve*^
the Textile Verifiers Organising Committee claimed one hundred thousand
workers in the South in 1938*

It is doubtful if as high a percentage

of the Southern laborers were working under collective agreements as
were Horthem laborers* %

19U1 the Textile Workers Organising

Qemittee haul won elections involving but thirty -two thousand workers
16
in forty-eix Southern cotton mills*
The advance continued slow in the South between 191*1 and 19U6*
In the latter year organisational efforts were intensified after the
launching of the Southern organising campaign$ and two years later the
U6
Textile Workers Union of America (CIO), the successor to the Textile
Workers Organising Committee, claimed 150,000 members, a figure which
has been readjusted downward to 89,557 by a more conservative authority*
Assuming the latter figure to be the store nearly correct, the Textile
Workers Union of America was the second largest union in the South in
19h8« The other union in the industry, the old United Textile Workers
k7
Union (API), was reconstituted in 1939*
By 191*8 the union had
lh,lO0 umbers*

Together the two unions have a total membership of

103,967, conservatively estimated. This confined membership

****

P* 338*

^ Douty, oj>. cit*« p. 170*
^ (CIO) is an abbreviation for Congress of Industrial
Organisations.
^ Douty, ©$>• cit.* p. 171*
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constituted but approximately 18 per cent of the workers In the industry5
leaving ever 1*65,033 workers unorganised.

These workers in 19k9 still

constituted the great frontier for labor organisation in the South*
Coal mining, an extractive industry, is important in the
Southern states of Kentucky, Alabama, Virginia, Tennessee and Arkansas*
The United Mine Workers (Ind*), the only important union in the industry,
reentered the Alabama coal fields in 1933# shortly after the passage
of the Rational Industrial Recovery Act*

Organisation was extremely

successful* By May 26, 1937, the United Mine Workers had contracts
with every mine in the state* Tennessee was invaded concurrently, as
well as Kentucky*

In August, 19I|S, the obdurate Harlan County operators
1l8

signed the standard Appalachian agreement*

The United Mine Workers had In the South an estimated member
ship of 82,200 in 1938* By 19U8 the total membership reached 87,$00,
making the United Mine Workers the third largest union in the South.
Sines the preceding totals included the membership of the conglomerate
District $0, it is likely that the number of coal miners with United
Mira* Workers1 cards actually declined between 1938 and 19U8*

The

decrease in membership was only apparent* By 1933 the United Mine
Workers had enrolled practically all workers in the industry* The
assumed decline in membership most likely reflects a decline in employ*
ment stenaaing from an improved

technology#^

k® Ibid., p. 167.
^ de Vyver, unpublished artiole to appear later in Southern
Economic Journal*
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There were 218,500 workers in the South in 19U6 in what might
be termed "heavy industry,11 They were concentrated in the states of
Alabama, Tennessee, Ifentucky and Virginia* This industrial field
covered, specifically, the iron and steel industry, with an employment
of 90,0005 the transportation equipment industry, excluding automobiles,
with an employment of 58,700) the nonelectrical machinery industry, with
an employment of UG,ltOO) and the nonferrous metals industry, with an
employment of 29,bOO«
Before 1933 this broad field of industries was practically
untouched by unionism, not only in the South, but also in the rest of
the Salted States* Seven Employee Hepresentative Plans had been put
into effect in the steel Industry ever the nation) and these plans
had been fiite successful, particularly as a method of settling
grievances*

When Section 7(a) of the National Industrial Recovery Act

became lsw, the steel companies immediately expanded these plans, to
such an extent, in fact, that by the end of X93h$ ninety-three of the
plans were in effect.**® In 1935 a rank-and-fil© revolt occurred among
the steel workers, as some of them, and their leaders, tired both of
the ineffective organisational efforts of the old Amalgamated Association
of Iron and Steel Workers (AFL) and the restrictive confines of the
Employee Representation Plans* This revolt of the rank and file
coincided in its later stages with the establishment of the Steel

SO

Brooks, ££• cit** p* 79.
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Workers Organising Committee, and the latter organisation was more
easily able, as a result, to bring the workers into its ranks*

Its

successful organisation canp&ign culminated on Wareh 2, 1937, when the
United States Steel Corporation signed a collective agreement recog*
51
nising the union and conceding to some of its demands.
Shis agreement had significance for the South because it covered
the esplepwss of the TenasGBee Coal and Iron and Railroad Company,
the most important eos^ary in the Birmingham steel district*

Other

Alabama companies recognised the union; and during the next decade

the United Steel Workers of America (CIO) grew to a strength of
U9,65l workers, achieving the status of the fourth largest union in
the South in 191*8* Approximately 55 per eent of the workers in the
iron and steel iadustxy were organized in 1?U8*
There were other unions in the "heavy-industry” field In the
Sooth* The largest of these was the International Association of
Machinists (2nd*), a very old union which traced its origins to the
South* The Association attained a membership of 16,MX) in 1938 in
the South and grew until its numbers reached 36,250 in 19^8* Three
other unions of importance were the Brotherhood of Railway Carmen of
America (AFL); the International Holders and Foundry Workers Union of
Worth America (AFL); and the International Association of Bridge,
Structural sad Ornamental iron Workers (AIL) # By 1938 the Carmen had

5l

Brooks, og* cit», pp* 75*109*
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an estimated 9,1*96 members in the South, while the Holders and Iron
Workers, respectively, claimed thirty-six locals and 2,^3 members*
The aniens had memberships of 20,Q6U and 13*676, respectively, in X9U3*
Together the four important Southern unions in the "heavy-industry11
field had a membership of 109,81*1, or approximately SO per cent of the
labor force in the industry in 191*8• Approximately one hundred thousand
workers remained unorganised.
There are two minor but related industries in the South which
were not ineluded in the foregoing group of industries because no union
membership figures were available.
and automobile industries.

These were the electrical machinery

The United Electrical, Radio and Machine

Yorkers of America (CIO) and the International Brotherhood of Electrical
Yorkers (AFL) have organized workers in the former industry, which
employs 7,360 workers in the South*

The United Automobile Workers of

America (CIO) has organised workers in the latter industry, where a
total of 8,227 Southern workers are employed*
If the "beavy-industry*1 group were not counted as a single
distinct industry, and it was not by the census classifications, the
food industry, with a labor force of 198,800, would have been the
second most important manufacturing industry in the South in 19U6 on
the basis of number of workers employed*
Several

have organised workers in the industry* The

Food, Tobacco, Agricultural and Allied Yorkers Union of America (CIO),
with a membership of 33,900 in the South in 19U8, was the largest union
in a poorly organized industry*

Some of its members, however, were
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employed in the tobacco and agricultural industries, -which came under
a separate census classification, and which are discussed separately
at a later point in the chapter#

The number of members so employed was

not available in 19U8# Other unions in the industry in 19U8 were the
Amalgamated Heat Cutters and Butcher Workmen of North America (AIL),
with 16,929 members) the Distillery, Rectifying and Wine Workers Inter
national Union of America (AFL), with 5,952 members, all in Kentucky)
and the International Union of United Brewery, Flour, Cereal, Soft
Drinks and Distillery Workers of America (0X0), with 2,838 members,
nearly half of whom were in Louisiana# The Bakery and Confectionery
Workers International Union of America (AFL) had an estimated member
ship of 2,2li5 workers in 1938, but no figures were available for the
union in 19U6#
The four important unions in the food industry, f or which data
were available, had a combined membership of 59,619 in 19U8# The total
msnfcership of the four unions was hut 30 per cent of the total number
of workers employed in the industry* Nearly one hundred thousand
workers remained unorganised in 19U8#
The paper and allied products industry manufacturing pulp,
paper, and bags and boxes, primarily, employed sixty thousand
workers in the South In 19U6*

It is an industry which has grown rapidly

in the South in recent years#
The three unions in this industrial field organised workers
rapidly in the South after 1933*

No membership figures were available

in 1938) but by 19U8 the largest of tliese unions, the International

3U

Brotherhood of Pulp, Sulphite and Paper Mill Workers (tfL), had a
membership of 17,925* Second largest in 191*8 was the International
Brotherhood of Paper Makers (AIL), a craft union restricting its
membership to the more higher skilled*

The smallest union in the

industry mas the United Paper Workers of America (CIO), with a joembership in 19h6 of 6,936*

Combined, the membership of the three unions

totaled 3U,819, or approximately $8 per oent of the workers in the
Southern division of the industry*

In Southern manufacturing the

extent of organisation in this industrial area in 191*8 was exceeded
only in the tobacco and rubber products industries *
The tobacco industry employed U856OO workers in the South in
1?U6« The two great divisions of the industry were the cigarette
industry, concentrated in Worth Carolina, Virginia and Kentucky, and
the cigar industry, concentrated in Florida and Virginia*
The Tobacco Workers International Union (AFL) began organising
more actively in the cigarette division of the industry in 1933* The
union had enrolled the white workers in the cigarette departments of
the American Tobacco Company and the Idggett-nMyers Company by 1937*
In that year the pace of organisation increased, and by the end of the
year the union had entered into contracts with Brown and Williamson,
Idggett-ityer® , the American Tobacco Company, and Philip-Morris
During the next decade the union grew to a membership of 26,831, the

Douty, 2E* flit** P* ^71*
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eleventh largest union in the South in 19U8.

It had organised approxi-

Hiately 90 per eeat of the worker® in the cigarette division of the
industry by this date*
the Cigar Makers International Union of America (AFL) organised
ia the Cigar division of the industry*

Uy 19U8 its membership was

?,$#, £,869 of idiom were located in Florida, mostly in the Tampa area.
The combined membership of the Cigar Makers and the Tobacco Workers in
19lt§ wee 3L,180, or ?0 per cent of thic workers in the Industry, making
it the most extensively organised of the Southern manufacturing industries
in 19b8*

The Food, Tobacco, Agricultural and Allied Workers of America

(CIO) also organised in this industry, and all of Its membership was
arbitrarily assigned by this study to the food industry*
There were two other manufacturing industries in the South not
included above in which the unions had made significant penetrations
by 19U8* These were the printing, publishing, and allied industries,
and the rubber produets industry, employing H7,500 and 11;,300 workers,
respectively, in 19U6.
There were six unions in the former field, the International
Typographical Union (AFL), the International Printing Pressmen and
Assistants' Union (AFX), the International Brotherhood of Bookbinders
(AFL), the International Photo-Engravers Union (AFL), the International
Stere©typers and Blsetrotypero Union (AFL), and the Lithographers
International Protective and Beneficial Association*^

of these six

^ Emily Clark Brown, "Book and Job Printing/ How Collective
Bargaining Works* op. cit., p# 129.
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unions, all predominately craft unions, the Typographers and the Press*
men have a sizable membership in the South#

The former in 19U8 had

6,568 members In the South, geographically well distributed#

The

latter published no membership figures but claimed eighty*three locals
distributed throughout all of the Southern states# The membership
of the Typographers alone constituted 13 #8 per cent of all the workers
In the in&istry*
The most important union in the rubber products industry was
the United Rubber, Cork, Linoleum and Plastic Workers of America (CIO}#
This union, organised after 1933, had a membership of 8,3h7 in the
South in 19b8» The membership was concentrated in Alabama and Tennessee
and constituted 58.1* per cent of a total of 1U,300 workers in the
industry#
In the lumber and timber basic products, furniture and finished
lumber products, chemical and allied products, petroleum and coal,
stem, clay and glass, and leather industries, the degree of unioni
sation was comparatively small* Three of these Industries, however,
were among the South’s most important*
In 191*6 the lumber and timber basie products, and furniture and
finished lumber products industries employed 6i*,900 and 109,200 workers,
respectively, or a combined total of 17b,100 workers#
were organizing exclusively in these areas*

Three unions

the International Wood

workers of America (CIO), the United Furniture Workers of America (CIO),
and the Upholsterers International Union of North America#
two of these unions have been organized since 1933#

The first
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The largest of the unions mentioned in the last paragraph was
the Woodworker*, with a oeabershlp of 11,300 in 19US,

Much smaller

were the Furniture Worker* and the Upholsterers, with respective member-ships of 6,1)2$ and 3,210* The combined membership of the three unions
totalled 21,h3$, only 12*3 per cent of the workers employed in the
industry* This latter figure is a definite understatement, however,
for part of the large membership of the carpenters in the South was
recruited from the timber basic products, and furniture and finished
limber products industries* There remained, as of 19U8, approximately
150,000 unorganised workers in the industry*
The chemicals and allied products, and petroleum and coal pro
ducts industries employed 126,000 and 22,hOO workers, respectively, in
the South in 19U6# The two main unions in the field, the United Gas,
Coke and Chemical Workers of America (CIO) and the Gil Workers Inter
national Union (010), were both organised after 1933, and had
accumulated memberships of 9,090 and 1,713, respectively, by 19U3*
This membership constituted but 7*0 per cent of the workers in the
industry, leaving over 125,000 workers unorganised by national unions*
The stone, clay and glass industries employed hi,300 workers
in the South in 19U6*

Of 'Wiese, 7,190 were organised in the United

Cement, Lima and Gypsum Workers International Union (AFL), a total of
17 per cent of the workers in the industry. The leather and leather
products industry during the same year eaplcyed an average of 2^,300
workers*

Only 1,200 of these were organized by the Boot and Shoe

Workers Union (AIL), the principal union in the industry organising
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exclusively is this field in the South*
Other Areas of Industrial Unionism# There were few industrial
unions of importance outside of extractive and manufacturirvg industries*
The largest of these, the National Maritime Union of America (010)
and the Goiamnications Workers of America (0X0), possessed memberships
of 60,000 and 37,691, respectively, in the South in 191*8# Both operated
in the field of transportation and oommunioatlon* The Congress of
Industrial Organisations also had two unions in the service industries
in the South toy 19U8, the United Office and Professional Workers Union
and the Retail Wholesale and Department Store Union, with respective
memberships of 2,000 and 3,U5>8*
In agriculture, the South's greatest industry, there were no
unions of great strength by the close of 191*8* The only union in the
field, excluding the Food, Tobacco, Agricultural and Allied Workers
(CIO), which has already been discussed, was the National Farm labor
Union (AFI), This union had been organized as the Southern Tenant
Farmers Union in the 1920s in eastern Arkansas but had been practi**
sally wiped out and discredited by the Elaine Massacre, one of the
worst race riots in Southern history*

The union had affiliated with

the Food, Tobaoeo and Agricultural Workers later in the 1930s but
withdrew after two years of association* The union was reorganized
as the National Farm labor Union on August 23, 19U6, and as of 19U8
claimed a membership of thirty thousand in two hundred locals in the
South* The union claimed to be interested solely in organizing the
workers on large farms, of whom there were estimated to be one million
in 19U8*51*

^ H. L. Mitchell, "Farm Workers See the Light," American
Federationist* Vol* $ht No# 1 (January, 19l*7), pp*
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Concision*

Before the beginning of the great organising drive

in 19^6* the American Federation of Labor and the Congress of Industrial
Organisations claimed 1*800,000 and 1*00*000 members* respectively* in
the South* As defined by the labor organisations, the South undoubtedly
included Texas and Oklahoma* as sell as the states which sere included
in the geographical definition in the footnote to fable X» the passage
of legislation limiting the injunction and favoring the establishment
of collective bargaining* more favorable Judicial attitudes* recovery
(hiring the 1930s* the full employment years of World War II* the absence
of any concerted opposition by employers, and a friendly War labor
Board* all stimulated and supported the growth and expansion of the
labor movement in the South* as well as over the nation* The Increasing
strength of the labor movement Itself contributed to still further
expansion* particularly in unorganised regions such as the South*
We longer was trade unionism in the South confined to a narrow craft
basis* By 19U6 it had definitely established itself in the Southern
manufacturing Industry.
let the task ef organization in the South was far from complete*
Althea# the industrial unions* in conjunction with a few craft unions*
have made relatively greater gains in the Southern manufacturing
industry since 1933* than the unions in other industrial sectors* the
manufacturing industry remained the great frontier for organisation,
even at the end of 19U3*

In the textile industry alone over four

hundred thousand workers remained unorganized#

Two other large indus

tries* food and lumber and furniture* had close to 150,000 workers

ho

each who were not union members * Over 125*000 workers in the chemical
and allied products and petroleum and coal products industries re
mained outside of the unions*

In the heavy industries of the South,

steel, machinery, transportation equipment, and nonferrous metals,
another block of over one hundred thousand unorganised workers was
to be found# Smaller blocks of the unorganised, amounting to over
fifty thousand in apparel and to over twenty thousand, respectively,
in stone, clay and glass products, paper and allied products, and
leather and leather products industries, were to be found in the less
important manufacturing industries* 111 in all, there were probably
over one million workers in the Southern manufacturing industry who
were outside the union fold at the close of 19U8#
Of course, other frontiers of organisation existed*

The

unions have scarcely touched the vast reservoir of the unorganised
represented by clerical, government, retail and wholesale, and agri
cultural workers*

The unions, however, have not proven conclusively

that these workers can be organised? and it is a good bet that their
attempted organisation will be preceded by efforts to Clean up the
large pockets of unorganised workers in the manufacturing industries*
THE SOUTHERN ORGANIZING CAMPAIGNS OF 19146
The preceding section of this chapter dealing with the develop
ment of labor organization in the South since 1933 followed a dichotomy
between oraft and industrial unionism*

Special emphasis was placed

on the growth and numerical strength of the industrial unions, which,
for the most part, have organised the Southern manufacturing industries*
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national unions# Bittner set up a closely knit organising staff
in the South, consisting of 200 to 2$0 organisers working under
a dozen state organising directors# This staff was separate from
the permanent regional staff of the Congress of Industrial Organi
sations in the South, and it was paid by Bittnerfs office ^

Such

an organisation insured centralisation of authority and the rapid
linear flow of authority, without short-circuiting by autonomous
field offices#
The Congress of Industrial Organisations was careful to
appoint a high percentage of Southerners as organisers, and it
went to considerable pains to win community support, or at least
to avoid eeBBmnity antagonism# All Congress of Industrial Organi
sations1 local drives were preceded by special news releases,
conversations with civic leaders by special personnel, and assurances
to local ministers that n010” was not a synonym for Communism and
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antireligion#

But it was not the Congress of Industrial Organi

sations1 poliey to soft pedal and move gradually with the actual
organization of the workers, or to pick the nsoft-touches,n Van
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Bittner’s policy was to 11drive, drive, drive#n

He directed

organizational efforts at the largest firms in the most unionresistant industries, on the theory that if the leaders were organized
there would be little resistance by either the workers or management
in the smaller firms.

It has been maintained that the American Federation of labor
undertook its Southern drive only because the Congress of Industrial
Organizations was sponsoring such a venture* Be that as it may, the
American Federation of labor had little choice if it urn© to protect
its long-run interests in the South* The opening gun was fired on
Hay 11 and 12 at the third Biennial Southern labor Conference of the
American Federation of labor held at Asheville, North Carolina*
The drive was placed under the very capable George L, Googe, American
Federation of labor regional director for the South*

In contrast

with the Congress of Industrial Organizations1 drive, the American
Federation of labor campaign was carried out by the permanent Southern
organizations, mainly the individual national unions in the South*
The general American Federation of labor policy was also quite
different from that of the Congress of Industrial Organizations*
The American Federation of labor toned down the militancy of its
organizational efforts, referring to the drive as a mere Hintensifi
cation of effort*” Neither did the Federation concentrate the
preponderance of its strength on the organization of new locals
In hitherto unorganized industries*

It was content to pick on the

nsoft-touches,” to increase the membership of old locals, or to
organize nenr locals in industries where the unions already had a
foothold* The whole philosophy of the American Federation of labor

y George L* Googe, "The Southern Drive,” American Federationlerfc
Vol* 53, No* 11, (November, 19U6), p* 32*
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leadership was well summed up in the words of George Googe when
he said, “Like Brer Babbit in Uncle Beraus, we lay low*”
The drives did not “catch on® as some of tbs labor leaders
had hoped.

The organisers faced a rather placid labor force, and

organisation had to be “worked at*”

In 1$%6 the only spontaneous

reactions came among the Negro workers in the leaf tobacco houses
of North Carolina, and the lumber workers of Southern Mississippi*
In both cases, wages of forty to fifty cents an hour were being
61
paid#
% November, 19U6, it was estimated that the Congress of
Industrial Organisations had picked up fifty thousand to sixty
thousand members, and the American Federation of labor approxi-**
mutely 1$0,000 new members,
The campaigns continued at full blast into the next year,
until cheeked by the passage of the Taft-Hartlay Act,
tbs Act was a great psychological blow#

Most of all

Defeatism replaced opti~

™imm in labor ranks 5 optimism replaced defeatism in the ranks of

opposing

employers* The national leadership of the unions became

absorbed in attacks on the new ”slav©~labor” bill* The Southern
organising drive was given secondary consideration*

The state

legislatures were operating under the same popular pressures as
Congress, and they also enacted little “Taft-Jiartloy” statutes
at the state level# By January, 19W, six Southern states, Arkansas,
Georgia, North Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, and Virginia had enacted

“labor Drives South,” Fortune * op* cit*, p* 136*
61 Ibid., p. 23U.

laws limiting la various degrees the extent of union security* that
62
could be secured through collective agreement •

In addition* there

were more or leas automatic checks which impeded new organisational
efforts* As the number of new locals grew* the organisers and the
national union representatives had to spend more of their time
servicing the new groups*

Servicing became doubly important under

the Taft-HartIsy Act, for a new provision in this law gave the
employer power to petition for decertification elections*

Still

another obstacle to rapid organisation was the failure of some of
the national unions to redeem their pledges of financial aid*
forcing the Southern drive to operate on a ttshoe-string0 from time
to tine.63
nevertheless organisational efforts continued with some
success* By January, 19h8, the Congress of Industrial Organisations
was claiming four hundred thousand new members and eight hundred
new locals | while the American Federation of labor reported an
increase in membership of several hundred thousand*

During the

ensuing years organisation successes were more infrequent.

The

drives seemed to have simmered down to a more normal level of
organizing activity.

By* the end of the year Congress of Industrial

Organisations1 claims were only fifty thousand more than they were

^ CIO Hews, Vol. H f No. 2 .(January 12* 19W), p# 12*
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Conversation with 010 official.
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at the beginning* The American Federation of labor still published
no specific figures on its new membership gains.

Its drive was

formally closed in Julyj but, of course, the move had little real
significance! for the national unions, who were, for the most part,
doing the American Federation of labor organising, did not change
the pace of their organisational work*
The stunning results of the November elections, however,
created a sew atmosphere for organisation#

The Congress of Industrial

Organisations at its National Convention in Portland, Oregon increased
its monthly per capita tax from five to eight cents per month and ear
marked two of the three cent increase for financing its "Operation
Dixie**

It further called for a meeting of its two hundred Southern

organisers at Atlanta on the eighth and ninth of January to reintensify
6L
the seal for organisation*
The American Federation of labor took
no formal moves to reinstate its Southern drive*

In a more secure

position it seemed content to let Southern organisation continue
at its own pace*
What the future will bring is a question involving so many
unknown yet interdependent variables that prediction would be the
height of folly* Even if one could predict the course of the business
cycle, the future pattern of legislation regulating collective bargain
ing, the skill and determination with which organisation will be pursued
by the union leadership, and the attitude of workers and employers, one
would have difficulty in piecing together a true picture of the future#

^ nCIO Cracks Solid South,*1 Business Week, No, 1007 (December
18, 19U8), p* 105.
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Yet It is worthwhile to look into the future on the basis of certain
assuisptions, which may or may not be true*
It seems reasonable to assume that the federations* particu
larly the Congress of Induetrial Organisations, will relentlessly
pursue the organisation of Southern labor*
Organisations has too much at stakes

The Congress of Industrial

the protection of its northern

locals in such industries as textiles, clothing, chemicals, and furni
ture; the elimination of deficit financing for its Southern operations!
and the elimination of conservative Southern Senators and Congressmen*
These Senators and Congressmen in alliance with conservative forces
in the Republican Party form an overhanging threat to the very
existence of a national labor movement* The American Federation of
labor is in a less precarious position, except politically, for it is
better entrenched in the South in industries which do not compete in
a national market, as, for example, the construction industry* The
American Federation of labor is undoubtedly self-sufficient in the
South} yet, it must remain alert against the advance of the Congress
of Industrial Organisations*

Important gains by that organisation

accompanied by good contracts for the workers could lead to a rapid
Shift of workers into the Congress of Industrial Organisations# So
it would seem that both labor organizations will be thoroughly dedi- '
cated to the task of extending organization, at least through the
construction, transportation and communication, extractive, and manu
facturing industries*

U8

What sort of national legislation will regulate the institution
of collective bargaining?

In the light of labors present political

strength end the general temper of public opinion* it seems reasonable
to assume that the Taft-Hartley Act will probably represent an upper
limit in respect to the degree of regulation that will be Imposed upon
the unions in their organising and bargaining activities. And the
Taft-Hartley Act dees not raise an insuperable barrier to organisation*
All of the basic guarantees of the Wagner Act are retained*
In the light of the two foregoing assumptions the most reason*
able conclusion seems to be that the organisation of Southern labor
will proceed further* But available evidence and the unique charac
teristics of the Southern environment seem to indicate that the pace
of organisation will be relatively slow* much slower than maty antici
pate! and that the complete organisation of the construction* trans
portation* extractive and manufacturing industries* particularly the
latter* is not a foregone conclusion*
The beet empirical evidence available is the very history of
the organisation of Southern labor which has been related in the
preceding pages*

It Is a history which, showed a very slow progress

for organisation* marked by defeats almost as frequently as by victories*
It indicated that there were mazy forces operating in opposition to
the organisation of Southern labor that were more or less inherent
in* and peculiar to* the South*
The result of certification ©lections held by the National labor
Relations Board in the South since the passage of the Taft-Hartley Act
constitute the most recent evidence of the difficulty of organising

Southern labor* Between August 22, 191*7, and September 30, 19U8,
the unions won but 167 elections and lost 82* The American Federation
of labor won eighty-four of the elections $ the Congress of Industrial
Organisations, sixty-seven$ the unaffiliated union, fifteen$ and
individual unions, one*
wore east for the unions*

In all these elections only 19,636 votes
In certain states during the August 22,

19U7 to September 30, 19U8 period the picture was particularly somber*
The Rubber Workers won the only Congress of Industrial Organizations1
victory in Alabama* The Textile Workers won non© and lost one election
in Morth Carolina* There were only five elections and three union
66
victories in South Carolina*
The campaign in textiles, the alleged key to final victory,
has not gone too well, either* The great Gannon mill and the immense
Avondale chain, the keys within the key, have withstood the organiza
tional efforts of the Congress of Industrial Organizations and its
Textile Workers Onion*
The reasons iday the Congress of Industrial Organizations and
the American Federation of labor have not added a million members,
respectively, to their rolls since the inception of the great organizing
drives are not too hard to find. Some of the obstacles to organization
were unique to the current period* The passage of the Taft-Hartley Act
and the swing of public opinion against organized labor in the two to

® de Vyver, unpublished article to appear later in Southern
Economic Journal*

So

three years following the end of the war dulled the seal for organisation* diverted efforts to the politioal front* and encouraged employer
opposition# The high level of Southern prosperity gave Southern
workers higher wages and living standards than they had ever had
before* and dulled their appetites for unions and for organization#
Open-ehop employers could match the union contracts for their workers*
or go them one better* in the sellers market that prevailed#
In addition* many of the old obstacles to organization still
remained# The textile industry remained geographically scattered in
hundreds of independently-owned plants* many with their own contiguous
mill-owned tom#

The lumber industry’s operations were even more far-

flung with many workers ©ployed in small upeeksrwoodn sawmills in
relatively inaccessible places# The Southern worker still remained
comparatively inert and indifferent to organization#

Southern

employers* though less adamant than before the Hew Seal* for the most
part* still detested and fought trade unionism tooth and nail#
On the other hand* the South was becoming more highly indus
trialised#

Its population was concentrating to a larger extent in

urban areas* and its surplus of unskilled labor had been drained off*
to some extent* by the wartime period of full employment #
In conclusion* the most reasonable estimate of the future of
the Southern labor movement is that its growth will probably continue*
but that the new growth will be slow#

Neither should it be assumed

that the growth of the labor movement in the South is inevitable#
That growth can be guaranteed only by a determined union leadership
with something of value to offer Southern workers#

Tom Tippett’s
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prophecy of nearly twenty year ago atill sums up the situation veiy
£*f
mil* As he said; "The South will act be organised in a day*”

67

Tippett, eg# oit*, p# 172.
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TABLE I.

ONION MEMBERSHIP IN THE SOUTH, OCTOBER, 1938 AND 191*8.66

Industry and l&iion
I* Mining and Extractive
United Mine Workers of America (Ind.)
Oil Workers International Onion (CIO)
Federation of Glass, Ceramic, and Silica
Sand Workers of America (CIO)
IX.

h i

1938

191*8

82,200
....

87,500
1,713

kit#

979

Manufacturing * Durable Goods
1*9,651
United Steelworkers of America (CIO)
...»
International Association of Machinists (Ind.) 16,1*00
36,250
20,061*
Brotherhood of Railway Carmen of America (AFL) 9,1*96
International Holders and Foundry Workers
Union of Worth America (AFL)
36 locals 13,876
United Gas, Coke, and Chemical Workers of
America (CIO)
9,090
United Cement, Lime, and Gypstm Workers
International Union (AFL)
7,190
2,900
United Furniture Workers of America (CIO)
6,1*25
Industrial Union of Marine and Shipbuilding
2,100
Workers of America (CIO)
. *• *
United Automobile Workers (CIO)
1*2 contracts
International Brotherhood of Blacksmiths,
Drop Forgers and Helpers (AFL)
8 plants
International Association of Bridge,
Structural and Ornamental Iron Workers (AFL)
2,1*53
Amalgamated Association of Iron, Steel, and 36 locals
Tin Workers
23 contracts

. Manufacturing - Non-Durable Goods
Textile Workers Union of America (CIO)
Food, Tobacco, Agricultural and Allied
Workers Union of America (CIO)
Tobacco Workers International Union (AFL)
Amalgamated Clothing Workers (CIO)
Industry and Union
International Brotherhood of Pulp
Sulphite and Paper Mill Workers (AFL)
Amalgamated Meat Cutters and Butcher Workmen
of Worth America (AFL)
United Textile Workers (AFL)

100,000

89,557

1**500

33,500
26,831
20,375
17,925

16,929
Ik, 1*10
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TABLE I.

(continued)

International Ladies Garment Workers
Union (AFL)
66
11,096
International Brotherhood of Paper Makers (AFL)
9,958
American Federation of Hosiery Workers (Ind.)
6,722
United Rubber, Cork, Linoleum, Plastic Workers
of America (CIO)
8,31*7
Cigar Makers International Union of America (AFL)
7,31*9
ttaited Paper Workers of America (CIO)
6,936
International Typographical Union (AIL)
h,832
6,$68
Upholsterers International Union of North
America (AFL)
3,210
International Union of United Brewery,
Flour, Cereal, Soft Brinks and Distillery
Workers of America (CIO)
2,1?$
2,838
Boot and Shoe Workers Uhion (AFL)
1,200
Bakery and Confectionery Workers Interna
tional Union of America (AFL)
2,2^5
• «**
International Printing Pressmen and
Assistants9 Union of North America (AFL)
6? locals 63 locals
Halted Garment Workers of America (AIL)
10 shops
IV.

Building and Construction
Uhited Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners
of America (AFL)
International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers (AFL)
Bricklayers, Masons, and Plasterer9s
International Union of America (AFL)
Brotherhood of Painters, Decorators and
Paperhangers of America (AFL)
Halted Association of Jouneymen, Plumbers
and Steam Fitters (AFL)

V. Transportation and Communication
Rational Maritime Union of America (CIO)
Brotherhood of Railway, Steamship Clerks,
Freight Handlers, Express and Station
Employees (AFL)
Communication Workers of America
Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen (Ind.)
Amalgamated Association of Street and
Electric Railway and Motor Coach Employees
of America (AFL)
Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and
Enginemen (Ind.)

20#277

92,827

7,51*6

22,657

9,036

10,895

«**•
2,996

8,981*
•*•*

30,000

60,000

16,000
15,965

1*2,630
37,691
29,577

1*,255

17,205

8,815

12,083

5k

TABLE I,

(Continued)

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers (Ind.)
The Order of Railroad Telegraphers (AFL)
Order of Railway Conductors (Ind.)
Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters (AFL)
International Association of Air Line
Pilots (AFL)
tlnited Transport Service Employees of America
(CIO)
VI.

Service
American Federation of Musicians (AFL)
Hotel and Restaurant Employees and Bar
tenders International Union (AFL)
International Association of Fir© Fighters
(AFL)
Laundry Workers International Union (AFL)
Retail, Wholesale and Department Store
Union (0X0)
International Alli ance of Theatrical
Stage Employees and Moving Machine
Operators of U, S. and Canada (AFL)
United Office and Professional Workers
Union (CIO)
American Newspaper Guild (CIO)

8,030
7,6l2i
6,326 7,1(06
It,01(8
712
9 locals

6,690

1*,6?6 11,021*
**«•
5*899
1**786
«..,
1**710
••##
3,1(58
•••*
391

3,265
2,000
1*51

^ The membership figures presented in this table are taken from
tables appearing in Professor Frank ?« de Vyver’s articles, "The Present
Status of the Labor Unions in the South," appearing in the April, 1939
and April, 19h9 issues of the Southern Economic Journal# Professor do
Vyr er's figures cover membership in the Southern states of Virginia,
North Carolina, South Carolina, Florida, Georgia, Alabama, Kentucky,
Tennessee, Mississippi, Louisiana and Arkansas, The list of the unions
is not exhaustive, but it includes nearly all of the large unions in
the South in 191*8 except the Teamsters and H o d Carriers*

TABLE IX. EMPLOIMENT AND UHI0N MEMBERSHIP IN SOUTHERN MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES IN RECENT TEARS67

Industry and Union
1. Textile-mill products and other
fiber manufactures
Textile Workers Union of
America (CIO)
United Textile Workers (AFL)

Employment in
19u6, including
Texas and Okla
homa
578,300

Employment in
191*6, excluding
Texas and Oklahoma

566,900

Percent
of
Workers
•Organized-

103,967
09,557

18.3

109,81a

50.3

lb,i*10

2* Heavy industries
297,200
Iron and steel and their products
108,000
Transportation equipment except
autos
83,900
Machinery except electrical
66,100
Honferrous metals and their pro
ducts
39,200
United Steelworkers of America
(CIO)
Int’l Assoc, of Machinists (Ind.)
Brotherhood of Hallway Carmen of
America (AFL)
Bnicn of North America Int'l
Holders and Foundry Workers (AFL)

216,500

3.

198,800

Food
276,1*00
Food, Tobacco, Agricultural and
Allied Workers Union of Am, (CIO)
Amalgamated Meat Cutters and Butcher
Workmen of Horth America (AFL)

Onion ambership in 191*6,
excluding Texas
and Oklahoma

90,000
58,700

1*
0,1*00

,

29 1*00

2*9,651
36,250

20,061*
13,876
59,619
33,900
16,929

30.0

TABLE II*

(Continued)

Distillery, Rectifying and Vine Workers
Intfl Union of America (AFL)
Intfl Union of United Brewery, Flour,
Cereal, Soft Drinks and Distillery
Workers of America (CIO)
k* Lumber and timber basic products and
furniture and finished lumber products
International Woodworkers of America
(CIO)
United Furniture Workers of America
(CIO)
Upholster*s Int*l Union of Worth
America (AFL)

5.

Chemicals and p^troleraa and coal
Products
Chemicals and Allied products
Products of Petroleum and Coal
United Gas, Coke and Chemical
Workers of America (CIO)
Oil Workers Int*l Union (CIO)

6, Apparel and other finished textile
products
Amalgamated Clothing Workers of
America (CIO)
Int*l Ladies Garment Workers
Union (AFL)
American Federation of Hosiery
Workers (Ind.)

218,800

5,952

2,838
17L,100

21,L35

12*3

11,800

6,L25
3,210
221,LOO
153,LOO
70,000

1L8,LOO
126,000

10,803

7.3

22,Loo

9,090
1,713
129,Loo

105,000

Lo,193
20,375

38.3

11,096
8,722

VJ\

o

TABLE II,

(Continued)

7* Printing, publishing and allied in
dustries
Int1! Typographical Onion (AFL)
Int'l Printing Pressmen and
Assistants1 Onion of N» A« (AFL)
89 Paper and allied products
Int’l Brothehood of Pulp,
Sulphite and Paper Mill Workers
(AFL)
Intfl Brotherhood of Paper
Makers (AFL)
United Paper Workers of America
(CIO)
99

Stone, clay and glass products
United Gement, lime and Qypsum
Workers Ih&*l Ifaion (AFL)

67,000

6,568

13.8

6,568
83 locals

61*,700

60,000

31*,819

58.0

17,925
9,958

6,936
56,600

1*1,300

7.190

17.1*

7.190

10, Tobacco manufacturers
Tobacco Workers Intfl Union
(AFL)
Cigar Haters Xnt'l Union of
America (AFL)

1*9,200

11.

27,000

Leather and leather products
Boot and Shoe Workers Union
(AFL)

1*7,500

1*8,600

31*,180

70.3

26,831

7,31*9
21*,300

1,200

i*,9

1,200
vn
-j

TABLE II*

(Continued)

12* Rubber produets
Bhited Rubber, Cork, Linoleum
and Plastic Workers of Ameri
ca (CIO)

15*900

1U*300

S*3ltf

58.li

8,3ii7

^ears for which employment and union membership figures were given* The employment figures can be found in
Bulletin 898 of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, p. 31. Since these employment figures included Texas and
Oklahoma in addition to the 11 states which Professor d» Vyverfs membership figures come, it was necessary
to adjust the Bureau of Labor Statistics* employment figures by subtracting employment figures in Texas and
Oklahoma for the same industries* The employment figures used for the adjustment were obtained from the
19i$S Blue Book of Southern Progress, pp. 32*39* Ho pretension of exactness is claimed for the figures giving
the percent of workers unorganised in the various industrial groupings. They only show the ratio between
the membership of the unions listed and' the total ej^lqyment offered by the industries listed. Both the
employment and serabership figures are probably low. The former are low because employment increased between
19L6 and 19lil* The latter are low because the membership of several small unions were not included. Another
inexactness in the perceat~of-workars-unorganised figures is the classification of unions by industry groups*
The Food, Tobacco, Agricultural and Allied Workers of America (CIO), for example, has membership in two
manufacturing industries, food and tobacco, and in agriculture. Since a breakdown of membership by industry
was not available all the workers of this union were classified as food workers*

CHAPTER II
THE UNIONS1 CASE FOR ORGANIZING SOUTHERN LABOR
Why do the national unions have a special Interest In organiz
ing the South? What advantages do the unions claim organization will
bring? What incentives to the workers are especially stressed? Toward
what specific objectives will the unions strive? What arguments are
the unions using to win the approval of public opinion?

These are

the general kinds of questions which this chapter attempts to answer*
tor the most part, they are questions the answers to which have broad
social and economic implications*

The central interest of this study

will, in fact, deal with one of the broad issues arising out of the
objectives of trade unionism in the South*
No better source for the answers to the above questions can
be found than the official publications of the national unions them
selves#

For this reason direct quotations from official union publi

cations have been used to supply the answers*

No critical appraisal

of the union point-of view is made by the writer in this chapter.
One of the compelling reasons stimulating the national unions,

partieulary the

Congress of Industrial Organisations, to push with

perseverance the organization of Southern labor is the increased
security which will be afforded to union looals in the North, East,
and West*

Professor Leo Wolman gave the historical cue to the need
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for such security when he stated*
"American trade unions have long faced great difficulties
in establishing themselves in competitive industries in
which business can shift quickly from one part of the
country to another* Many times In the history of labor
organisations, unionization of a plant or industrial
area has been speedily followed by marked shifts in the
localisation of industry! by the rise thereafter of
unorganised localities, and by the eventual decline of
the unionized ones# The whole course of unionism in
the manufacturing industries confirms this observation
with surprisingly few exceptions* The extent and
variety of the continental area of the United States has
afforded employers innumerable opportunities to achieve
flexibility in costs and operating conditions by moving
to new locations and then utilizing hitherto unused
supplies of labor."*
The Congress of Industrial Organizations boldly admits that
protection to non-Southern locals is one of the important reasons for
organizing Southern labor as rapidly as possible*

Allan L* Swim,

reporter for the CIO Hews, ’ wrote on June 7# 19U8«

"They (Van A*

Bittner and his associates in the Southern organizing drive) know
that CIO unions in the North, East and West will remain insecure
until the South is solidly organized*

They know that real wage gains

of unionists throughout the nation will be limited as long as a NorthSouth pay-rate differential exists*"^
That an unorganized South Is a potential threat to Northern
locals in many industries is not a figment of the imagination of the

^ Leo Wolman, Ebb and Flow in Trade Unionism (New Yorks National
Bureau of Economic Research, 155?), pTT57
2 Allan I* Swim, "Operation Dixie Affects the Nation,? The CIO
Hews, Vol. H , No. 20 (May 17, 19U8), p. 1*.
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Congress of Industrial Organisations» leadership*

Northern politicians

and business roan are also aware of the danger that exists to prevailing
regional industry locational patterns from the existence of •wide geo
graphical differentials in the national wage structure*

Governor Chester

Bowles of Connecticut* attested to this awareness when he made the
suggestion before the 9kth quarterly meeting of the New England Council*
a manufacturers * association* that a $500*000 fund be raised to organise
Southern labor in order to protect Northern industries*^
But* of course* the unions have not appealed to the Southern
workers on the fraternal basis of protecting the wage standards of
their northern brothers.

Their appeal has been the direct one of

raising the level of wages and working conditions in the South* This
appeal has both its negative and positive aspects.

Negatively* the

unions have deplored the 0curse of cheap labor*0 Positively* they have
extolled the advantages of higher wages* not only to labor* but to
other economic groups in the community as well.

Needless to say* the

unions maintained that they are the most indispensible agency to the
attainment of higher wages.
William Qreen of the American Federation of Labor has well stated
the negative case.

In June* 19U6* he gave the following argument;

"For too many years the South has suffered under the econom
ic curse of cheap labor. Cheap labor means substandard
labor* unorganised labor. Cheap labor lacks consumer buying
power. Cheap labor results in economic stagnation and in
dustrial paralysis. Any country where cheap labor exists is

"Aid Unions Drive in South, Is Bowles' Advice to North*"
The Times Picayune. 113th year* No. 53 (March 19* 19U9), p. 1.
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a backward country*
examples

China, India and Mexico are convincing

Solomon Barkin, a high official of the Congress of Industrial Organiza
tions, has spoken in the same vein:
"Low wages make for substandard citizens in both industry
and in the community* Low income workers suffer from mal
nutrition, from excessive illness and from inadequate
medical care* Their life span is shorter than that of
their higher-paid brothers ; they cannot enjoy educational
opportunities as other segments of the community; they
are condemned to poor housing; often they become part of
a baronial company community not urcreminiscent of feuda
lism,"5
But what has been the cause of the lore level of Southern wages?
According to the unions the principal cause of low wages in the South
was and is "exploitation•u This explanatory theme has been played
upon chiefly by the Congress of Industrial Organizations:
"Northern companies," the Congress of Industrial Organiza
tions says, "have paid low wages to southern employees
and have drained wealth from the Booth * * « The net result
has been a vicious cycle of poverty in the South#
At another point in the same article it was maintained that:
"Southern employers can, and some do, pay wages as high
as those in the North and still make profits* There Is
a great need to put an end to chiseling* The Southern
manufacturer who tries to hide behind a low wage scale

b William L* Green, "Southern Drive Is Launched," American
Federationiet, Vol* 53, Wo* 6 (June, 191*6), p. 6*
5 Gloria Coplan, "Its the Same H-C-L in Dixie," The CIO News,
Vol. 10, Ho. 27 (July 7, 191*7), p. 2*
6 CIO, Economic Outlook, Vol. VII, Wo. 5 (May, 191*6).
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is not only chiseling on his workers; he is also chiseling
on the employers who try to pay fair wages; and he is
chiseling on the entire community,'1'
In a later article appearing in the CIO Mews Gloria Coplan, taking her
cue from the testimony of the Congress of Industrial Organizations
leaders, Dickison and Barkin, before the House labor and Education
Committee, wrote i
"Low wages are the product of underpayment and discrimination*
For practical ly every job that is rated less than 65£ by one
employer, there are other employers who rate the same job more
than 65#. One employer is thus able to increase his profits not by moire efficient management - but by squeezing it out of
his workers * . • In lumbering for instance, as testimony
submitted by Fadling indicated, workers in the Southern Pine
region average about liO to 50# an hour* Identical work in
the Pacific Coast Douglas Fir region pays $1*32* Producti
vity of one group is no less than that of the/ other; the
lumber is sold at about the same price. What does it mean?
The southern employer, taking advantage of unorganized - or
newly organized - labor and of a ridiculously low wage floor
- UO# - is able to get the juap on his western competitor.”®
The Congress of Industrial Organizations does not credit lower
efficiency or lower living costs as having any influence on the
differential between Southern wages and wages in other regions of the
country*

The Congress of Industrial Organizations' Economic Outlook

editorialized without equivocation in May, 191*6 that,
"The notion that southern workers are not as efficient as
workers elsewhere or that a lower cost of living in the
South makes it "practical" to pay lower wages, can't stand
up under examination**?

7

8 Coplan, op. cit*, p. 2*
? Economic Outlook, op. cit*
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Miss Emily Dickiaon in testiiying before the House Labor and Education
Committee adamantly said!
”But there is no such thing as regional differences in
the cost of living* Now yon take a Southern worker.
His alarm goes off at $ o'clock in the morning* Do you
think he paid less for that olock than the worker in the
North? Of course not; chances are he paid more, because
it was probably made in Connecticut."1*
On the positive side the unions have chiefly appealed to the
Southern workers by holding forth the inducement of higher wages* The
increased purchasing power stemming from higher wages, the unions
maintain, will bring general prosperity and higher incomes for nearly
all economic classes in the South*

The Congress of Industrial Organiz

ations1 Economic Outlook in Hay, 19l*6, challengingly said!
"But no mere statistics or pious hopes will end low wages*
Southern workers must do the job themselves, by joining
powerful nation-wide unions which reject the idea that
workers in one section of the country must be doomed to
live on a lower level than their fellows elsewhere
The same idea is expressed in the April issue of the American Federationist by George L* Googe, who reported that ?
"The American Federation of Labor in the South has been
working hard to brine Southern economic standards ug to
the level of other sections of the country, and the
scores of new contracts represent a gargantuan stride
toward this basic objective."12
In a later article in the Federationist the same thought was expressed
in a stronger fashion;

Coplan, op. cit*, p* 2.
/

^ Economic Outlook, op* cit.
12 George L. Googe, "Rolling Forward in Dixie," American Federa
tionist* Vol. >3# No* 5 (Nay, 19li6;, p* 7*
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"Therefore we are determined to raise wages in the South#
The American standard of living must be the standard for
tfe entire'natioiu not for certain favored geographical
areas* we don't want high wag s in the North and lower
differentials An trie South, The American standard of
living is trie only standard of livKgj '
^ i c h "trie 'AFL will
accept In the iSouth."^
—
The unions in their appeal for membership have connected higher
wage

rates with higher purchasing power for goods and services

to attract the support of employers and professional people in

inorder
the

field of distribution and personal service. As the American Federationist put iti
"The organising drive of the American Federation of Labor
in the South will bring benefits not only to the workers
who up to now remain unorganised* It will also be a
mighty boon to the merchants and other businessmen of the
South* For when increased purchasing power is put into
the hands of the workers who are now underpaid* it will
become possible for hundreds of thousands of Americans to
become customers for goods they never before could afford*"^
The Congress of Industrial Organisations also has played upon this
important theme quite frequently inits appeal to other economic interest
groups in the conmunity.

The Congress of Industrial Organisations'

Economic Outlook agreed in May, 191*6 that :
"Higher wages in the South will mean more jobs, more outlets
for investment# the development of varied farming, such as
truck and dairy, more services*"!?
"Today," the Economic Outlook continued, "there is * • •
growing recognition on the part of southern ema^l business

!3 Qreen, op. cit*, p* 7, (Underscoring added)*
iri "Southern Organising Push Opens This Month," American Federationist, Vol. 53, No. 5 (May, 191*6), p* 7*
— ——.
!5 Economic Outlook* op. cit.
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men and the white collar and professional classed that
the establishment of collective bargaining and higher
wage rates helps the entire community#11
The unions have promised more than higher wages and higher
community and regional incomes.

Part of these advantages lies in

the economic area surrounding the job) the other part lies in the in
creased political poser accruing to the labor through organisation.
According to the Congress of Industrial Organisations, for example:
"Winning an N,L*R.B* election and negotiating the first
collective bargaining agreements is just the beginning
for the CIO* Grievances, wage adjustments, individual
problems, receive the unions day to day attention*"17
On the broader community and political front the Congress of Industrial
Organizations maintains that;
*In the South, too, CIO unions are changing the political
picture. Gains inside the plant have led to gains in
comnunity respect. As workers have learned that foremen
cannot push them around inside the plant, they have been
more inclined to use their civil rights in the community*
In many company towns, the company's stranglehold Is now
giving way to a new civil and political liberty, * « In
all parts of the nation, workers have found that politi
cal influence comes only as the people have their own
economic organisation to give them a voice and to give
them strength,
Finally the unions see themselves as institutions which are
indispensable to the insurance of democracy in an economy characterised
by large-scale production and a high degree of organization among other

l6 Ibid,
U Ibid.
18 Ibid.
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functional economic groups#

The idea was clearly expressed by the

Congress of Industrial Organizations:.
"This campaign to build strong unions in all parts
of the nation*”
said the Congress of Industrial Organizations' Economic Outlook of May*
19kSst
"is a necessary link in the preservation of freedom in
modern society# It isn't something that concerns labor
alone* for experience has shown that a strong labor move
ment is a necessary part of democracy#
The foregoing statements from official union publications are
not necessarily statements of scientific truth*

They are largely

assertions made without supporting factual substantiation*

They are

the fighting propoganda* the ideology* of a modern institution seeking
to secure and expand its position in our economic life*
The specific objectives of the trade unions in the South which
are the special concern of this study will be considared independently
in Chapter V * Before moving on to their consideration* attention will
be given a statement of the main objections that have been raised
against the movement of trade unionism into the Southern economy*
Having considered these objections* the stage setting will have been
completed; and it will be possible to proceed directly to the analysis
of the central problem of the study*

^ Ibid.

CHAPTER III
SOME OBJECTIONS TO TRADE UNIONISM IN THE SOUTH
There are many who view the encroachment of trade unionism upon
the Southern region with alarm* They do not look upon the uni ns as
harbingers of higher real wages, higher employment, and higher real
incomes*

These people view the unions as dangerous institutions that

might undermine freedom, exploit other economic groups, or cause
unemployment and lower incomes, except for privileged groups of workers*
It Is the purpose of this chapter to look briefly into some
of t1ese

objectios,

The procedure, as in Chapter II, is to let the

opponents of trade unionism in the South state their own case in their
own words*
stated*

No attempt is made to evaluate critically the opinions

Three major objections are considered*

First, the trade unions

are revolutionary agencies closely akin to Communism.

Secondly, the

movement of organised labor into the South is but another step in the
more thorough establishment of vast labor monopolies*

Thirdly, the

unions, pursuing the elimination of the Southern wage differentials
will interfere with industrial development in the South, and the
'‘rational* allocation of economic resources*
The editorials of the Manufacturers Record* a privately
published periodical sold primarily to Southern manufacturers, furnishes
many expressions of the idea that the unions are essentially revolu68
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tionary agencies closely akin to communism in their objectives.
editorial of the Manufacturers

An

Record states *

"Diametrically opposed to every democratic principle and
insidiously dangerous to all free institutions, trade
unions as now organized should have no place in American
life.
Trade unionism and communism both spring from the same
false conception of society. They both originate in the
erroneous Marxian idea that society is based on classes
of people rather than composed of individuals, free to
exercise, each according to his own rights, the God-given
talents with which they may be endowed. These two isms
glorify the group into which they submerge the individual,
and substitute class warfare for individual competition*
Trade unions are no more satisfied to stop at company
lines than is communism content to limit Its scope to
national boundaries. Both like to consider themselves
*international1, and both spread their tentacles to
likely companies or countries by infiltration, mis-state
ments of facts, extravagant promises, and, where their
minority is strong enough, by coercion and violence.
The second major objection to be considered is that organiza
tion of the South represents but another step in the establishment of
vast labor monopolies, bargaining on an industry-wide, or nationwide
basis.

Leo Holman In his recent pamphlet on Industry-Wide Bargaining

states the thesis well, although he was referring to the encroachment
of the unions generally, rather than in the South specifically. He
writesi
"Rational unions, therefore, which are fixing the wage
costs of the country in a lafge and increasing propor
tion of its industry are dealing with the major element
in total business costs. To the extent that these
unions pursue monopolistic policies, they over-shadow
aiy private business monopolies with which this country

L "Sisters Under the Skin," Manufacturers Record. Vol. 117,
Ho. 6 (June 2, 19lt8)«
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has yet had experience# The several hundred national unions
of the contemporary American labor movement can, if they
adhere to the traditional policy of taking labor out of com
petition* effectively monopolize the labor market for the
major economic activities of the United States* And taking
labor out of competition will amount in time to taking
business out of competition*"*
Referring to industry-wide bargaining* Wolman continues c
“This form of bargaining has been going on for only a few years,
but it has already had far-reaching effects on the wage
structure of the country* Xn the steel and automobile
industries long-standing wage differentials in favor of
plants situfcted in small towns and rural communities and
of small and new businesses have been eliminated* Com
panies of this type now pay as much or more than is paid
in large* urban industrial centers* They may not yet
have been forced to make the multiplicity of concessions
on "fringe11 issues which have been granted by the great
corporations* But the process of attrition is inexorable
and the lag between regions and type of business is steadily
narrowing* "3
Moving to the consequences of “labor monopolies" and industry
wide bargaining, Wolman concludes a
“like all monopolies, labor monopolies do not adjust easily
to changing conditions* Policies, once decided, are hard
to revise* The very notion of stability to which monopoly
is usually attached and which appears to be the cornerstone
of monopolistic economic policy is a risky guide of conduct,
especially in unstable times* The price paid for protecting
certain standards of prices, wages, or work rules may well
add instability to the whole enterprise* When an employer
cannot reduce costs, he may have to close down altogether,
or at least dismiss a large part of his labor force* When
this happens to many employers at the same time, the result
is mass unemployment and depression* What is likely to happen
in prevailing labor relations is that at the first sign of
trouble, adherence to established standards of wages and
working conditions will prove more stubborn than ever*
For the maintenance of previously won standards is the
credo of the labor movement in general and of national unions

2 Leo Wolaan, Industry-Wide Bargaining (Irvington-On-Hudson:
The Foundation for Economic Education, l$u8;, p* 33*

3 Ibid.. p. 35,
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in particular. Thus, instead of achieving the stability
they desire, the national unions through their policies
face the risk of prolonging the processes of adjustment
and correction, postponing the date of recovery, and
exposing their members to longer and more serious spells
of unemployment than they would otherwise experience
The third objection to be considered is that unionisation of
the South will lead to an elimination of the Southern wage differentials
and will complicate, or even stymie, the normal process of industrial
development in the South.

Professor John V, Van Sickle clearly states

this position in his Planning for the South;
"To insist upon the payment of the same money wage for
identical work in communities of very different sizes,
in the face of :very appreciable differences in living
costs, is to insist that workers, in low living cost
areas shall receive a higher real wage than those in
high living cost areas. The resulting equilibrium is
unstable. Conceivably the differential might induce
labor to migrate toward the low cost communities.
This would force employers in the high cost communities
to raise money wages till real wages had been equalised.
The mere fact that industries located in low cost areas
are able to pay higher wages does not justify the impo
sition of a minimum money wage equal to that in high cost
areas (or by implication the elimination of a wage differ
ential) •• The function of the “excessive1* profits enjoyed
by these plants is to induce further expansion there rather
than in high cost areas* There is no exploitation of labor
as long as the locally prevailing rate of wages is being
paid. To eliminate the excessive profits by transferring
them to the laborers attached to these plants is to destroy
one of the important functions of profits* Their elimina
tion prevents a desirable expansion of production, forces
consumer to pay more than would otherwise be necessary,
and freezes the industrial location pattern in favor of
high cost areas. If these excessive profits do not lead
to plant expansion, monopoly may be presumed. "5

“ Ibid.. p. 38.
5 John V. Van Sickle, Planning for the South (Nashville t
Vanderbilt University Press, 19U3),pp# 189-190*
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... "To the average labor leader and to the man-on-thestreet it seems self-evident that workers doing similar
work are entitled to equal pay regardless of where the
work is performed* If a dollar an hour is a fair wage
in Detroit then it is also a fair wage in a competitive
industry in Alcoa, Tennessee* In reality, the proposi
tion is by no means self-evident. Unless there is a
large element of labor monopoly in the situation, the
dollar an hour in Detroit reflects the concentration of
capital there and the abundance of alternative opportu
nities for labor* An employer has to pay very close
to that rate to prevent other employers from raiding
him* Conversely, in a rural area, where the industial
tradition is lacking, where labor is abundant but un
skilled, and where alternative opportunities are few
and poorly rewarded, the Detroit scale of wages is
unnecessary to secure labor, and to require it would
strangle competitive industrial developments in their
infancy* Uniform rates of pay, enforced by nationally
organized collective bargaining, are as unsound economi
cally-’ as uniform rates imposed by legislative flat*tt°
The three objections stated in this chapter to the extension
of trade unionism in the South, if they are interpreted in their
fullest and most general sense, cover most of the detailed criticisms
which are made of the unions in their drive into the South* This
study is not at all concerned with the first objection and only
indirectly with the second objection, although both objections are
of importance if they are valid# The third objection, however, is
subjected to thorough analysis#

6 Ibid.. p. 192.

CHAPTER IT
THE IMPACT Of TRADE UNIONISM ON THE WAGE STRUCTURE OF
V
SELECTED SOUTHERN MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this chapter is to measure the impact of trade
unionism on the wage structure of selected Southern manufacturing
industries* The problem is approached in three ways*
First, the differentials in wages**- between union and nonunion
workers are computed for selected manufacturing industries In the South
east, the Southwest, and the United States*

Following this computation

three different comparisons are made between the differentials in union
and nonunion wages and the per cent of unionization in each selected
industry* The comparisons are made to measure the extent of the rela
tionship of the union to nonunion wage differentials with the per cent
of unionization* The first of the comparisons is between the unionnonunion wage ratio and the per cent of unionization in each selected
industry in the Southeast*

The second of the comparisons is between

union-nonunion wage ratio, and the per cent of unionization in each
selected industry in the United States* The third of the comparisons

In this chapter and the succeeding one, the tena "wages,"
when used independently of a specific statistical study, will refer
to "wage rates." When used in connection with a specific statistical
study, the term "wages'1 will be given a definition specific to the

study*
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la between the difference in the union-nonunion wage differentials in
the Southeast and tha United States, and tha difference in tha par
cant of unionisation in tha Southeast and tha United States, in each
selected industzy«
Tee other coop risons complete this section of the chapter*, The
first of these comparisons relates tha union-nonunion wage differentials
to the saga differentials among workers in cities of different also, and
plants of different sloe, in selected industries in the Southeast*

Ihe

second of these comparisons relates average straight-time hourly earnings
for all workers to average straight-time hourly earnings for union
workers, nonunion workers, workers in cities of different slae, and
workers in plants of different alas, in selected industries in the
Southeast* These two ccaparions are node to show the extent of wage
differentials on bases other than unionisation, and to raise the question
If union-nonunion differentials overlap with differentials on the basis
of dty-sise and plant-size*
Secondly, the differentials in wages between workers in the
Southeast, the Southwest, and the United States are computed for
selected manufacturing industries, and are compared*

Following this

computation and comparison, the regional differentials in wages in the
Southeast are compared, first, with the per cent of union!;aation in tha
respective selected industries in the Southeast, and second, with tha
percentage-point differences in the per cent of unionisation in the
respective selected industries between the United States and the Southeast *
The purpose of the comparisons Is to measure the degree of relationship
between the southeastern wage differentials and differences in t he degree
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of unionization» Ho suoh comparisons are made for the Southwest on
account of the email number of industries in the Southwest for which
data wore available*
After the above comparisons are presented* the Southeastern wage
differentials are compared with the union-nonunion wage differentials
in the Southeast* and with the pareentage-point differences in the size
of the union-nonunion wage differentials in the Southeast and the
United States*
Thirdly* the trends in regional differentials in wages between
the South and the Uhited States are traced* and the influence of trade
unionism in tbs South on this trend is estimated*
The practical and theoretical implications of the foregoing
statistical measurements and comparisons are brought out in the
discussions of the results of each of the measurements and comparisons*
NATURE AND SOURCE OF WAGE DATA
The two chief sources of the basic wage data used in this chapter
to measure the impact of trade unionism on the wags structure of
selected Southern manufacturing industries are the Wage Structure
bulletins of the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the United States
Department of Labor* and the Census of Manufactures of 1919* 1929* and
1939* of the Bureau of the Census*
The basic data on wage differentials between union and nonunion
workers* workers in plants of different size* workers in cities of
different size* and workers in different regions and in the United
States* as well as data on the per cent of ttnionizatlon among workers*
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-era taken fro® the Wage Structure bulletins of tha Bureau of Labor
Statistics*

the basic data fro® which the figures showing trends in

wage differentials were worked up, cams from the Census of Manufactures
of 1919, 1929, and 1939.
The Wage Structure bulletins were published :-m part of the
Industry Wage Studies Program of the Bureau of Labor Statistics* The
*285. Structure series is largely a tabular presentation of statistical
data showing on a nationwide basis the -various elements that influence
variations in wages, such as region, else of establishment, size of
coBBmnity, incentive methods of pay, and occupational composition of
each industry surveyed* The written analyses which accompany the
tabular presentation are brief and general*

In many of the industries

surveyed two additional bulletins were published* The other types of
bulletins are the Occupational Wage Relationship bulletins, dealing
primarily with the nationwide aspects of wages, and a series of locality
tabulations, also known as Occupational Wage Relationship bulletins,
but published under a different serial number*
Wage Structure bulletins have been published for over sixty
different important national industries, chiefly manufacturing industries*
This stusfy has been limited in all of its analyses of iinion-normnion
wage differentials, and in some of its analyses of regional wage
differentials, to the industries surveyed in these bulletins $ for much
of the wage data presented in these bulletins had never before been
collected on a national, industry-wide basis* There were, In addition,
three further restrictions placed upon the selection of industries made

T7
in certain of the analyses of this study. First, only laanufacturing
industries, with the exception of coal mining, were chosen*

Secondly,

only manufacturing industries in which there wore one thousand employees,
2
or more, in the Southeast, or the Southwest, were selected. Thirdly,
only manufacturing industries for which union and nonunion wagss and
the number of union and nonunion workers were given for the Southeast
could be used in certain of the analyses.
ill comparisons in the two succeeding sections of the chapter
deal with three geographical areas*
the United States.

the Southeast, the Southwest, and

The Southeast, as defined in the Wage Structure

bulletins, consists of the states of Alabama, Florida, Georgia,
Mississippi, Horth Carolina, South Carolina, and Tennessee*

The South*

west, as defined In the wage Structure bulletins, consists of the state*
of Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, and Texas*

The United States, as de

fined in the Mage Structure bulletins, consists of all the forty-eight
states.

It would have been better from a comparative viewpoint to have

excluded the Southeast and the Southwest from the United States totals,
but the operation was statistically impossible.
THb Mags Structure bulletins do not give industry totals of wage
data tor the different regions, except in the case of average straighttime hourly earnings* The data on union and nonunion membership, wages
for plants of different size, and wages for communities of different
else are given by Individual occupations.

In some oases data are given

^ The Southwest and the Southeast are geographically defined
in the succeeding paragraph.
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for over a hundred occupations, and in a few oases for as few as twenty
or thirty occupations*

Tor many occupations complete regional data are

not available*
To have secured aggregate data for all occupations for which data
were available would have been a task far beyond the limits of this
study*

As a result, a sample of occupations from each industry was

chosen at random, and the data on these selected occupations were
aggregated*

In no industry were less than five occupations selected;

in no industry were more than twelve occupations chosen*

The number

of oocupations selected varied because the actual number of occupations
in the industry varied*

The number of occupations selected was not

increased proportionally as the number of occupations Increased*
The random selection of occupations was modified in one signi
ficant respect*

If, for example, the occupation selected did not

yield data for at least the Halted States and the Southeast, the next
closest occupation in the tabular array was chosen*

The result of

this method of selection definitely biased the selection of occupations
In favor of those which were most common to all regions, and which
tended to have the largest number of workers*

In a few instances the

number of occupations dropped below five in the final tables because
complete data for all regions were not available for a larger number
of occupations*
The Tfage Structure bulletins express wages in terms of average
straight-time hourly earnings, computed by dividing straight-time
earnings by the number of straight-time hours worked*

Overtime
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earnings, incentive earnings, and cost-of-living bonuses arc included
as pert of the workers regular payj but nonincentive payments such
as Christmas bonuses are excluded.
The Wage Structure bulletins exclude administrative, executive
and professional employees,

The data for selected oocupations, chosen

for their numerical importance, exclude inexperienced w> rkers, apprentices,
and handicapped workers.
The Wage Structure bulletins classify all establishments as
union if more than one-half of their workers are employed tinder terms
of union agreements.

All workers in unionised establishments are

counted as union workers even though they may not be union members, or
may not be covered by the union agreement#
The basic wage data used to show the trend in the wage differen
tials between the South and the rest of the United States from 1919 to
1939 are taken from the Census of Manufactures of 1919, 1929, and 19li7.
The data are for selected manufacturing industries only,

Un

fortunately, because of incompatibilities between census classifica
tions and the classifications used in the Wage Structure surveys, the
manufacturing industries selected to show trends in the Southern wage
differentials are not the same industries selected by the Wage Structure
surveys#
The census industry classifications for the manufacturing
industry did not fit the Wage Structure surveys* industry classifications
with exactness| and, from the point of view of this study, the selection
of industries in the Wage Structure surveys was largely -arbitrary.

For

00

those two reasons* it was decided that Industry classifications to show
trends in regional wage differentials would toe selected which would
represent the most important industries in the South, as measured toy
the number of wage earners employed*
Zt would have toeen possible to have worked up tabulations for
all Census industry classifications• There were ever three hundred and
fifty of these in 1939# however} and the processing of data for
thirteen Southern states was beyond the limits of this ohapter. An
arbitrary compromise between the possible and the practicable was
effected, A listing of all Census manufacturing plassifications in
which there were at least one thousand workers in at least one Southern
state In 1937 wee drawn up* This listing included fifty-five industry
classifications*

In fourteen of these fifty-five classifications only

one Southern state had as many as one thousand fawksra*

These fourteen

industry elaasifications were excluded to reduce the bulk of material
that had to

processed.

In addition, the confectionery industry,

with over one thousand workers in two states, and the nonelcholic
beverages industry, with over one thousand workers in three states,
were excluded for similar reasons* There remained thirty-eight major
Industry classification® in the field of manufacturing for which data
was collected*

There were 778,38U workers, or U h 7 per cent of all

the workers in the Southern manufacturing Industry, employed in these
industry classifications in 1939*
Wage data for the selected industries were collected for thirteen
Southern states*

The states were Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia,
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Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South
Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, and Virginia* This latter grouping of
states to serve as the Southern region differs from the division of the
Southern region into the Southeast and the Southwest in the two pre
ceding sections of the chapter. The change in regional grouping was
made, not only because the consolidation of the two regions increased
the ease with which statistical presentation and analysis could be
made, but also because the consolidation unified two areas, the wage
structures of which are quite closely related* As the industry classi
fications were incompat ible, there was no important reason for con
tinuing the two-fold division of the Southern region*
The felted States, as the term is used in the two sections of
this chapter that deal with wage differentials between union and
nonunion wages and wage differentials between the Southeast and the
Southwest and the felted States, included all forty-eight states. The
inclusion of all states tended to understate differences in wages and
\m\an membership, especially where the Southeast and/or Southwest held
a large part of the aggregate national industry*

This diffioully was

circumvented in the processing of the census data by subtracting
Southern aggregates from the aggregates for the United States,

^he rest

of the felted States, therefore, as the term is used in the section of
the chapter tracing trends in the Southern wage differentials, includes
the thirty-five non-Southern states.
The trends of the Southern wage differentials in the selected
manufacturing industries are based upon comparisons of aggregate annual

32

earning* per worker in the South and in the United States* the annual
wage figures are derived lay dividing annual total wages in the industry
by annual average employment*
DXFFRREHTXALS II? UNION AND NONUNION WADES IN THE
SOUTHEAST, THE SOUTHWEST, AND THE UNITID STATES
Selected industries* number of workers ms£ImeA* and number
of workers sanded*

Table XIX lists the manufacturing industries

covered by the recent wage structure surveys of the Bureau of Labor
Statistics for which wage and union newberahlp data have been worked up
and presented

in this section and the following section of this

chapter* The Quaker of industries totals thirty-six*

The industries

employ 3,756,1*93 workers in the United States, 778,33b workers In the
Southeast, and 107,676 workers in the Southwest*
The industries, as measured by number of workers employed,
varied greatly in else, both in the United States and the Southeast
and Southwest*

By far the largest industry covered in tha Southeast

was the cotton textile industry which employed 3^8,000 workers* The
next largest industries in the Southeast were the seamless hosiery
industry, employing 38,875 workers, the rayon and silk mill Industry,
employing 35,100 workers, and the wood furniture industry, employing
28,300 workers*

One other Industry hired over twenty thousand workers}

eight industries hired between ten and twenty thousand workers} seven
industries hired between five and ten thousand workers; fourteen in
dustries hired fewer than five thousand workers*

Mo figures on the

TABLE

h i

. NUMBER OF WORKERS III SELECTED INDUSTRIES AND NUMBER OF WORKERS IN ESTABLISHMENTS IN
SELECTED INDUSTRIES COVERED BY THE WAOE STRUCTURE SURVEIS OF THE BUREAU OF LABOR
STATISTICS IN THE UNITED STATES, THE SOUTHEAST, AND THE SOUTHWEST
Unitad States

Southeast
Total
in
Industry

Southwest

Total Percent
in
in
Sample Sample

Total
in
Industry

Total Percent
in
In
Saaqple Saaple

Total
in
Industry

Total Percent
In
in
Sample Sampla

155,500

66,937

1*3.0

15,100

55,150

31,551

57.2

5,025

30,275

—

lilt,750

30,31*5

67.8

16,575

7,936

1*7-9

1,1)25

1,1*25 100.0

Corrugated Fiber Bax 31*06?

22,133

71.2

2,i«00

2,11*9

89.5

1,225

1,225 100*0

1*36,900

179,100

1*1.0

31*8,000

119,100

3b.2

13,200

7,200

5b.5

Cotton Work Pants

35,581

21*,629

69.2

12,300

9,365

76a

7,500

5,126

68*3

Cotton Work Shirts

15,600

8,296

53.2

8,900

ij,3l3

5U.1

1,000

328

32.8

Dress Shirts and
Nightwear

56,300

29,858

53.0

10,100

5,557

55.0

So

Drugs and Medicine

55,550

38,760

69.8

2,520

1,660

65.9

250

7^21*0

23,577

1*9.9

1*,570

3,383

7b.o

3,360

Industry
Bakeries
Candy and Chocolate
Cigarettes
Cigars

Cotton Textiles

Fabricated Structur
Steel

—

—

‘

7,891

52.3

10,900

1**776

U3e8

2,865

57.0

2,100

1,198

57*0

15,875

—

—

—

—

—

—

250 100.0
2,l*l*7

72.8

TABLE III*

(Continued)
25,732

18,601

72.3

1,1*00

901

6W*

1,011*

Footwear

175,900

100,02?

56.9

8,700

7,0(31

80,5

--

Foundries

303,650

161,200

53.1

3,1*00

2,900

85.3

1*»900

Full-Fashioned
Hosiery

59,025

32,975

55.9

23,1*00

11,725

50.1

250

Glassware

7S,l<oo

57,618

73.5

1,500

850

56.7

2,750

2,1*61

89.5

Industrial Chemicals 95*01*0

63,31(0

66.6

2,050

1,050

51.2

9,300

6,700

73.6

1,033*000

1*95,000

1*7.9

16,000

12,000

75.0

20,000

17,000

35.0

Meat Products
except Big Four

73,673

37, U 16

1*7.6

5,11*1*

2,1*59

1*7.8

1*,123

2,162

52.1*

Overalls and In
dustrial Garments

20,050

li*,32l*

70.1*

1*,600

3,71*9

31.5

850

81*3

99.2

Paints and Varnishes 33*1*82

19,589

58.5

919

1*56

1*9.6

597

597

100.0

Paperboard Mills

36,1*57

29,1*93

80.9

7,550

6,033

79.9

2,136

2,136 100.0

Power Boilers

Ui,li39

35,273

79.1*

I*,600

1*,189

91.1

2,800

2,1*99

Pulp and Pajper Mills 119,937

81*,083

70.1

13,375

10,790

30.7

10,287

Rayon and Silk Mins 82,700

57,791

69.9

35,100

23,1*26

66.7

Folding Paper Box

Machinery

1,011* 100.0
—
3,800

—
77*6

250 100.0

89.3

10,287 100.0
—

—

r m £ III.

(Continued)

Seamless Hosiery

SU,ooo

31,275

57.9

38,875

Set-up Bo*

214,359

124,097

57.9

1,100

Sheet Metal

30,950

20,067

65.0

Stove end Range

248,500

33,100

Structural Clay
Products

ltl,U60

Tobacco and Snuff
Textile Dyeing and
Finishing

18,975 I48.6

—

--

—

71.14

15U

l$k

100.G

3,375

3,286 97.lt

1,975

IskTh

7fe.6

68.2

5,750

24,350 75.7

—

—

23,679

57.1

5,080

3,001 59.1

1,880

1*637

7,216

6,682

92.6

2,225

1,691

76*0

----

—

—

66,375

37,70li

56.8

18,900

11,5140 61.1

----

—

—

W oosh 's & Misses'
Dresses

139,105

53,3H

38.3

1,775

1*1423 80.2

—

—

—

Wood Furniture

105,075

67,668

6b.it

28,300

Woolen and "orsted 166,908
Mills

92,756

55.6

12,100

Source:

785

19,6914

6946

5,927 li9.0

3,850
—

-

3,562
_

—

87.1

52,5
—

United States Bureau of Labor Statistics, Wage Structure bulletins, Series 2, Hos» 1 to 65»
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total masher of workers employed in the cigarette industry’were given*
The masher of workers employed in the industry must have equaled at
least 1$, 875, however, for this number of workers was employed in the
establishments sampled by the Wage Structure survey*
The per cent of workers in the United States in industries
c o w e d by the Wage Structure samples constituted from 33*3 per cent
of all workers in the women’s and misses1 dress industry to 91*6 per
cent in the tobacco and snuff industry in the Southeast*

The per cent

of workers sailed in each industry varied greatly because of differences
in the willingness or unwillingness of those concerned to return
questionnaires

and of a conscious policy of reducing the number of

firms in the sample for industries with lar^e numbers of workers*
The largest industry covered in the Southwest was the machinery
industry, which employed twenty thousand workers*

Three industries —

the cotton textile industry, the bakery industry, and the pulp and paper
adll industry — hired between ten and twenty thousand workers; two
industries hired between five and ten thousand workers; and twenty
industries hired less than five thousand workers*

The small number

of workers employed in the selected Industries in the Southwest re
flected a correspondingly small number of firms, 00 small a number of
firms in the case of many industries that figures could not be pub
lished* As a result, data for the Southwest on an occupational basis
were very scanty; and comparisons were confined in many cases to the
United States and the Southeast*
The number of workers sampled in each industry varied from 38*3

87

per cent in the wenehfs and misses* drees industiy to 92 *6 per cent In
the tobacco and snuff industry*
Differentials jta union and nonunion average stralghb*»tiis» hourly
earnings in the United States, the Southeast, and the Southwest*
In Table IX the differentials between union and non-union average straight**
tins hourly earnings in selected occupations in twenty selected manu
facturing industries in the Southeast, the United States and the
Southeast are shown* The differential ly which union hourly earnings
in the Southeast exceeded nonunion hourly earnings varied from a minus
9*3 per cent in the candy and chocolate industry to 3U*1 per cent in
the sheet metal industry* Three other industries in the Southeast «~
the paperboard, the women's and misses1 dress, and the cigar industries
paid union workers from 21*8 per cent to 21**U per cent more than they
peld nonunion workers • Five additional industries in the Southeast — *
the mast products except the Big Four,'* the corrugated and fiber box,.
the fabricated structural steel, the bakety and the ferrous foundry
industries —

paid union workers from 16.7 per cent to 18*6 per cent

more than nonunion workers. Five industries in the Southeast —

the

seamless hosiery, structural clay products, textile dyeing and finishing,
knitwear, and dress shirts and nightwear industries —

paid union

workers from 6*1* per cent to 9*9 par cent more than nonunion workers*
Five industries in the Southeast — • the woolen and worsted textiles,
cotton textiles, full-fashioned hosiery, cotton wash pants, and wood
furniture industries ~~ paid union workers from b.U per cent more to
3*9 per cent less than nonunion workers*

^ The term **Blg Pour* refers to the four largest meatpacking
companies in the industry*

TABLE IV.

DIFFERENTIALS IN AVERAGE STRAIGHT-TIME HOURLY EARNINGS BETWEEN
UNION ANN ' m m m m WORKERS IN SELECTED OCCUPATIONS IN SE
LECTED INDUSTRIES IN THE SOUTHEAST, THE UNITED STATES, AND THE
SOUTHWEST
Per Cent by Which Union Exceeds Nonttoion Average Straight-Time Hourly Earnings

Sheet Metal

3

3b.l

21.0

—

Paperboard

3

2h*h

16.3

—

Women's and Misses* Dresses

5

22.2

1*5.3

*m>nifi

Cigars

6

21.8

11.8

*

Meat Products except
Big Four

5

18.6

U5.9

12.9

Corrugated and Fiber Box

k

17.9

16.5

miniM

Fabricated Structural Steel

6

17.6

1*.6

1.0

Bakeries

6

16.8

30.6

28.0

Ferrous Foundries

h

16.7

5.6

Dress Shirts and Night
wear

5

9.9

23.1

Structural Clay Products

k

7.8

17.9

Knitwear

6

7.3

15.2

******

Textile Dyeing and
Finishing

6

7.3

liu2

wa— 1
*»

6.1*

5.8

----

8

lwl*

6.1*

—

10

3.8

7.9

—

Seamless Hosiery
Woolen and Worsted Textiles
Cotton Textiles

%

United
States

1

Southeast

Industry

Cft

Number
ot
Occupations

----
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TABLE IV,

(Continued)

Full-Fashioned Hosiery

6

o.S

11.6

Cotton Wash Pants

5

0.0

12.7

Wood Furniture

7

-3.9

16,6

—

Candy and Chocolate

h

-5.3

-0.3

ee— wn

—
3.8

Source: United States Bureau of Labor Statistics, Wage Structure
bulletins, Series 2, Hos. 1 to 65.
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It should bo noted that eight out of the ton industries in the last
too groups of industries are textile or allied industries*
The differential by which union hourly earnings exceeded non**
vnion hourly earnings varied in the Uhited States from a minus 0*3 per
cent in the candy and chocolate industry to h$*9 per cent in the meat
products (except Big Four) industry*

Almost as large was the differential

of lt5*3 per cent between union and nonunion workers repotted in the
women's and misses1 dress industry in the United States* Three in
dustries in the United States paid union workers from 21*0 per cent to
30*6 per cent more than nonunion workers*

Nine industries in the

United States paid union workers from U * 6 per cent to 17*9 per cent
more than nonunion workers} and five Industries in the United States
paid union workers from lt*6 per cent to 7*9 per cent sore than nonunion
workers* Only the candy and chocolate industry in the United States
paid nonunion workers more than union workers*
Bata were available for only four industries in the Southwest*
The union workers were paid more than nonunion workers in all four
industries*

In two industries — the meat products, except Big Four

and the bakery industries — the differentials were 12»9 per cent and
28*0 per cant, respectively*

In two industries — the fabricated

structural steel and the cotton work pants industries —

the differentials

were only li*0 per cent and 3*8 per cent, respectively*
What are the theoretical and practical implications of the fore
going comparison of union and nonunion average atraight-tine hourly
earnings?

Are the empirical data fully in accord with deductive expects-

91
tions?
On the surface, at least, the differentials in average straighttime hourly earnings between union and nonunion workers, and the diversity
In the differentials among the several selected industries* are not in
accord with rs£x&e& Marginal productivity theory*

According to orthodox

theory, the wage rate and earnings in exactly similar occupations where
workers are of exactly the same grade and skill should not vary.

Em

ployers hire labor until the value of the product of the marginal unit
of labor la equal to the prevailing wage rats* Differentials in wage
rates in the sane labor market or among labor markets are adjusted, at
least theoretically, by the movement of workers in tbs short-run, or
by the movement of industry in the long-run*

At any given time, of

course, slight differentials are bound to appear, but the differentials
should oertainly not exhibit the range shown in Table IV*
If experience does not fully accord with theoxy, what factors
account for the discrepancy between experience and theory?
Tbs first possibility that should be explored is that occupa
tional classification and the skill of union and nonunion workers
might have differed* The chance that the occupational classification
of union and nonunion workers in the Wage Structure surveys would have
underclassed union woxfcers and/or overclassed nonunion workers in all
firms and in all Industries is not likely.

Any enure should have

been distributed at random*
The chance that the union workers might havrc been more skilled
than the nonunion workers in the same occupations seems more plausible*
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Some unions require that certain standards of performance be met by
their members before they are admitted to membership, the unions may
have organised plants that had paid higher mages and had built up
labor forces that mere relatively more highly skilled than the labor
forces in unorganised plants. Working under union shop conditions may
have raised the skill and productivity of the union workers above that
of nonunion workers• Indeed, there may be grounds for the existence
of mage differentials between union and nonunion workers arising out
of differences in skill) but this factor alone seems hardly sufficient
to explain extremely large differentials, or the great diversity in the
d e e of the differentials. To the extent that wage differentials are
due to differences in skill between union and nonunion workers, orthodox
theory is flexible enough to explain the differentials*
Another factor that can be advanced to explain the differentials
between anion and nonunion wages is that the union workers might have
been employed in larger plants where they had the advantage of using a
greater quantity and a better quality of capital equipment per worker*
Although the actual existence or nonexistence of wage differentials
between workers in plants of different sices will be examined at a
later point in this chapter, the question can be taken up, at least
theoretically, at this point* To say that wages should differ from
plant to plant, depending upon plant else is to overlook two very
important factors*

First, part of the assumed increase in worker

productivity must go to the increased capital factor*

Secondly, the

employer should have to pay no more, or only slightly more, than the
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prevailing wage rate to secure the nacessaxy labor force for hla plant.
Accordingly* the employer with the relatively more efficient large
plant should reap an economic] profit so long as relatively less efficient
smaller plants break evenf for the higher costs of production of the
smaller plants must be covered if they are to continue in operation#
The concentration of union workers in larger plants with more and
better capital equipment does not necessarily guarantee* therefore*
that union workers will receive more than the prevailing market wage#
XT they do* it is probably because of unionisation* or labor iraaobility*
and not plant siae* except indirectly.

If workers in such large plants

are able to secure wages higher than the rates that prevail in the
labor market generally the assumptions of competition and labor mobility
of orthodox theory must be removed in order for theory to accord with
fact.
A fourth factor that can be advanced to explain the differentials
between union and nonunion wages is that the union workers might have
been concentrated in the larger cities* idlers living costs were rela
tively high and job opportunities relatively numerous) while nonunion
workers might have been concentrated in the smaller cities* where living
costs were relatively low and job opportunities relatively few# To the
extent that living costs are higher in larger cities* and lower in
cities* union workers will tend to receive higher wages than
nonunion workers if they are found in relatively greater number in the
larger cities than are nonunion workers.

Presumably* such a differential

would have to be offered by employers in the larger cities to hold their
labor forces* Differentials based on the factor of lower living costs*
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therefore, contradict orthodox theory#
1f wages are higher in larger cities than in smaller cities,
because of a relatively greater abundance of job opportunities, wage
rates could be expected to be higher for a tine in the larger cities#
In the long-run, however, labor nobility and capital movement should
produce equality in wage rates#

If present differentials between

union and nonunion workers stemming from differences in job opportuni
ties are transient, there is no disagreement with orthodox theory#

If

differentials between union and nonunion workers stemming from this
cause persist, the assumption of labor mobility sufficient to create
wage equality for labor of the same grade and skill must be removed
for theory to accord with fact#
A fifth factor that can be advanced to explain the differentials
between union and nonunion wages is that union workers have secured
higher wages by increasing their bargaining power through organisation#
Sueh higher wages must come from one or two sources* First, the higher
wages mlgit have come from monopoly profits secured either through the
employer*e monopolistic position in the product market,** or his formerly
monopolistic position in the labor market#

Secondly, the higher wages

might have come from other factor returns, if the employer operated
in both a competitive product market and a competitive labor market*
The higher wages could prevail in the long-run if they came from
monopolistic profits#

If they came from other factor returns, however,

k This situation would be an example of the union cutting itself
In on the employer's exploitation of the consumer, or cooperating with
the employer in such exploitation*
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enplayment would tend to be reduced to the point where the value of the
product of the marginal worker would equal the prevailing wage*

If ad

justment was not possible through this avenue, capital would tend not
to be reinvested In the industry for employers would seek out invest*
■rat opportunities where the rate of interest was higher*

Higher real

wages for all workers would, therefore, be impossible if higher money
wages for the organised workers came from other factor returns*
In conclusion, the differentials in straight-time average
hourly earnings between union and nonunion workers might have arisen
fToa the following factorss

(1) differences in skill between union

and nonunion workers, (2) the concentration of union workers In larger
cities, (3) the greater bargaining power of union workers resulting
from organisation and collective action, and (1*) the concentration of
union workers in larger, more efficient plants where the workers through
organisation could appropriate a portion of economic profits.

It should

be made clear that the above factors are hypotheses used to provide
a basis for deductive reasoning*

Ho data have been brought forward to

prove that one or all of the hypotheses constitute an explanation
of union to nonunion wage differentials, although later tabular pre
sentations and analyses included In this chapter will throw some light
on the concentration of union workers in the larger cities and in the
larger plants* All of these points will have to be intensively in
vestigated before a definitive explanation of differentials in union
and nonunion wages can be given*

The extent, and the diversity in the

extent, of the union to nonunion wage differentials would seem to
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TABLE 7.

B m m S t l A I S IN AVERAGE STRAIGHT-THffi HOURLY KARNIUOS BETWEEN
UNION AN® NONUNION WORKERS IN SELECTED OCCUPATIONS, IN SELECTED
INDUSTRIES, IN THE SOUTHEAST (COMPARED. WITH THK PER CENT OF
UNIONIZATION AMONG ALL WORKERS IN THE SELECTED INDUSTRIES

Industry

Number
of
Occupations

Union-Nonunion Wage
Differential

Percent
of
Unionization

Sheet Metal

3

3b.1

5b.2

Paperboard

3

2b.b

87.2

Womm's and Misses1 Stresses

5

22.2

52.5

Cigars

6

21.8

6b.6

Meat Products except Big Pour

5

18.6

b7«b

Corrugated and Fiber Box

b

17.9

55.1

Fabricated Structural Steel

6

17.6

56.3

6

16.8

27.3

Ferrous Foundries

b

16.7

b5.6

Dress Shirts and Nightwear

5

9.9

21.b

Knitwear

6

7.3

28.8

Textile Dyeing and Finishing

6

7.3

33.b

Structural Clay Products

b

7.8

28.5

6.b

11.5

8

b.b

llel

10

3.8

30.5

Full-Fashioned Hosiery

6

0.5

17.7

Cotton Work Pants

5

0.0

21.b

Wood Furniture

7

-3.9

17.3

Candy and Chocolate

b

-5.3

20.1

Seamless Hosiery
Woolen and Worsted Textiles
Cotton Textiles

Sourcei United States Bureau of Labor Statistics, Wap.e Structure
bulletins, Series 2, Noe, 1 to 65.
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vi.

dipebrsjhtials in average straight -time hourlt earnings between

UNION AND ataiBEBM! WORKERS IN SELECTED OCCUPATIONS IN SELECTED
INDUSTRIES IN THE UNITED STATES COMPARED WITH THE PER GENT
OP UNIONIZATION AMONG ALL WORKERS IN THE SELECTED INDUSTRIES

Occupations

Union-Nontinion Wage
Differential

Neat Products except
Big Four

5

it5.9

81.1

Nonente and Misses* Dresses

5

1*5.3

82.8

Bakeries

6

30.6

65.0

Dress Shirts and Nightwear

5

23.1

56.3

Sheet Metal

3

21.0

61t.8

Structural Olay Products

it

17.9

59.9

Wood Furniture

7

16.6

it2.7

Corrugated and Fiber Box

it

16.5

80.5

Paperboard

3

16.3

85.1

Knitwear

6

15.2

39.7

Textile Dyeing and Finishing

6

lit.2

70.6

Cotton Work Pants

5

12.7

56.3

Cigars

6

11.8

53.5

Full-Fashioned Hosiery

6

11.6

16.2

10

7.9

it9.lt

Woolen and Worsted Textiles

8

6.1t

55.0

Seamless Hosiery

6

5.8

16.2

Ferrous Foundries

It

5.6

8U.0

Fabricated Structural Steel

6

it.6

76.lt

Candy and Chocolate

it

-0.3

37.8

Number

of
Industry

k

Cotton Textiles

Percent
of
Unionisation

Sourest United States Bureau of Labor Statistics, Wage Structure
bulletins, Series 2, Nos. 1 to 65.
— — — ..

P*g* pease. with tie sine of tie differential between m i e n W& nonunion
workers la tie s©2*oted industries*

fb© correlation doe© ©#©©#* Iot-

when the Industrie a m brought together la two large g m e p *
fb© wag© differential between union end nonunion worte# in
nine industries ranged £ m 16*3 per cent to b$*9 per cent.

The per

tend of unionisation mil. belw* fifty per cent in bat on© of the nine
industries &2*7 per cent in the wood iUrnitare industry^
sixty per ewat ia bat twe other of the xdae industries,

below

The per cent

of oniont ration in foar of the nis* industries was greater than eighty

paw
the m g © differential between union and nonunion worta?r In
eleven industries ranged front a i m s 0,3 par cent to l£*2 per cent*
Tfea paw oast of unionisation foil below fifly per cent in tis© of the
eleven industries, and below sixty per cent In three other of the
d

m

industries*

The per east of unionisation did not rise ebove

elghty per cent in bat one of the eleven industries*
The pattern of relationship between the differentials in union
and nonunion wages and the per cent of unionisation in the selected
Industrie© In the Bolted State© roughly duplicate© the pattern of
relationship between the two variables in the Southeast* thus lending
substantiation to the cemhmixm drawn in reepeot to exporieno© in the
Southeast*
Differences in tha union to nonunion vtm differential© between
the Baited State© and the Southeast c h a r e d ffith djffemnpj): in the
per cent of unionlgattan between the United State© and the Southeast Jjj
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selected occupations In selected industries, In Table VII the percentage-point differences in the union-nonunion wag© differentials between
the United States and the Southeast are measured and are compared with
a measurement of the peroentage-point differences in the per cent of
unionisation between the United States and the Southeast, in selected
occupations, in selected industries*
parts*

Table VII is divided into two

In the first part of the table the industries are listed in

which the union-nonunion differentials in the United States are greater
than they are in the Southeast*

In the second part of the table the

industries are listed in which the union-nonunion wage differentials
are larger in the Southeast than they are in the United States*
Of twenty selected industries for which data are presented in
Table VH, the union-nonunion wage differential in the United States
exceeded the union-nonunion differential < in the Southeast in thirteen
industries? while the union-nonunion wage differential

in the South

east exceeded the union-nonunion differential in the United States
in seven industries*

The union to nonunion wage differential, in the

United States exceeded the union to nonunion wage differential: in
the Southeast in more industries than the union-nonunion wage differential
in the Southeast exceeded the union-nonunion wage differential in
the United States, in the selected industries#

In addition, in those

industries in which the United States differential was larger than the
Southeastern differential, the union-nonunion wage differential in the
United States exceeded the union-nonunion wage differential in the
Southeast by a greater amount, on the average, than the union-nonunion
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in the per cent of unionization* There was* for example, not a single
industry among the thirteen industries in which the union-nonunion wage
differential in the United States exceeded the union to non-union wage
differential in the Southeast that did not have a higher per cent of
unionisation in the United States than in the Southeast 3 while there
were two industries among the seven industries in which the unionnonunion wage differential

in the Southeast exceeded the union-non

union differential in the United States that had a lower per cent of
unionisation in the tfoited States than in the Southeast*

On the other

hand, there were eight industries among the thirteen industries in
which the union-nonunion wage differential in the United States exceeded
the union-nonunion differential in the Southeast that had a percent of
unionisation in the United States more than thirty percentage points
higher than the per cent of unionisation in the Southeast; while there
was only one industry among the seven industries in which the unionnonunion wage differential in the Southeast exceeded the union-nonunion
wage differential in the UHited States that had a per cent of unioniza
tion in the United States more than thirty percentage points higher
than the per cent of unionization in the Southeast*
The statistical evidence seems to indicate that, generally
speaking, the existence of a degree of unionization in the United States
considerably higher than in the Southeast will produce a union-nonunion
differential in the United States that Is higher than in the Southeast*
The rule is not iron-clad for in the ferrous foundries industry the
union-nonunion wage differential in the Southeast was 11.1 per cent

than S& tbe

higher than la tbo QntMt States, yet the per coot of ua&oatMiiiQa ifc
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differential* la average hourly earnings between workers la cities
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hourly earnings is given for cities of less than twenty five thousand
pftprl fititfiT)|. of jQfaa twenty flvo to asps hundred thousand population,
rat of eae hundred thousand population or more*

The average straight*

tts* hourly easaiage in cities of lees than twenty f i w thousand
popula&Um are tatea as equal to one hundred, and the earnings of
testers in the larger cities are expressed as a percentage of the
earnings of sorters in cities of less than twenty five thousand popula
tion, Wbexe data sere unavailable for cities of 1ess than treaty five
thousand population, sags differentials are expressed as a percentage
of average earning in cities of froa twenty five thousand to t m hunched

thousand
A staring tendency is revealed in fable V X K for differentials
in average stralghM&ss hourly earnings to rise as citgr-siac increases,
except that earning* in nedtee-eiso cities are frequently higher than

wmtfpe* in the largest cities*

la the sixteen Industries for mhieh

data are presented In Table VIII average straight-tlras hourly earnings
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TABLE VIII* DIFFERENTIALS IS AVERAGE STRAIGHT-TIME HOURLT EARNINGS BETWEEN UNION AND NONUNION WORKERS COMPARED WITH DIFFERENTIALS
IN AVERAGE STRAIGHT-TIME HOURLX EARNINGS BETWEEN WORKERS IN
CITIES OF DIFFERENT SIZE, IN SELECTED OCCUPATIONS, IN SELECTED
INDUSTRIES, IN THE SOUTHEAST
City-Size Wage Differential

Industry
Paperboard
Woeen's and Misses*
Dresses
Bakeries
Structural Clay
Products
Textile Dyeing and
Finishing
Seanless Hosiery
Cotton Textiles
Full-Fashioned
Hosiery
Wood Furniture

Sheet Metal
Fabricated Structu
ral Steel
Meat Products except
Big Four
Knitwear
Ferrous Foundries
Cotton Work Pants
Candy and Chocolate

>* of
scupa,lona

25,000
Under
Over
Union-HonantmiA
to
Differential
100,000
25,000
100.000
(NcnuMeni = 100.0) (Under 25,000 = 100.0)
■—*

——~

3

12b.lt

—Ml

5

122.2

— *»

100*0

127.0

6

116.8
107.8

9k.9
101*.!*

110.2

k

100.0
100.0

6

107.3

100.0

111.6

110.6

6
9
6

106.lt
103.8

i o o .o

100.0

112.5
101.1*

100.5

100.0

105.1

101.5
100.9
101*.6

7

96.1

100.0

96.5

Under
100,000

100,000
and over

100.0

127.3

5

11)8.3
121.lt

100.0

117.7

5

118.6

100.0

It

108.7
108.3
100.0
9lt.7

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

108.3
121*.2
1GU.3
113.5
118.9

2

5
5
It

109.3

Source* United States Bureau of Labor Statistics, Wage Structure
bulletins, Series 2, Nos. 1 to 65*
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were greater in the larger city-aiae classifications than they ware in
the smallest city-sise classification in every industry but one* Wages
in the medium-sized cities exceeded wages in the largest cities in five
out of the eight industries for which three city-aise classifications
were used*
In six industries where the eity-sise classification was three
fold, under twenty five thousand population, twenty five thousand to
one hmdred thousand population, and over one hmdred thousand popula
tion, the differential between union and nonunion earnings exceeded the
differential in earnings between cities of from twenty five to one
»

hundred thousand population, and cities of less than twenty five thousand
population, in three industries*

In six industries where comparisons

were available, the differential between union and nonunion earnings
exceeded the differential in earnings between cities of over one hundred
thousand population, and cities of less than twenty five thousand
population, in three industries*

In one industry the union-nonunion

differential in earnings exceeded the differential in earnings between
citleB of over one hundred thousand population, and cities of from
twenty five thousand to one hundred thousand population*

In one

industry where the union-nonunion differential was minus 3*9 per cent,
the wage differential between cities of over one hundred thousand popu
lation, and cities of from twenty five thousand to over one hundred
thousand population, was a minus 3*5 per cent*
For seven industries, the differential in average straight-time
hourly earning* is given for cities of less than one hundred thousand
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population, and cities of one hundred thousand population and over*
The average straight-time hourly earnings in cities of less than one
hundred thousand population are taken as equal to one hundred; and the
earnings of workers in cities of one hundred thousand population and
over are expressed as a percentage of the earnings of workers in cities
of less than one hundred thousand population.
In the seven industries in which earnings in cities of one
hundred thousand population and over are expressed as a per cent of
earnings in cities of less than one hundred thousand population, the
union-nonunion wage differential exceeded the intercity differential
in four industries; while it was exceeded by the intercity differential
in three industries*
The foregoing analysis of the data presented in Table VIII reveals
that wage differentials between cities of different size are approxi
mately as large as wage differentials between union and nonunion workers*
Since there is no assurance of wage uniformity between union and non
union workers, in the establishments located in each of the city-size
classifications, there is no way of telling if union workers received
higher wages than nonunion workers because they were relatively more
concentrated in larger cities, or because of differences in skill,
bargaining powe$ or plant size*
What is needed is a breakdown of average straight-time hourly
earnings for workers in cities of different size ; by union and non
union workers*

Such a breakdown would show the number of union workers

as compared with the number of nonunion workers in each clty-size
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classification.

It would also show whether or not the union workers

earned more than nonunion workers in plants of the same clty-siae
classification*

If union workers earned no more than nonunion workers

in larger cities* the existing union-nonunion wage differentials would
be the result of the relatively heavy concentration of union workers
in the larger cities* and the union-nonunion wage differentials would
be explained by the city-size factor to the extent revealed by the
comparisons.

If union works ire earned more than nonunion workers in

larger cities* the degree to which the union earnings exceeded the
nonunion earnings would have to be explained on the grounds of differences
in skill* differences in bargaining power* and differences in plant
size*

Ho data showing city-size differentials for both union and

nonunion workers* as well as the number of union and nonunion workers
in each city size classification* are available*
Differentials in average straight-time hourly earnings between
union aid nonunion workers compared with differentials in average
Straight-time hourly earnings between workers in plants of different

size; in selected occupations* in selected industries* in the South
east* In Table IX the differentials in average straight-time hourly
earnings between union and nonunion workers are compared with the

differentials in average straight-tie hourly earnings between workers
in plants of different size* in selected occupations* in selected
industries* in the Southeast*
The differentials in average straight-time hourly earnings between
workers in plants of different size are shown for eight different plant-
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TABLE IX.

DIFFERENTIALS IN AVERAGE STRAIGHT-TIME HOURLY EARNINGS BETWEEN
m e ® AND NONUNION WORKERS COMPARED WITH DIFFERENTIALS IN AVE
RAGE STRAIGHT-TIME HOURLY EARNINGS BETWEEN WORKERS IN PLANTS OF
DIFFERENT SIZE, IN SELECTED OCCUPATIONS, IN SELECTED INDUSTRIES,
IN THE SOUTHEAST
Plant-Sigg Wage Differential
(Smallest Want Size a 100.O)

Industry
Fabricated Struct
ural Steel
Structural Clay
Products
Wood Furniture

Paperboard
Cotton Work Pants

Onion-Hotunion
Differential
tNomtoion = loo)

8-50

51
or
more

5

119.3

100.0

llb.l

b
6

107.8

100.0

106*2

95.5

100.0

109.7

8-50

251
or
more

100.0
100*0

117.6
109.7

of
upa.ona

3
5

12b.b
100.0

51
8—50
Women's and Hisses'
Dresses
■sat Products except
Big Four
Bakeries
Ferrous Foundries
Seamless Hosiery
Full-Fashioned
Hosiery
Canty and Chocolate

Dress Shirts and
Nightwear

250

over
250

5

122.2

100.0

87.5

5

118.6

100.0

100.0

—

6
b
5
6

116.8
116.7
106.3
100.5

100.0
100.0
100.0

102.2
109.9
10b.6

116.9
nu.2

100.0

106.2

111.7

b

9b.7

100.0

105.b

135.1

5

109.9

—

8

251

250

500

M M P M

100.0

10b.5

over
500
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1ABLE XX.

(Continued)

Textile Dyeing and
Finishing

*

107*3

100*0
20
jo

Knitwear

Cotton Textiles

108.7

103.8

100*0

125-8

100.0

5!
100

101
250

over
250

117.2

122.5

15U*5

8

251
«■*

501

250

500

1000

over
3.000

100*0

103.1

103.7

107.0

8
20
Cigars

105.2

100.0

21
fo

51
250

251
550

IOI4.2 127.7

Sources United States Bureau of Labor Statistics,
bulletins, Series 2, Bos. 1 to 65.
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size classifications* Seventeen industries are grouped under the eight
piant-size classifications*

The average straight-time hourly earnings

of "workers in the larger plants in each industry are expressed as a per
cent of the average straight-time hourly earnings of the workers in the
smallest plant-size classification in each industry*

The diversity

of the plant-size classifications prohibits a detailed analysis of
Table IX in which the above data are presented*
A strong tendency for wages to rise as plant-size increases is
revealed in Table IX*

Only in the women's and misses' dress industry

did the wages in a larger plant-size classification fall below wages
in the smallest plant-size classification in the selected industry*
Wages in the larger plant-size classifications rose as much as
per cent above wages in the lowest plant-size classification*

Some

times, but not in the majority of instances* wages were highest in
plant-size classifications smaller than the largest plant-size classi
fication in the industry.
The union-nonunion wage differential was larger than the wage
differential between the smallest plant-size classification and the
larger plant-size classification with the highest average straighttirae hourly earnings, in eight of seventeen industries*

In nine

industries the union-nonunion wage differential was the smaller of
the two wage differentials*
The foregoing analysis of the data presented in Table IX reveals
that wage differentials between plants of different size are as large
as wage differentials between union and nonunion workers*

Since wide

Ill*

differentials might occur between union and nonunion workers in the
same plant-size classification, it is impossible to tell if union
workers received higher wages than nonunion workers because they were
relatively more concentrated in larger plants, possessed greater skill,
had more bargaining power, or were relatively more concentrated in
larger cities.
Since the factor of plant-size has been introduced, what is
needed is a breakdown of average straight-time hourly earnings for
workers in cities of different size classifications both by plant
size and by union or nonunion status.

Such a breakdown would tend to

sKow whether city-size, plant-size, or union-affiliation was the
dominating factor creating union-nonunion wage differentials.
Average straight-time hourly earnings of union and nonunion
workers, workers in cities of different size and workers in plants of
different size compared with average straight-time hourly earnings for
all workers in selected occupations, in selected industries, in the
Southeast. In Tables X and XI average straight-time hourly earnings
of union and nonunion workers, workers in cities of different sise,
and workers in plants of different size are compared with average
straight-time hourly eami gs for all workers in selected occupations,
in selected industries, in the Southeast.
These tables show that union average straight-time hourly
earnings were higher than average straight-time hourly earnings in the
city-size classification in which average hourly earnings were highest,
in ten of sixteen industries.

The tables also show that union average

TABLE X.

AVERAGE STRAIGHT-TIME HOURLY EARNINGS OF UNION AND NONUNION WORKERS AND WORKERS IN CITIES
OF DIFFERENT SIZE EXPRESSED AS A PER CENT OF AVERAGE STRAIGHT-TIME HOURLY EARNINGS FOR ALL
WORKERS IN SELECTED OCCUPATIONS, IN SEIECTED INDUSTRIES, IN THE SOUTHEAST

Industry

No, of
Occupa
tions

Per Cent
Nonof Urtiaaization in
Union
Union
Industry Earnings Earnings

Earnings tar City Si
Under
100,000

100,000
and Otrei

Sheet Metal

2

51**2

120.1

81.0

83.8

106.7

Fabricated Structural
Steel

5

56.3

113.3

95.0

88.8

ioi**5

Meat Products except
Big Four

5

1*7*1*

108.1*

91.1*

97.1

105,2

Knitwear

k

28.8

105.9

97*i

86.3

107.2

Ferrous Foundries

5

1*5*6

105*0

92*3

99*0

103*3

Cotton Work Pants

5

21.1*

100*3

100.3

99*7

113*2

Candy and Chocolate

k

20a

96.1

101.5

88*0

101**6

Under
25,000

25,000100,000

Over
100,000

Women’s and Misses1
Dresses

5

52.5

112.7

92.2

--

83.3

10548

Bakeries

6

27*3

111.3

95*3

97.5

92.6

107.1*

TABLE X*

(Continued)

Textile Dyeing and
Finishing

6

33.lt

105.7

98.5

93.0

103.9

Structural Clay
Products

u

28.5

105.5

97.9

95*3

99*6

11.5

105.2

98.9

9it.S

706.3

Seamless Hosiery
Paperboard

3

87.2

103.9

83.5

—

-----

Cotton Textiles

9

30.5

103.0

99.3

99.3

100.7

Full-Fashioned Hosiery

6

17.7

100.2

99*6

97.9

102,9

Wood Furniture

7

17-3

97.0

101.0

_ _

100.5

Source:
1 to ^

Bhited States Bureau of Labor Statistics, Wage Structure balletlas, Series 2,

TABIE

n . AVERAQB STRAIQBT-TXMK HODRU EARNINQS 07 UNION AND ■ S N m a l WORKERS AND WORKERS II PUNTS
OF DIFFERENT SIZE EXPRESSED AS PER CENT OP AVERAGE STRAIQHT-TDffl HODRHT EARHINOS PC® ALL
WORKERS, IN SELECTED OCCUPATIONS, IN SEIECTED INDUSTRIES, IN THE SOUTHEAST

Industry

No* of
Occupa
tions

Per Cent
Nonof Union
Union
ization in Union
Industry Earnings Earnings

Earnings by Plant Size
8-50

51 or more

Fabricated Structural
Steel

5

56.3

113.3

95.0

91.2

10ti.0

Structural Clay Pro
ducts

4

28.5

105.5

97.9

95.3

101.3

Wood Furniture

6

17.3

96.6

101.1

91.1*

100.3

51-250

251 or more

Paperboard

3

87.2

103.9

83.5

88.3

103.9

Cotton Work Pants

5

21*4

100.3

100.3

95J*

10i*.6

Women*s and Hisses*
Dresses

5

52.5

112.7

92.2

106.3

93.1

Bakeries

6

27.3

131*3

95.3

98.6

100.8

Heat Products except
Big Four

5

47.4

108.4

91.4

97.7

97.7

TA.BLB XI*

(continued)
8-50

51-250

250 t Over

Ferrous Foundries

95.1

93.2

103.0

106.0

Seamless Hosiery

99*0

91.5

95.8

iob.6

Full-Fashioned Hosiery

99.6

91*1*

97.1

102.1

101.5

92.3

97.3

12t*.7

8-100

101-500

96.7

101.8

8-250

251-500

Over 500

96.6

100.9

Candy and Chocolate

Textile Dyeing and
Finishing

Dress Shirts and
Nightwear

98.5

97*8

___

20-50 51-100
Knitwear

97.1*

68.3

80.1

Over 500
96.7

101-250 Over 250
83.7

105.6

£
CO

TABLE XI*

(Continued)
8-250 251-500 501-1000 over 1000

Cotton Textiles

9

30.5

103.0

99.3

96.1

99.1

99.7

102.9

8-20 21-50 51-250 251-500
Cigars

3

Sources

6U.6

106.9

85.0

82.0

85.it

lOlt.7

106.9

103.9

United States Bureau of labor Statistics. Wage Structure bulletins, Series 2, Eos. 1
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straight-time hourly earnings were higher than average straight-time
hourly earnings in the plant-size classification in which average
hourly earnings were highest

in eleven of seventeen industries*

The figures prove nothing definitely*

The figures indicate,

however, that unionisation and/or oity slse, and/or plant siae, are
powerful forces affecting wages) and that the great wage diversity
which exists between union and nonunion workers is due to union status
if union workers are proportionately distributed among cities of
different sise and plants of different size*

If union workers are

concentrated in cities of larger sise and/or plants of larger else,
differentials between union and nonunion wages completely or partially
account for, or are completely or partially accounted for, by
differentials in wages in cities of different else and/or plants of
different else*
Conclusions* The conclusions reached in this section of Chapter
IV concerning union-nonunion wage differentials are summarised below*
(1) Union average straight-time hourly earnings exceeded nonunion
average straight-time hourly earnings by an average of liwO per cent,
in selected occupations in seventeen of nineteen selected Southeastern
industries*
(2) Union average straight-time hourly earnings exceeded non
union average straight-time hourly earnings in selected occupations,
in nineteen of twenty selected industries in the United States*
(3) The differentials between union and nonunion average straighty

time hourly earnings in selected industries in the Southeast are roughly
but positively related with the degree of unionization in the same in
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dustries in the United States.

The relationship, as in the ease of the

Southeast* is most apparent when the selected industries are divided
into two major groups* the first group consisting of industries with
the highest union-nonunion wage differentia^, the second group con
sisting of industries with the lowest union-nonunion wage differentials,
(5) The differentials between union and nonunion average straighttime hourly earnings in selected industries in the United States exceeded
the differentials between union and nonunion average straight-time hourly
earnings in the Southeast in the majority of the seleoted industries#
The size of the United States union-nonunion wage differential* in
those industries where the United States differential exceeded the
Southeastern differential* was on the average larger than the size
of the Southeastern union-nonunion wage differential* in those in
dustries where the Southeastern differential exceeded the United States
differential.
(6) There is a tendency for the union-nonunion wage differential
to increase as the degree of unionization increases* both in the South
east and the United States. There is likewise a general tendency for
the ratio of the union-nonunion wage differential in the Southeast to
vary directly with the difference in the per cent of unionization in the
Southeast and in the United States.

These conclusions would support

the idea that union bargaining power was effective in raising the wages
of union members in a labor force consisting partially of union workers,
and partially of nonunion workers, if union workers were proportionally
distributed among plants of different sizes and cities of different sizes.
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(7) There is a general tendency for the union-nonunion wage
differential in the United States to exceed the union-nonunion wage
differential in the Southeast in those industries in which the per
cent of unionisation in the United States substantially exceeds the
per cent of unionisation in the Southeast*

The same rule applies in

those industries in which the South has the larger union-nonunion
wage differential*

In those industries where the per cent of unioniza

tion in the United States is but slightly larger than the per cent of
unionisation in the Southeast the United States union-nonunion wage
differential nay* or nay not* exceed the Southeastern union-nonunion
wage differential*

Generally speaking* the unions have not improved

the status of their workers in the South* relative to nonunion workers*
as in the United States*
(8) Differentials in average straight-time hourly earnings be
tween workers in cities of different size are on the average not a great
deal less* and in some industries are larger* than the wage differentials
between union and nonunion workers*
(9) Differentials in average straight-time hourly earnings be
tween workers in plants of different size are on the average not a
great deal less* and in some industries are larger* than the wage
differentials between union and nonunion workers*
(10) Average union straight-time hourly earnings are somewhat
larger in a majority of the selected industries than average straight
time hourly earnings in the city-size classification and plant-size
classification for each industry in which average straight-time hourly
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earnings are highest*
(11)

Until average straight-time hourly earnings are simultaneously

broken down by city size, plant size, and union status, it will be im
possible to tell empirically whether union-nonunion wage differentials
are the result of city size, plant size, or bargaining power*
REGIONAL WAGE DIFFERENTIALS
Differentials in average straight-time hourly earnings in se
lected industries in the United States, the Southeast, and the South
west* The differentials in average straight-time hourly earnings in
selected manufacturing industries in the United States, the Southeast,
and the Southwest are shown in Table XII* Average straight-time hourly
earnings for the Southeast and the Southwest are expressed as a per
cent of average straight-time hourly earnings in the United States.
In thirty-six industries average straight-time hourly earnings
in the Southeast varied from 1*8.9 par cent to 102.7 per cent of average
straight-time hourly earnings in the United States*
Workers In the cigar industry and in the coal mining industry
received hourly earnings equal to 102*7 per cent and 101*9 per cent of
hourly earnings in the United States. Workers in the other thirtyfour selected industries in the Southeast received smaller hourly earn
ings than workers in the same industries in the United States*
Workers in nine industries in the Southeast received hourly
earnings equal to between 90.0 per cent and 98*8 per cent of hourly
earnings in the United States*
major industry groups*

The nine industries fell into three

six textile and apparel industries, two paper

TABLE XU.

DIFFERENTIALS IN AVERAGE STRAIGHT-TIME: HOURLY EARNINGS IN SELECTED INDUSTRIES IX THE UNITED
STATES, THE SOUTHEAST, AND THE SOUTHWEST
\
United States
Southeast
Southwest
Avg. Straight- Avg. Straight- SoutheastAvg. Straight- Southwest
United States
time Hourly United States
time Hourly
time Hourly
Eamljags
Earnings
Earnings
Eamlngs
Earnings
(cents)
Ratio
(cents)
(cents)
Ratio
Industry
73

75

102.7

52

71.2

1.06

108

101.9

—

---

Cigarettes

80

79

98.8

—

----

Cotton Textiles

75

7k

98.7

68

90.7

Seamless Hosiery

63

62

98.1*

—

-—

Pulp and Paper Mills

82

80

97.6

82

100.0

Rayon and Silk Mills

79

77

97.5

PPIM

----

Paperboard Mills

83

77

92.8

--

----

Knitwear

78

85

91.8

—

----

Cotton Work Pants

58

53

91.1*

51*

93.1

Full-Fashioned Hosiery

97

88

90.7

—

----

Power Boilers

98

87

88.8

85

86.7

Cigars
Coal Mining*

TABLE XU*

(Continued)

Textile Dyeing and
Finishing

89

78

87*6

—

— —

Fabricated Structural Steel

97

83

85*6

83

85*6

SU

84.4

62

96*9

94

79

84*0

—

----

105

87

82*9

90

85.7

Dress Shirts and Mightwear

68

56

82*4

—

----

Set-up Box

68

55

80*9

53

77*9

Corrugated and Fiber Box

78

62

79*5

63

87.2

Wood Furniture

76

60

78*9

64

84.2

Footwear

83

65

78*3

—*

—

Machinery

122

95

77*9

115

94.3

79

61

77*2

60

75.9

Id

77

76*2

81

80.2

Drugs and Medicine

92

70

76.1

—

----

Structural Clay Products

30

60

75*0

57

71.3

Bakeries

76

56

73*7

62

81.6

Overalls and Industrial
Garments
Woolen and Worsted Hills
Glassware

Folding Paper Box
Paints and Varnishes

TABLE XIX*

(Continued)
108

78

72*2

—

— —

Candy and Chocolate

84

67

69*8

57

67.9

Meat Products except
Big Four

108

75

69*4

91

84*3

Industrial Chemicals

114

79

69.3

21$

100.9

Ferrous Foundries

101

69

68.3

78

77.2

Sheet Metal

106

68

64.2

88

83.0

Women*s and Misses* Dresses

131

64

48.9

63

48.1

Stoves and Ranges

Source:

Ifciited States Bureau of Labor Statistics, Wage Structure bulletins. Series 2. Hos* 1 to

65*
* Figures for coal mining in this and subsequent tables of this section are based on eight
occupations for the United States and the South, The South is considered as Coal Districts 7 and 8,
as defined by the federal Coal Act,
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industries, and one tobacco industry*
Workers in nine additional industries in the Southeast received
hourly earnings equal to between 80*0 per cent and 88.8 per cent of
hourly earnings in the United States*
four major industry-groupsJ

The nine industries fell into

four textile and apparel industries, one

tobacco industry, two metal and metal fabricating industries, and one
paper box industry*
Workers in ten industries in the Southeast received hourly
earnings equal to between 70*0 and 79*5 per cent of hourly earnings in
the United States*

The industries were highly diversified, including

the paper and box, wood furniture, footwear, paint and varnish, drug
and medicine, structural clay products, bakery, and stove and range
industries*
Workers in five industries in the Southeast received hourly
earnings equal to between 60*0 and 69*8 per cent of hourly earnings
in the United States*

The industries were diversified, including

the candy and chocolate, meat products except Big Four, industrial
chemicals, ferrous foundries, and sheet metal industries*
Workers in one industry, the womens and misses* dress industry,
received hourly earnings in the Southeast equal to but 1*8*9 per cent
of hourly earnings in the United States*

The low level of earnings in

the women*s and misses' dress industry, relative to earnings in the
United States, contrasted sharply with the relatively high level of
earnings in other textile and apparel industries in the Southeast*
In twenty-two selected Manufacturing industries average straight-
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time hourly earnings in the Southwest varied from 1*8.1 per cent to
100*9 per cent of average straight-time hourly earnings in the United
States*
Workers in one industry in the Southwest, the industrial chemicals
industry, received hourly earnings equal to 100*9 per cent of hourly
earnings in the United States $ while workers in another industry, the
pulp and paer mill industry, received hourly earnings equal to 100.0
per cent of hourly earnings in the United States. Workers in four
industries in the Southwest received hourly earnings equal to between
90«0 per cent and 96*9 per cent of hourly earnings in the United States*
The four industries fell into two groups* three cotton textiles and
apparel industries, and one machinery industry.

Workers in nine in

dustries in the Southwest received hourly earnings equal to between
80.0 and 8?.2 per cent of hourly earnings in the United States.

The

industries were highly diversified and fell into different general
classes of the manufacturing industry except for three metal fabricat
ing industriest the power boiler, fabricated structural steel, and
sheet metal industries.

The other industries were the corrugated and

fiber box, dress shirt and nightwear, meat products except Big Four,
wood furniture, bakery, and paint and varnish industries. Workers
in five industries in the Southwest received hourly earnings equal to
between 70.0 and 77.9 per cent of hourly earnings in the United States.
The industries were diversified consisting of the $ et-up box, ferrous
foundry, folding paper box, structural clay products, and cigar ini
dustries* Workers in two industries in ths Southwest received hourly

w

earnings equal to lea# than ?0*G par cent of hourly earnings to the
Waited States*

the ladnstrios o s

the candy and chocolate a m w w m * e

a m misses* dross industries* la which hourly earnings m m

6?#9 per

seat sad 1*8*1 pea ooat of hourly earnings in tbs United States* res*
pectively*
ameers la the Southwest received higher overage strsighMlae
hourly earnings in thirteen of t w e n t y m o selected manufacturing .to*
dustrlsa than did workers in the Southeast) while workers received
higher hourly earnings in the Southeast than the Southwest lathe eight
rsssimng ^ws^^trlow*

Tit one industry* the fabricated structural

m e m iaduetiy* hourly earnings wore exactly equal in the tiro regions*
the differentials in hourly earnings in favor of one region or
another were less tiiaa five percentage points in the ones of eleven
industries* a fast that indicates very similar wage structures between
the two regions in the industries In question*

these industries are

the palp a m paper sill* cotton work pants* poser hollers* dress shirt
and nightwear* eet*up and fiber hex* folding paper box* paint and
varnish* structural clay products* candy and chocolate* and women**
and ndsses1 &ese Industries,
The differentials in hourly earnings were larger than five per
cent in eleven additional Industries#

la the ease of nine of these

industries the workers in the Southwest received the larger hourly
earnings*

The

industries were the overall and industrial garment*

corrugated and fiber ban* wood itoaiture, machinery* bakery* meat pro*
ducts except the Big four* industrial chemicals* ferrous foundry* and
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sheet metal industries* Workers in the Southeast received the higher
earnings of the two regions in the case of two industries t

the cigar

industry and the cotton textile industry*
To summarise, it can be said that a wide range of wage differ
entials exists between the Southeast and the Southwest, on the one hand,
and the United States, on the other hand*

In all but two industries

in the Southeast, and in two different industries in the Southwest, the
average straight-time hourly earnings of workers in the United States
exceeded similar earnings of workers in the Southeast and the Southwest*
The level of earnings in the Southeast and the Southwest were
near to one another in one-half of the selected industries — within
five percentage points j but they were farther apart than five per
centage points in the other one-half of the selected industries* The
workers in the Southwest had a distinctly higher level of wages, by and
large, than the workers in the Southeast*

The workers in the Southwest,

for example, received higher hourly earnings than workers in the South
east in nine of the eleven industries in which the wage levels of the
two regions shewed a wide disparity*
All in all the data showed a great diversity of wage differentials
among the three regional areas; the United States, the Southeast, and
the Southwest*

In the Southeast there was a noticeable tendency for the

regional wage differential to be smaller in the textile, apparel, paper,
and tobacco industries, than in the other selected industries,
What are the causes of wage differentials between economic
regions? The very existence of regional, wage differentials is incongruous
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to orthodox marginal productivity theory based on the assumption of
competition, mobility of workers, and uniformity of skill. According
to that theory

if its assumptions are strictly maintained wage rates

should be equalized between regions

and between industries

for labor

of the same grade.
Obviously the world of real wage rates does not accord with its
theoretical counterpart.

The reasons for this incongruity are found,

for the most part, in a failure of the assumptions of marginal pro
ductivity theory to accord with reality.

An examination of the possible,

or probable, causes of regional wage differentials will reveal how the
assiaptions of theory fail to be met in practice.
One of the most obvious reasons advanced as a cause of regional
wage differentials is that skills of workers may vary from region to
region*

Variance in skill causes variance in productivity and differ

entials in wages between regions.

Productivity theory is not disprovenj

wages vary regionally simply because the quality, or grade, of labor
varies between regions.
Another reason advanced as a cause of regional wage differentials
is that the productivity of workers varies between regions because workers
in one region produce a higher value of product per worker than workers
in another region.

In caseB where the differences in the value of the

product per worker is dependent upon a differential in skill, the argument
is no different from the one advanced in the preceding paragraph.

In

cases, however, where the differences in the value of the product per
il

worker results from factors external to the worker*s skill, such a

difference in capital equipment, organization of production* or quality
<i

' •'

cf product, the theorettcaX duplications age qtuitc <&fibreht#:'"Jhoordlng
to orthodox productivity hhoozy, the plant with the higher weaker pro**
ductivity should need to pay only the prevailing wage
plant which utilises its labor

mm

efficiently receives a

re**

t a w w i r and above labor and r m material coats, the excess' htoxid
functionally be allocated to the capital factor, or to ororship as
econoeic profit*
two factors foreign to productivity theoiy way intervene to p m *
vest the orthodox solution*

In the first place, immobility of the liber

factor stay prevent a relatively high wage rate frco being lowered by
competition on the sellers* side of the market, Pat another way, the
regional labor markets may exist as store or less separate labor markets,
in which the productivity of labor in the X&Mrage narkst nay not affect
wages In the highnwage market, where productivity Is greater*

In tbs

second place, organization of labor may create bargaining poser suf«*
ficient for the labor factor to appropriate part of the eoonoaic profit
accruing to oenerehip in plants where higher worker productivity is
caused by factors external to labor itself, such as store mod& m capital
equipment, or more efficient management*

fh© appropriation is possible

because drgiolzfid labor kseps lower-paid workers free entering the
high-wage market to bid doim the price of labor*

Organisation of labor

may, in fact, cfcvwlop sufficient bargaining power to assist employers
in attaining a monopolistic position in their product markets# She
unions, by such assistance, receive part of the profits derived from
consumer exploitation.
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The appearance of monopoly on the buyers1 side of the labor market,
to a greater or lesser extent in one regional labor market than in
another* constitutes another reason for the existence of wage differ
entials*

A particular region may have fewer employers in proportion

to its labor force than another region* meaning a greater geographical
dispersion of job opportunities, and fewer bids on the buyers’ side
of the market*

Such a condition vis a vis the inertia of workers to

seek out job opportunities can easily create regional wage differentials*
The appearance of a differential degree monopoly in the market
for finished products in two regions, coupled with union organization
ready to appropriate monopoly profits arising therefrom* is another
possible source of wage differentials*

Such monopoly power in the

hands of employers and employees lies far beyond the assumption of
competition within the marginal productivity theory*
A final possible cause of regional wage differentials may be
regional differences in the cost of living*

Regional differences in

living costs* arising out of differences in climate, primarily* rather
than differences in the scale of living, are reflected in a lower supply
price of labor and, therefore, in lower wages.

Or, put in terras of

productivity analysis, regionally equal wages would draw workers to
the areas of low-living costs where the productivity of the marginal
workers wo Id be lowered by the increasing number of laborers*
The foregoing discussion has shown that the underlying causes
of regional wage differentials lie in violations of the assunptions
of marginal productivity theory.

The existence of regional wage

m

differentials in their great tasaber and divarsity are arafce but st&bhem
of the fast thei reality is net in accord with the het^tiona
of productivity theory#

The osteish to which assumption* of productivity theory fail to
Soeord with reality has led mam ecanoa&ets to abandon the orthodojc
theory**

Those sho havo eeimred 3relaUona id.th the older theory irnire

haan awrWsg toward a restatejaenfc of sage theory in terns of m z m $ *

af lu A towiiryrimMf hMHfcd enough id allow a
diversity#^

erteitb of Vaeti

It is doubtful whether they have developed a hotter analytical

t e d than that which is provided through a ressioval -of the aaais^tioiBS
af the

thtwyi

$hls stn^T# as the preceding pagwiw

has

IWHseed the Ifittin* course of isalyais#
the

q£ this ^huptw is to *y«#rf.m the IspsshWhlOh trade

wtsrtai has had spoil the sags structure of isleotod Southern sasttfaotar^
4«g <«»u■#■»§**_ Sa m this reason the underlying causes of tie regional
pygn

other than differences is the extent, of

ergsx&sstls&i sill he wsaeined is the succeeding chapter*

Hi this

chapter the sis* of the Southern sage differentials will he eeupsfctd
with the par cent of unionisation in the respective selected Indtiuatrles,
sad with the perceotsge^oint diffeioncesi® the degree of
between the tfc&ted States and the South*

The Southern vagi deferential*

till also he eenpssed with the w t i m ^ t m m k a n wage differentials in

^ See Chapter V Z H in Bichard 1* tester and Joseph Shiiterg H**

^ tester and SttLeter* g>#

pp* 292-301*
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tht South and idth thft f f —

ittfftwu n ^ in tbs MtafrMammjnn

t*g* dttftawntlala Intto South* All at tow* oaopwAsona w U l tarolTO
OBljr the United States «tad the SimtteMt* m the ataber ot in*is1art»«
la tte Soutlswwt fgr whioh data m m available a w too wall f «r *a*p*rt(mbb to to ■aaalagMU
SaathoaaVfelted SSt^feM aaegaeo^*^<^Mut3Me«tour3a^oa3mljga
rtatoo oowaiaod with tta a w oant of g g M C l l t a 3S aolsctad. aaaa£actaa»Isst ia3tt>tria< Sin
th»
m eawo S mwSSSSOSpm S

S 3 **

m ISS*

n£kh
Mm
jsaSSB iflSTmn*

differences

ISiHBanSSi^ m ^ ^

ApSp SimSSSw^

Itl |Mflp QKBt Of wwtwrtdgteltai Itah p dm Hut Butiail StfitftS ttfxi ■
hlitat

SEEm w55E5& ESSSSSSt wS& ^SSSSmSSSiniSSSSmihSSSw 4SSSSm53Swp&SS mSSSSc ^SSSsSSSiS* ip5m£SS35Swm' JBSSSs# .JSmS#1.^S3Sw3>3SwS5SipS3|i«i«B

la tto aaas aelaated Marfaatgriag lodartalM. Sontheaat-Haited States
Morege ataal^totlaMtoorlr^sxBlaBa ratios are eoapaaod la Table XXZX
per

of

in solsoiod nianiifaoburiBg 'industries

in the Southeast and with the percenfcage-point differences in tla© per
east of unionisation between the Waited States and the Southeast in the
saee selected aanafacturing Industries*
For the beeidgMaie selected nautafaltering industries far Which
data are shuen in table

x m * little

relationship is evident between

the regional wage differentials and the per cent of mdonlaation in the
respective selected Manufacturing industries# either industry

W

industry*

or tgr large groups of industries* For example* if th© eleven industries
with the analleet regional wage differentials* excluding the ©igamti®
iaestQr* for which no uaioiMtaftus data esc available* a m grouped
together and ccupamd with the eleven Industries with the largest
regional wage differentials* no noticeable contrast appears in

respect

to the per cent of unionisation occuriag among the industries of each
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TABLE XIII.

SOUTHEAST-UNITED STATES AVERAfiE-STRAIQHr-TIME-ROURlX EARNXMOS RATIOS COMPARED WITH PER CENT OF UNIONIZATION IN SE
LECTED MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES IN THE SOUTHEAST, AND WITH
PERCENTAGK-POINT DIFFERENCES IN PER G W OF UNIONIZATION
BETWEEN THE SOUTHEAST AND THE UNITED STATES IN THE SAME
SELECTED HANQFACTURINO INDUSTRIES

Industry

Southeasttfaited States
Earnings
Ratio

Par Cent
of
Unioni
sation

Cigars

102.7

61*.6

Coal Klnixtg

101*9

87.5*

Percont»G® Points
by Which Unioni
sation in South Is
Less than in the
United States
-U.1
0.0*

Cigarettes

98*8

— —

—

Cotton Textiles

98.7

30.5

18.9

Seamless Hosiery

98.1i

11.5

it.7

Paperboard Mills

92.8

21*.1*

-2.1

Knitwear

91.8

28.8

10.9

Cotton Work Pants

91.1*

21.1*

3U.9

Pull-Fashioned Hosiery

90.7

17.7

27.8

Textile Dyeing and
Finishing

87.6

33.it

37.2

Fabricated Structural
Steel

85.6

56.3

20.1

Woolen and Worsted
Mills

8U.0

11.1

1*3.9

Dress Shirts and
Hightwear

82.1*

21.lt

3l*.7

Corrugated and Fiber
Box

79.5

55.1

25.lt

Wood Furniture

78.9

17.3

25.lt

*
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M E

XIII*

(Continued)

Structural Clay
Products

75.0

28.5

31.4

Bakeries

73.7

27.3

32.7

Candy and Chocolate

69.8

20.1

17.7

Mast Products except
Big Four

69.4

47.4

33.7

Ferrous Foundries

68.3

45.6

38.4

Sheet Metal

64.2

54.2

10.6

Vciaant8 and Misses1
Presses

48.9

52.5

30.3

Sources United States Bureau of Labor Statistics* Wane Structure
bulletins* Series 2, Moo* 1 to 65*
— —
—
•This figure Is the per cent of a U workers covered by union
agreement. The sane per cent of unionisation is assumed for the Soutiv
east and the United States*
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and the per oent of unionization in selected industries in the Southeast*
and the differential in the per cent of unionization between the United
States and the Southeast in the selected industries* on the other hand*
leads to the following conclusions.

First* there is no noticeable rela

tionship between the size of the Southeastern regional wage differentials
and the per cent of unionization among the selected manufacturing in
dustries in the Southeast.

Secondly, there is a noticeable degree of

relationship between the Southeastern regional wage differentials and
the parentage-point differences in the per cent of unionization in the
selected industries between the United States and the Southeast* after
the percentsge-point difference drops below 20*0 points.

Six of the

eight industries which had a percentage-point difference of less than
twenty points* between the per cent to which they were unionized in the
United States and in the Southeast* were the six Industries which had
the lowest Southeastern wage differentials.
The Southeastern wage differentials, compared with the Southeastern
union-popunion wage differentials and with the differences in the unionnonunion wage differentials between the United States and the Southeast.
In Table XIV the Southeastern wage differentials are compared
with the Southeastern union-nonunion wage differentials and with the
differences in the uni on-nonunion wage differentials between the United
States and the Southeast.
There is a slightly noticeable direct relationship between the
Southeastern wage differentials and the Southeastern union-nonunion wage
differentials#

There is no noticeable relationship between the South

eastern wage differentials and the percentage-polnt differences in the

no.

TABLE XXV.

SOBTHE&SMJNOTD STATES AVIRAOE-$TRAIOHT~TIME-HO0KIX-EARNINGS
RATIOS COMPARED WITH UNION TC NONUNION WAGE DIFFERENCES IN
THE SOUTHEAST, AND WITH THE PERCENTAGK-POXNT DIFFJ.fSENCES IN
THE PER CERT OF THE UNION TO NONUNION WAGE DIFFERENCES IN .,
THE UNITED STATES AND THE SOUTHEAST 321 SELECTED MANUFACTUHINO
INDUSTRIES

Industry

SoutheastUnion-Nonunion
United States Wage Differences
Earnings
in the
Ratio
Southeast

Cigars

102.?

Percentage-Polnt
Difference in
Union-Nonunion
Wage Differences
Between U. S.
and Southeast

a.a

-10.0

3.8
6.1*

i*.l
—0.6
-8.1
7.5

Cigarettes

98.8

Cotton Textiles

98.7

Seaoless Hosiery

98.lt

Paperboard Mills

92.8

Knitwear

91.8

Cotton Work Pants

91.U

Full-Fashioned Hosiery

90.7

7.3
0.0
o.S

Textile Dyeing and
Finishing

87.6

7.3

6.5

Fabricated Structural
Steel

85.6

17.6

-13.0

Woolen and Worsted Mills

8U.0

k.h

Dress Shirts and Night
wear

82.1»

9.9

13.2

Corrugated and Fiber
Box

79.5

17.9

-1.1*

Wood Furniture

78.9

-3.5

20.5

Structural Clay
Products

75.0

7.8

10.1

2k.h

12.7

n.i

2.0

11*2

TABLE 1X7*

(Continued)

Bakeries

71*7

16*8

13*8

Candy and Chocolate

69*8

-5.3

5.0

Meat Products except
Big Four

69*1*

18*6

27*3

Ferrous Foundries

68*3

16*7

-11*1

Sheet Metal

61.2

3l*.l

-13.1

Women's and Misses'
Brasses

1*8.9

22*2

23.1

Source: United States Bureau of Labor Statistics, Wage Structure
bulletins, Series 2, Nos* 1 to 65*
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Finally, the conclusion must be reached that the Southern wage
differentials can not bp adequately explained by differentials in the
per cent of unionisation in the Southeast, or by differences in the
per cent of unionization between the Southeast and the United States*
The more comprehensive examination of the factual, as well as the
theoretical, base of the Southern wage differentials will be one of the
principal jobs of the succeeding chapter*
TRENDS IN SOUTHERN WAQE DIFFERENTIALS
Introduction* The purpose of this section of Chapter IV is to
trace trends in Southern wage differentials and to estimate the in
fluence of trade unionism in the South on these trends*

Three surveys

showing trends either in the average Southern wage differential, or
in the Southern wage differential in individual manufacturing in
dustries, are presented in this chapter*

The first of the surveys

is a United States Bureau of Labor Statistics survey showing the long
term movement of manufacturing wage® in the South, the Far West, the
Middle West, and the Northeast from 1907 to 191*6, The second is one
conducted by Professor Richard A* Lester*

It shows changes in regional

wages in selected manufacturing industries in the South and the North
from 1890 to 19l*5* The third of the surveys is original to this study.
It shows changes in annual earnings in census classifications of manu
facturing industries for the South and the remainder of the United
States from 1919 to X9h7*

Hi6

United States B^areau of Labor Statistics survey.*^ The tMted
States Bureau of Labor Statistics survey Measures median regional
differences in occupational wage rates in manufacturing industries,
broken down vy skill and sex,

The survey gives data for the manu

facturing industry as a whole rather than by individual industries*
The survey was based on a sample of occupations selected from
the entire field of manufacturing*

Comparisons for the sample group

of occupations were made for each of four periods!

1907, 1919, 1931-

32 and 19i45-19li6. For each of these periods average hourly earnings
in eaclv oecvpation, in each region, was expressed as a per cent of
average hourly earnings in the occupation in the Northeast region*
The relatives for all occupations were arrayed, and the median re
lative, or occupation wage ratio, was selected as the representative
occupational wage ratio of the region* The same procedure was followed
for measuring regional differences in wages in the men's occupations,
men's skilled occupations, women's occupations, and all occupations*
The results of the survey are shown in Table XV.

The most

striking fact concerning the results is the practically identical
relat ive level of the South-Hortheast wage ratio in 1907 and 19ii5-19li6
in the manufacturing industry*

Wage rates in the South were 36*0 per

cent of wage rates in the Northeast in 1907* Approximately forty years
later wage rates in the South were 85*0 per cent of wage rates in the
Northeast*

7 Joseph W. Bloch, "Regional Wage Differentials! 1907-19146,'*
Monthly Labor Review* Vol. 66, No* h (April, 19hQ), pp* 371-377•
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TABUS XT. ttSDIAN RBQIONAL DIFFERENCES XR OCCUPATIONAL W O E RATES IN
jMANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES, HI SKILL AND SEX, SELECTED PERIODS
i
I,
(Wage Shtis for Corresponding Occupations in the Northeast « XOO)
/;

■

Occupational Category
and Period

Median Relation to Northeast
(pestisiit)
South

Middle
West

A H occupations!
1907
1919
1931-32
19l*5-W

66
67
7h
85

100
97
97
101

130
115
113
115

Hsu’s occupations!
1907
1919
1931-32
19U5-1*6

68
88
71*
81*

100
98
97
102

131
H7
ill*
115

Hsu’s Skilled occupations*
1907
1919
1931-32
191*5-1*6

9l
95
83
91

99
98
96
101

131
(*)
<*>
113

Women's occupational
1907
1939
1931-32
391*5-1*6

(*)
81
73
87

C»)
92
(*)
98

Far
West

(*)
{*)
(*)
lilt

Sources Joseph W, Black, ‘’Regional Wage Differentials!
Monthly Labor Review. Vol. 66, No. 1* (April, 191*8), p# 375»

1907-k6,"

*lfunber of occupations covered too small to justify selection
of median#

m

TABLE XVI,

Tear

SQOTH-HON^SOUTH AVERAGE HOUHLT KMWZN08 RATIOS

Foundry and
Machine Shop
Trades
(per sent)

Building
Trades

Cotton
Textiles

Blast
Furnaces Lumber

(per ceht) (per cent) (per cent) (per cen$ (per cent)

59.6
58.b
55.b

78.1
76.1

52.0

71.9
72.2
69.b

1890
1891
1892
1893
I89lt
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
190b

lib.3
113.1
U1.9
110.8
llh.9
113.0
112.7
U3.3
lib.3
313.9
313.0
312.2
112.5
311.1
130.9

9b«9
9b.l
89.b
89.1
87.9
87.9
89.9
90.9
91.7
91.0
92.b
95.0
93.5
95.1
9b»8

S6.3
5b.9
55.3
56.6
58.8
58.0
53.2
55.b
5b.6
59.7
62.3

1905
1906
1907

109.8
109.7
113.8
306.1h
106.5
108.7
107.7

93.5
95.2
9b.8

6b.9
6b.0
68.0

9b.3
95.2
93.b

72.3
75.3
7b.0

1908
1909
1910

Farm
Wages

-------

69.9
68.5
—

----

70.2
-------

77.5
_

— —

72.5
73.6

7b.6
66.3
65.5
6b<3
78.7
68.b
68.7
70.9
68.b
62.8
68.7
67.6
68.3
61.7
72.1
76.0
78.5
75.1
70.9f
70.2
71.7
76.8

71.3
73.7
71.0
71.8
77.0
76.6
76.0
76.1
73.8
70.9
69.5
69.1
69.0
66.8
69.01
89.13
89.7
9b.O
95.1
8b.9g
89.3e
88.Og

79.5e

TABLE XVI.

(Continued)

1911

108.0

9b.b

7b*6

7b.1

75.0

78,8

1912

106.5

9b.2

72.8

72.8

7b.b

80,6

1913

105.b

92.6

72.8

73.2

7b«b

81.6

1911*

103 .b

92.7

72.8

70.b

7b.O

----

1915

103.1

91.6

~

69.2

72.7

78,7

1916

102.1

90.3

63.0

68 .b

----

---

1917

99.3

66.9

—

70.6

----

----

1918

105.2

90.9

63.5

72.9

----

---

1919

108.2

93.6

----

7b.b

68.0

76.9

1920

101.3

89.9

78.7

72.9

68.3

----

1921

97.7

89.5

—

67.5

- w

69*3

1922

96.8

92.0

63.7

69.5

7b.b

85.b

— —

6b«5

—

1923

-

70.7

192b

----

88.9

60.9

68.3

66.0

——

1925

— — ,

88.2

----

69.6

----

75,3

1926

----

91.7

65.9

69.9

62.5

---

1927

—

89.5

----

67.5

----

1928

----

85.7

69.3

67.0

—

71.2

1929

----

82.9

----

67.2

58.2

----

1930

----

80.6

70.8

65.5

----

69.3

1931

— —

80.0

----

63.0

67.8

1932

----

82.5

7b.O

62.9

----

62.3

1933

----

85.3

82.0a

65.b

77.5d

----

193l»

----

86.8

8b.ba

68.3

----

— mmm

1935

----

63.8

82.5

66.7

78.8

----

8b.2

82.7b

65.5

1936

i
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TABLE X7I.

(Continued)

1937

81*.0

80.6b

61*.2

----

1938

----

82.3

82.0b

63.6

1939

---- ■

81*.8

82.0

66.1

19l|0

----

86.1*

83.3

65.7

192)1

----

88.6

83.1*

62.5

---

— -

191*2

----

87.9

82.9

63.2

---

----

192*3

----

----

83.3

61.9

191*1*

—

—

83.1c

63.3

.

■»im
---

Sources Richard A* Lester, "Trends in Southern Wage Differentials
Since 1890,n The Southern Economic Journal* XI, No# U- (April, 19U5),
pp. 339-3U0.
a August.
^ Averages for last 6 months of 1936, first 6 months of 1937, and
last 6 months of 1938*
c Average for first 9 months#
d Average of data for first and second half of March#
9 Basis of calculation different from 1910 on#
* A change in occupational basis from 1907 on#
£ Based on laborers only#
k Shift from average hourly earnings to average of union wage rates#
i Figure calculated on basis of percentage change from 1903 to
190L according to data In Bulletin No# 59, pp. a3-liU.
Not comparable with preceding figures as the number of employees
covered in 1901* in both South and North was more than double the number
in. 1903.

The horizontal trend in wage rates in the manufacturing industry
in the South between 1907 and 19l*5-19li6 conceals two quite divergent
trends?

1919 to 1931-1932, and 1931-1932 to 191*5-191*6# Between 1919

and 1931-1932, on the one hand, wage rates in the manufacturing in
dustry in the South fell from 87*0 per cent to 71wO per cent of wage
rates in the manufacturing industry in the Northeast#

In the later period,

on the other hand, wage rates in the manufacturing industry in the South
rose from 7i*#0 per cent to 85 #0 per cent of wage rates in the manu
facturing industry in the Northeast#
"The widening of the gap between the two regions during the
earlier period (1919 to 1931-1932)," according to Joseph W» Bloch,
"probably is related to the 1930-1932 depression#n® Evidently Mr#
Bloch is of the opinion that the impact of the depression was more severe
in the South* Mr# Bloch is more certain of the causes for the rela
tively more rapid rise of manufacturing wage rates in the South than in
the Northeast between 1931-1932 and 191*5-191*6# According to Mr# Bloch
"the reasons for the improvement in the position of manufacturing wages
in the South between 1931-1932 and 191*5-191*6 are more readily apparent
than those for the earlier loss#

Because of the relatively low wage

rates paid in the South, this region was undoubtedly affected to a
larger extent than others by the National Recovery Act codes, the Fair
Labor Standards Act, and other Federal wage legislation; by the spread
of unionisation; and by the full employment of the war years#Although
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Mr. Bloch Hats the causes of the rise In the ratio of Southern to
Northeastern wage rates in the manufacturing industry between 1931-1932
and \9US-19k6$ he unfortunately fails to assess the relative weight to
be assigned each of the causative factors*
Three interesting facts in Table XV should be mentioned in pass
ing*

Firat, the South-Northeast wage ratio in men's skilled occupations

is distinctly higher than the South-Northeast wage ratio in men's un
skilled occupations. Seeend* the trend of the South-Northeast wage ratio
in women's occupations from 1907 to 19h$-19$6 has been definitely upward;
while the trend of the South-Northeast wage ratio in men's occupations
has been to a lesser degree downward.
The failure of the Southern wage differential to disappear, or
even to narrow, over the past forty years is a most interesting economic
fact.

The permanence of the differential refutes the a priori expecta

tion that the movement of labor to the Northeast, or high wage-rate
region, and the movement of capital to the South, or low-wage-rate region,
would bring about the regional equalisation of wages.

Evidently, weighty

counter balanoes have been in the scales in order for the equilibrating
forces of factor movements to have been offset.

The nature of the counter

balances will be a subject for further consideration in the succeeding
chapter.
Richard A. Lester' a survey.^0 Lester's survey is more useful
for the purposes of this study because it gives the trends in the Southern

10 Richard A. Lester, "Trends in Southern Wage Differentials Since
1890," The Southern Economic Journal. Vol. XI, No. If (April, 19i*5), pp.
317-3liU
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wage differentials in average hourly earnings by Individual manufactur
ing industries, rather than for the manufacturing industry as a whole*
Lester* s survey also gives the trends of the Southern wage differentials
in the building trades and the agricultural industry. The trend of the
Southern wage differential in the agricultural industry offers some in
teresting comparisons with trends in the manufacturing industry*
Lester's survey is based upon averages of hourly earnings in a
sample of selected occupations in each industry*

Lester pointed out

that the samples probably were not adequately representative and that
the samples did not include the sans establishments or the same occupa
tions over the period covered by the survey*

He further pointed out

that no allowances were made for regional differences in the quality
or character of output, in equipment, in nature of Job, in gratuities
or payment in kind, or in the proportion of female, child, handicapped,
or colored workers*
The basic wage data used by Lester were taken from Bulletins
5l5, 560, 566, 567, 586, 6oL, 626, 657, 663,

671a,

680, and 730 of the

Bureau of Labor Statistics of the tfoited States Department of Labor;
articles appearing in the September 1932, September 1933, November
1935, Hay 1935, end April 1936 issues of the Monthly Labor Reviews

Farm Wage Rates* Farm Employment and Related Data published by the
Bureau of Agricultural Economics of the United States Department of
Agriculture; and the July lli,
Farm Labor*

191a1a

and October 13,

191a1a

issues of

XSk

The findings of Lester's survey may be summarised under the
following industry headsi

(a) metal and building trades; (b) cotton

textiles; (c) agriculture; (d) lumber; («) blast furnaces; (f) furni
ture; (g) pulp and paper; (h) hosiery; and (i) fertiliser.
a. Metal and building trades. The ratios of Southern to Northern
mges in the metal and building trades are shown in Tabic XVI. The metal
trades' series rune only from 1890 to 1922; but the building trades'
series extends from 1890 to 19U2.

^he trend in the sis© of the South-

non-South ratios is gradually downward in both series.

The raetal trades'

ratio stood at Iliu3 per cent in 1890 but had dropped to 96*8 per cent
by 1922. The building trades' ratio stood at 9U.9 per cent in 1890
but had dropped to 83*1 per cent by 19lil. The South-non-Soufch ratio
for wages in the building trades remained about constant, however, after
1929, when the ratio stood at 82.9 per cent.
b.

Cotton textiles. The ratios of Souths rn to non-Southern wages

in the cotton textile industry are shown in Table XVI.

The trend of the

South-non-South ratio in this industry has been upward*

The first up

turn occurred between 1903 and 1909 when the ratio rose from 59.7 per
cent to 75.3 per cent.

The South-non-South ratio began a decline after

this year that continued practically unbroken, except for a sudden
upsurge to 78.7 per cent in 1920, until a low ratio of 60.9 per cent
was reached in 1921*. After 1921* a sharp upward trend in the South-nonSouth ratio began.

By 1932 a ratio of 7lu0 per cent was reached; by the

next year the ratio had jumped to 82.0 per cent, where it remained with
but slight variation through 19hh*
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The upward trend of the cotton textiles* Souih-non-douth ratio
contrasts sharply with the downward trend of the metal and building
trades' South-non-Soith ratio. The workers in cotton textiles and in
the metal and building trades are largely, however, non-competing groups
of laborers,
°* Agriculture, The ratios of South-non-South farm wages from
1890 to 19Ut yield a downward trend according to Table XVI*

The Soirth-

non-South wage ratio fell from 78,1 per cent in 1890 to 68,5 per cent
in 1899, free which level it recovered to 77*5 per cent in 1906, the
latter trend matching the rise in the cotton textile South-non-South
ratio*

After 1906, the South-non-South farm wage ratio dropped fairly

steadily, except for a brief period of recovery from 1917 to 1920,
reaching a ratio of 65*5 per cent in 1930,

Since 1930 the ratio remained

fairly constant to 19hlu
The most striking part of the trend in the South-non-%jouth farm
wage ratio was its inverse correlation after 1921* with the rapid rise
in the South-non-South textile wage ratio* The textile industry in
the majority of its occupations does not require a highly skilled labor
force, and it has been presumed that the Industry has drawn quite heavily
on surplus fans labor during its development in the South* The labor
forces of the two Industries are competing groups from the viewpoint of
skill, and it is surprising that the trends in the £>outh-non-South ratios
for the two Industries run counter to one another during the decade
following 192h.

The lack of correspondence in the trend in the South-

non-South ratio in the two industries indicates that the la<x>r supply
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over a broad regional area is highly immobile, or non-competing, over
even rather long periods of time*
d*

Lumber Industry* The trend in the South-non~South wag© ratio

in the lumber industry is Shown in Table XVI for the period from 1890
to 1932 and in Table XVII for the period from May-July, 1930 to July,
191*1* The trend for the period from 1890 to 1932 is slightly downward*
During the period from 1890 to 1932 the South-non-South wage ratio in
the industry fell from 71*3 per cent in 1890 to 69*3 per cent in 1930#
The trend in the South-non-South wage ratio in sawmill wages was
practically horizontal between 1930 and 19bl*» rising slightly from
72*U per cent in May-July, 1930 to 72*7 per cent in July, 19U1**
The trend in the South-non-South wag© ratio in the lumber in
dustry corresponds roughly with the trend in the South-non-South wage
ratio in the agricultural industry.

Both industries, it should be

noted, were relatively losing ground to other industries during the
period from 1890 to 19U*«
#•

Blast furnaces. The trend in the South-non-Scuth wage ratio

in the blast furnace industry is shown in Table XVII for the period from
1890 to 1935*

Over the entire period the trend in the ratio is practi

cally horizontal.

The ratio fell between 1890 and 1900 but regained it s

former level in the decade following 1910,

The ratio remained fairly

stable until after 1922 when it dropped sharply to 53*2*

After 1929,

however, the ratio rose rapidly, at' aining a post-1890 peak of 78,8 in
1935. A different selection of occupations after 1935 revealed an in
crease in the South-non-South ratio of wages for all wag® earners in
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TABLE XVII.

SOUTH-UNITED STATES BATES OF HOURLY EARNINGS IN SAWMILLS,

1930-191**

Date

Ratio
Per Cent

May-July 1930 *.*........ .......................

72.lt

May-July 1932 ....

66.9

April 1935

*.............. .........

.......................................

April 1936 .....

...................

70.2
63.1

September 1939-April 19ltO

71#It

February 191*3

72.5

March 19ltl»

.............

Ally 19l*it...........

71.7
72*7

Sources Richard A. Lester, "Trends in Southern Wage Differentials
Since 1890," Southern Economic Journal. Vol. XI, No. It, (April, 191*5)>
p. 328*
a Sources of data for calculationss U* S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics Bulletin Ho. 586. 1933* P# 6| Monthly labor Review, XLIV
(April 1937) pp« 85o-53; Monthly Labor Review. LXXX (ju3y 19li!l), pp.
195, 203; Economic Factors'"Bearing on the fcstabliahroent of Minimum
Wages in the Logging. Lumber and Timber and Related |>roduct^ InciuBtries,
Wags and Hour Division, U. ^* tiepartment of ILabori^Augusi 191*3, P« 35
for February 191*3 data; typewritten table from U. S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics for 19ltlt data; and "Trend in Employment, Earnings, and Hours"
in various issues of the Monthly Labor Review for U. S. averages.
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blast-furnace employments from 79Ji per cent in 1935 to 83*1 per cent
in 1937*
The trend in the South-non-South waje ratio in the blast furnace
industry closely parallels trends in the South-non-$outh wag© ratio in
the agriculture and lumber industries prior to 1929J but after 1929# the
South-nan-South wage-ratio trend in the blast -furnace industry followed
the upward trend evident in the cotton textile industry.
f* Furniture* The trend in the South-United States wage ratio
in the furniture industry is shown in Tables XVIII and XXX* The trend
between 1929 and January# 19U* was practically horizontal, according
to Table XVIII*
68*0 per cent*

In 1929 the South-United States wage ratio stood at
By January 19hh it had dropped slightly to 61;.7 per cent#

about four percentage points below the 191*2 level of the South-United
States wage ratio*

Two upswings occurred between 1929 and 191*1+ in the

South-United States wage ratio*

The first upswing# 1929 to 1931*# coin

cided with the establishment of the National Industrial Recovery Act;
the second upswing, between January# 191*1 and November 191*1# coincided
with the establishment of a forty-cent per hour wage minimum under the
Fair Labor Standards Act, effective November 3# 191*1* In the case of
both upswings# however, the rise in the wage rates was cancelled by a
subsequent drop*
The trend in the South-United States wage ratio in the furniture
industry is shown in Table XIX for two skilled furniture occupations
between 1890 and 1937*

trend was downward from 86*3 per cent in

1890 to a fairly stable level in the lower seventy per cents after 1906*
An upward spurt in the South-United States wage ratio occurred in 1919;
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TABLE XVIII.
Date

SOUTH-UHITF.D STATES WAGE RATIOS IS THE TORNITURE KDTBTKX*
Average Wage Rates

Average Hourly Earnings

per cant

per cent

1929

68.0

65.9

1931

70.6

65.5

1933

77.7

---

1931»
Aug. 1935
Sept. 1936

83.7
81.9
78.1

---

Jam! 193?

7U.0

75.8

JJ r 193?
Oct. 1937
July 1938

70.9
——
66.7

71.9
66.9
67.6

Feb. 1939

66.9

68.6

1939
July 1914

68.7

69.8

67.3

69.1

Jan. 19fcl
Bov. 19lll

67.0
72.0

70.5
76.1

May 1912
Mov. 19l»2

70.3
68.U

73.5
73.8

Jan. 19UU

6I».7

69.0

Hot.

Source* Richard A. Laster, "Trends in Southern Wage Differentials
Since 1890,” Southern Economic Journal. Vol. XI, Ho. , (April, 191*5),

p. 31a.

4

* Southern averages from wage-rate and earnings surveys made by
the Southern Furniture Manufacturers* Association, except for October
1937 which is based an data in D. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics Bulletin
Ho. 669. 191*0, p. 29* Average hourly earnings of the furniture industry
as a whole have teen used as the base for both the wage-rate and the
hourly earnings ratios. These data for the 0. S. have been taken fron
0. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics Bulletin Ho. 669. 19L0, p. 20} and,
after 1938, fren issues of the Monthly Labor Review under "Trend of
Employment and Pay Rolls."
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TABiE XIX.

SOUTH-UNITED STATES RATIOS FOR TWO FURNITURE OCCUPATIONS*

Tears

Ratio

Years

(per cent)

Ratio
(per cent)

1890

86*3

1915

71.3

1891-1906 (aw,)

78*2

1919

92.1

1907

7fc.9

1929

72.1

1911

69*6

1931

73.9

1912

75.0

Oct. 1937

78.3

1913

71.8

Sources Richard A« Lester, "Trends in Southern Wage Differentials
Since 1890,* Southern Economic Journal, Vol, XI, No, V (April, 19US),
p. 331*
a Machine woodworkers and cabinet makers and skilled assemblers.
South includes the South Atlantic and South Central regions from 1890
to 1907, the two states of North Carolina and Tennessee for the years
1911 to 1931, and all Southern states for October 1937. The numbers
of employees in the occupation were used as weights to calculate the
ratio for the occupation, and the combined ratio Is a simple average
of the two occupational ratios* Sources of data: Those listed p* L55
in U, S, Bureau of labor Statistics Bulletin No, 60h« and Monthly
Labor Raview XXX Uprll 1930), p. 87f and m I F ( H a r o h 1932), p. 61i8,
and Bulletin Wo. 669. 19lt0, p. 72*
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but the ratio subaided to its foraer leva! a few years later, which level
was maintained with but a slight increase between 1931 and 193?*

The

South-United States ratio in 1937 stood at 76*3 per cent, practically the
same as the average ratio of 73*2 per cent which prevailed between 1891
and 1906*
the long-term trend in the furniture industry roughly resembled
the trend in the building trades, the lumber, and the blast furnace in
dustries. After 1930 there was an upward trend in the South-United
States ratio, but the increase disappeared, in contrast to the seemingly
permanent increase in the South-Uhited States ratio in the cotton textile
and blast furnace industries.
g« Pulp and paper. The trend in the South-non-South wage ratio
in the pulp and paper industry can be traced from 1929 to 19W u

A United

States Bureau of Labor Statistics* nationwide survey in 1929 and in 1939
showed a spectacular increase in the South-non-South wage ratio from 61.0
per cent in the first half of 1925 to 92*k per cent late in 1939*

The

annual Survey of Occigjaticnal Wage Rates in the Paper and Pulp Industry.
published by the American Paper and Pulp Association shownd that the
South-non-South wage ratio in the Industry rose from 93.3 per cent in
193k, to 9k.O per cent in 1938, to 101.2 per cent in November, 19l3.
The upward trend in the South-non-South wage ratio in the pulp and
paper, industry is unmatched in any other Southern manufacturing industry
included in Lester* s survey.

It falls in a class with the cotton textile

and blast furnace industries, as industries in which the South-non-South
wage ratio has narrowed since the late nineteen twenties or early nineteen
thirties*
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It should be noted in passing that the pulp and paper industry
has expanded relatively more ra^ddly in the South than in the rest of
the country*

Three Southern states, Virginia, Tennessee and Louisiana,

increased their share of wajo earnings from less than U*0 per cent in
1925 to about 7.5 per cent in 1939.
h. Hosiery* The trend in the South-non-South wage ratio in the
seamless and full-fashioned hosiery industry is shown in Table XX for
the period from 1932 to 19lit« The South-non-South wage ratio in the
seamless hosiery industry rose slowly from 76*1* per cent in 1932 to
77*9 per cent in September, 1936*

The seamless hosiery wage ratio,

on a different occupational basis, increased sharply from 80*3 per cent
to 90*7 per cent during the two years between September, 1938 and
September, 191*0. From September, 191*0 the ratio has remained practically
constant* The increase in the ratio between 1938 and 191*0 coincided
with the twenty-five cent minimum wage effective October 21*, 1938, and
the thirty-two-and-one-balf cent minimum wage effective September 18,
1939.
The North-non-South wage ratio in the full-fashioned hosiery
industry rose sharply from 71*6 per cent in 1932 to 87*8 per cent in
September, 1938*

Between September, 1938 and 19W* the ratio, measured

on a different occupational sample, fell from 83*5 per cent to 75>.i*
per cent, losing some but not all of the ground gained between 1932
and 1938.
Both the seamless and the full-fashioned hosiery industries belong
to that group of industries in which the South-non-South wage ratio has
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TABLE XX.

SOtTTH-NON-SOUTH RATIOS FOR SRAMIESS AND FULL-FASHIONED
i933-i9M*a

hosiers ,

Pat.

Seaaleea

Full-Fashloi

per cent

per cent

Early months, 1932

76.lt

71.6

Ssptosber 1938

77.9

87.8*

September 1938

80.3

83.5

September 19ltD

90.7

----

Last quarter, 19l»2

90.lt

77.lt

192i3

89.1

7lt.5

Min. months, 19Ult

89.8

75.lt

Sources Richard A« Lester, "Trends in Southern Rage Differentials
Since 1890," Southern Economic Journal* Vol. XI, No. i*. (April, 191*5),
p. 335.
a Ratios calculated from weighted average hourly earnings for
knitters (stale footers and loggers in full-fashioned, and female trans
fer knitters in seamless) for four Southern states (North Carolina,
Virginia, Tennessee, and Georgia) and eight Northern states (Indiana,
Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Wisconsin, New Jersey, New fork,
and Pennsylvania) in U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics Bulletin No.
591. 1933# pp. 72, 73, and in Monthly Iflfrwr Review xuf* Way, 2939),
p. 1158 and (June 1939) p. 1397* These knitters * occupations repre
sented 21 per cent of the total hosiery employment in the 1932 sample.
The Septesfcer 191*0 ratio for seamless is based on the same mills as
the 1938 ratio (see Monthly Labor Review, June 191*1, p. 1530). The
ratios for October 191*2 through September 191*1* are based on type
written monthly series of average hourly earnings in all occupations
for both branches divided into North and South (Alabama, Georgia,
Kentucky, Maryland, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina,
Tennessee, Virginia, West Virginia, Louisiana, and Texas).

I6h

narrowed since the late nineteen

twenties or early nineteen thirties*

These industries include the cotton textile,

blast furnace, and pulp

and paper industries, in addition to the hosiery industries*
i* Fertiliser. The South-non-South wage ratio in the fertiliser
industry rose from $1,8 per oent in 1938 to 59*1 per cent in Jmu&xy,
19k3*

The increase in the ratio was gradual and coincided with the in

crease in the statutory minimum wage to twenty-five cents on October
2k, 1938, and to thirty cents on
Summary* Lester* s survey

October 2k* 1939*
covered six industries for the entire

period between 1890 and 19kk, two of which industries lay outside of

m m ufacturingJ agriculture and the building trades* Three of these
industries —

the lumber, blast furnace, and furniture Industries,

all manufacturing industries —
South wage ratio*

showed no increase in the South-non-

In two of the other industries — agriculture and

building trades, both outside of the manufacturing industry — the
trend in the South-non-Scmth wage ratio was downward*

In the last

industry — cotton textiles — the trend in the South-non-South ratio
was upward*

Looking at the industries as a group the over-all trend

in the South-non-South ratios seems to be close to horizontal; and
Lester* s figures are in agreement with the United States Bureau of
Labor Statistics* survey* The conclusion of both studies, in short*
is that the large Southern wage differential has shown no tendency
to decline with the passage of time*
The long term trends in the Southern wage differentials show no
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evidence of having been influenced by unionization.

The trend of the

South-non-South wage ratio in cotton textiles, a slightly unionised
industry, hoe been ups while the trend in the building trades industry,
a highly unionised industry, has been down* The trends in the South-nonSouth wage ratios has been horizontal in the blast furnace, furniture,
and lusher industries! yet the blast Jftirnac© industry is more highly
unionised than the furniture and lumber industries.
Since the unions had not successfully organized workers in the
Southern manufacturing industry before 1933, the effect of unionization
on the trend in South-non-South wage ratios can not be properly
evaluated except for the period beginning id th 1933 end running down
to the present tine.
For the period from 1930 to 192*1* Lester has given figu ee on th©
trends in the South-non-South wage ratios for nine industries.

In four

of these industries the trend in the South-non-South wage ratios was
practically horizontal.

These industries were the building trades

industry, the agricultural industry, the lumber industry, and the
furniture industry. Three of these industries — the agricultural,
lumber, and furniture industries — were three of the least unionized
industries in the South, outside of the field of distribution.

The

building trades, however, was one of the most highly unionized industries
of the South*

The industry had been unionized prior to 1930, to be

sure; but it found its labor force mors highly unionized after 1933,
Other things equal, the higher degree of unionization in the industry
should have narrowed the South-non-South wage ratio after 1933*
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Either unionisation did not have this effect or its affect was counter
acted toy other forces#
Five of the nine industries surveyed by Lester for the period
from 1930 to 19M* experienced
during the period#

rising South-non-South wage ratios

These five Industries were the cotton textile,

blast furnace, pulp and paper, seamless hosiery, and fertiliser
industries#

The per cent of unionization in these Industries after

191*5 ranged from approximately 53*0 per cent in the pulp and paper
industry, to 50#3 per cent in the blast furnace industry, to 13#3
per cent in the cotton textile industry, and to 17*7 per cent and
11.5 per cent in the seamless and full-fashioned hosiery industries,
respectively#
industry#

No unionization figures were available for the fertilizer

The per cent of unionization in these five industries

exceeded the per cent of unionisation in the lumber, furniture, fullfashioned hosiery, and agricultural industries — the industries
with horizontal South-non-South ratios

in all cases except the

seamless hosiery industry, which was perhaps slightly less unionized
than the lusher and furniture industries#

It is thus seen that in

four out of five industries, the rising South-non-South ratio was:
associated with a relatively high per cent of unionization in the
industry labor force#
Among the four industries for which approximate unionization
figures are available, does the extent of the rise in the South-nonSouth wage ratio correspond directly with the relative per cent of
unionization ’ The data showing changes in the South-non-South wage
ratios are not homogeneous enough, or comprehensive enough, for valid
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comparisons of small degrees of difference*

The data roughly Indicate

that the South-non-South nags ratios haws narrowed most since the early
nineteen thirties in the pulp end paper industry, the seamless hosiery
industry, and the blast furnace industry.

Two of these industries,

the pulp and paper industry and the blast furnace industry, became
tm

of the most highly unionised manufacturing industries in the South

after 1930, a fact indicating that unionisation might have beon a
factor in the narrowing of the regional wage differential.

Both of

these industries were high wage industries, relatively speaking, and
should not have been significantly affected by the minimum wage pro
vision of the Fair labor Standards Act.

The pulp and paper industry

has expanded relatively faster in the South than over tie nation since
1930; but the blast furnace industry has no more than held its own.
The seamless hosiery industry, on the other hand, is an industry
characterised by a relatively low per cent of unionisation.

It is,

however, a low-wage industry, and a large share of the rise in the
South-non-South wage ratio in the industry can be attributed to the
minimum wage provision

of the Fair Labor Standards Act.

The rise

in the South-non-South wage ratio, in fact, coincided with the
imposition of the minimum wage provision of the Fair Labor Standards
Act.
The full-fashioned hosiery industry and the textile Industry
did not experience an increase in their South-non-South wage ratios
equivalent to the increase of the wage ratios in the pulp and paper
blast furnace, and seamless hosiery industries.

Neither were these

industries so highly unionised as the pulp and paper and blast furnace
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industries. The rise in the South-non-South ratio before 1931* in the
cotton textile industry can® too early to be greatly influenced by
unionisation* The depression, the Rational Industrial Recovery Act,
end the expansion of the Industry in the South between X92U and 193b
may have been causative factors*
The foregoing analysis is summarised below*
First, unionisation since 1933 has not as yet raised the Southnon-South sags ratios in the industries surveyed above the level of
the ratios In 1890*
Secondly, ths trends in the South-non-South wage ratios have been
horiaontal in four industries and rising in five Industries since the
early nineteen thirties.
Thirdly, in three of the four industries in which the South-nonSouth ratios have remained horizontal sinoe the early nineteen thirties,
the per cent of unionisation is relatively low,
Fourthly, in the five industries in which the

South-non-South

ratios have risen since the early nineteen thirties, the per cent of
unionisation is relatively higher than in the industries in which the
South-non-South ratios have remained horiaontal.
Fifthly, among the five industries with rising South-non-South
ratios, the three industries with the most rapidly rising South-nonSouth ratios are the Industries with the highest per cent of unionization,
the seamless hosiery industry, in which the sdnimum wage provision of
the Fair Labor Standards Act was the controlling factor, expepted*
Sixthly, the number of industries covered andthe nature of the
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data render broad generalisations on the data very tentative *
Seventhly, no attempt was made to discover the relationship
between productivity and the trends in theSouth-non-South ratios*,
This task is saved for a later chapter*
Study of South-non-South wage ratios based on annual earnings
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in the South and the United States as reported in the Census of Mannf&Cturera of 1919, 1929, 1939, and 191*7, The statistioal data used in
this section are summarized in Tables XII, XXII, and XXIII,
In Table XXI annual earnings in the South are expressed as a per

eent

of

annual

earnings in the rest of the United States in selected

manufacturing industries for three different years, 1919, 1929# and
1939* The extent of regional differentials in annual earnings between
the South and the rest of the United States for selected occupations
in selected industries has already been presented in the preceding
section of

this

chapter dealing with the current extent of wage

differentials. The data appearing
selected

occupations,

in

that section, being based on

are somewhat more precise than the data appearing

4

in Table XXI, which are based on all occupations in rather broad
census classifications.

Because of the greater preciseness of ths

former figures, they were used in the analysis of existing wage
differ entials•
A comparison of the Tables XXI and XII, although the industry
classifications of each table are not comparable# reveals no startling
discrepancies*

The relative ranks of similar industries do not vary

greatly and the range of the wage ratios correspond roughly. As might
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TABLE XXI.

SOUTH-NON-SOUTH HAOE RATIOS HI SELECTED UNITED STATES CENSUS
INDUSTRY CROUDS, 1919, 1929, and 1919
South-Nan-South Wage Ratio

Industry

1939

1929

1919

Cigars and Cigarettes

122.it

109.3

109.2

Rayon and Allied Products

10U.3

78.lt

-

Petroleum Refining

92.2

85.1

89.8

Pulp Mills

92.0

83.6

-

Boots and Shoes

91.7

68.lt

62.7

Paper

90.1

91.lt

e
s
s
—
*—

Chawing and Ssoking Tobacco

81t«9

76.7

60.2

Knit Goods

83.5

58.0

lt9»7

Woolen and Worsted Goods

83.1

68.7

61.5

Csiaent

82.it

70.lt

67.6

82.1

81.0

89.8

80.2

67.8

79.6

Wood Products (not elsetrtiers
classified)

80.1

70.0

83.1

Chemlaals (not elsewhere
classified)

79.lt

85.6

76.lt

Shirts

78.7

71.lt

68.2

Dyeing and Finishing Textiles

76.0

61.3

51t.O

Cordage and Twine

73.lt

62.8

69.8

Meatpacking

73.0

82.lt

7lt.3

Bread and Bakery Products

72.9

77.7

75.1

Furniture

68.lt

63.8

71.5

i

Cast Iron Pipe and Fittings
Cotton Woven Goods
m
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TABUS XXI,

(Continued)

Wood Preserving

68.3

81t.3

86.0

Ken's Nothing

66.1*

50.9

---

Clay Products

63.8

65.8

71*.9

Planing Hills

59.1

63.8

76.2

Wooden Boxes (except Cigar
Boms)

55.2

61*.9

92.3

Canned and Dried Fruits
and Vegetables

51*.6

59.1

57.7

fertiliser

52.5

61.3

61.7

Imber and Tinder Products
(not elsewhere classified)

1*6.2

57.6

Slt.l

ill Industries

69.0

61*.l

77.5

Sources

Cenaua of ■■■■■■eMaMMMMaHeweMiMiMer
Manufactured# 'dkpeeeNWVv
1919, edepppwwP'
1929, and 1939,
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be expected, the range by which the lowest 3outh~non~South wage ratio
varies from the highest South-non-South ratio in Table XXI is some
what broader than the range of variation in Table XII,
The per cent changes in the South-non-South wage ratios between
1919 and 1939 are shown in Table XXXI# The table shows that the Southnon-South wage ratio was rising in fifteen Industries, while it was
falling in only twelve

industries.

For all industries, however,

there was a decline of 11,0 per cent in the South-non-South wage ratio.
The decline conforms with the decline of 1*5 per cent in the SouthHortbeast ratio given in Table XV for the period between 1919 and 194546. The par cent decrease in the South-non-South wage ratio in Table

XXII might have been less if the period covered had been extended from
1939 to 1945-4*6#
The industries in which the South-non-South ratio was rising were
grouped into the following categories!

six textile industries, three

apparel industries, two tobacco industries, the cement industry, the
wood pulp industry, and the chemicals (not elsewhere classified) industry.
The increases ranged from 0.8 per cent in the cotton woven goods
industry to 68.0 per cent in th© knitwear industry* The increases
were fairly evenly distributed within the 0.8 per cent to 63.0
per cent range of increase.
The industries in which the South-non-South wag® ratio was
falling were grouped into the following categories:

five wood

processing industries, the lumber and timber (not elsewhere cla rified)
industry, the paper industry, the meatpacking industry, the canned and
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TABLE XXII*

TRRSBS IK SOUTH-KCS-SOUTH WAGE RATIOS, 1919 TO 1939, IH
SELECTED INDUSTRIES
tar cant. Increase in SouthIndustry
: a E « K t R S e l ! Z ! i o l^i¥-i939

M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
H
l
f
l
W

~

K

Knitwear
Boots and Shoos
Chewing and Smoking Tobacco

M

M

M

H
W
H
M
a
i

68.0
1*6.1*
1*1.2

Dyeing and Finishing Textiles
Woolen and Worsted Goods

1*0.9

Rayon and Allied Products

33.1
30.6

Wen's Clothing
Cement
Shirts
Cigars and Cigarettes
Pulp Wills

35.1

21.9
15.1*
12.1
10.0

Cordage and Twine

5.1

Chemicals (not elsewhere classified)

3.9

Petrolem Refining

2*5
0.8

Cotton Woven Goods
Paper
Wood Products (not elsewhere classified)

-1.5
-1.8
-3*6

Furniture
Canned and Dried Fruits and Vegetables
Cast Iron Pipe and Fittings

4u3
-5.5
“8.6

Clay Products
Fertiliser
Wood Preserving

—11*.8
-1k,9
“20.6

Planing Hills

—22.1*

Wooden Boxes (except Cigar Boxes)

-1*0.2

Lumber andL Timber Products (not classified
elsewhere)
All Industries

Sources

-1*5*0
-11.0

Census of Manufactures. 1919 and 1939.
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dried fruits and vegetables industry, the cast iron pipe and fittings
industry, the clay products industry, and the fertilizer industry#
It should be noted that the two industry categories .— textiles
and apparel — in which the largest number of industries with rising
South-non-South wage -ratios fell were industries in which employment
was rapidly expanding in the South; while the industry category —
weed processing and lumber and timber products — Into which the largest
number of industries with declining South-non-South wage-ratios fell was
an industry in which aggregate employment was contracting in the South#
The per cent changes in the South-non-South ratios in the same
selected industries are shorn* in Table XXXII for the period from 1929
to 1939#

The table also shows the per cent of unionization as of 191*5

to 191*8 for some of the industries#

As the unionization data are for

a later year than the wage-ratio data, and as the industry classifica
tions for the unionization and wage-ratio data are somewhat different,
the relationship between unionization and the size of the South-nonSouth wage-ratio may not be clearly revealed#

In Table XXIV the

South-non-South wage-ratios in major census classifications for the
period from 1929 to 191*7 are compared with the extent of unionization
in these industry groups in 191*8#
The South-non-South ratio of annual wages for all workers in
twenty-eight large Southern manufacturing industries rose 7#6 per
cent between 1929 and 1939# The South-non-South ratio of annual
earnings increased in seventeen of the twenty-eight industries between
1929 and 1939#

The South-non-South ratio of annual earnings Increased
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TABLE XXIII,

TRENDS IH SOUTH-NON-SOUTH WAGE RATIOS, 1929-1939, COMPARED
WITH PBR CENT CF UNIONIZATION IN EACH SELECTED INDUSTRY

Industry
Knit Goods
Boots and Shoes
Rayon and Allied Products
Hen’s Clothing
Dyeing and finishing Textiles
Woolen and Worsted Goods
Cotton Woven Goods
Cement
Cordage and Twine
Wood Products (not elsewhere
classified)
Cigars and Cigarettes
Chewing and Slacking Tobacco
Shirts
Pulp Wills
Petroleum Refining
Furniture
Cast Iron Pipe and Fittings
Paper
(Hay Products
Bread and Bakery Products
Chemicals, (not elsewhere classified)
Planing Kills
Canned and Dried Fruits and
Vegetables
Meatpacking.
Fertilizer
Wooden Boxes (except Cigar Boxes)
Wood Preserving
Lumber and Furniture Products
(not elsewhere classified)
All Industries

Per cent Change
in SoutMoEHSauth
p Ratio
ldi.0
3h*l
33.1
30.6
2L.0
20.9
18.3
17.0
16.8

Per Cent
of
Unionisation
28.8*
1*.9#*
33.1^
11.1*
30.$*
3,7.1*
30.5*

Uw5
12.0
10.7
10*2
10*0
8.3
7.1
1.3
-1.5
-2.9
-6.2
-7.2
-7.3
-7.6
—11.U
-11*.li
-15.0
-19.0
-19.8

61*.6*
21*1*
$8.0*
17.3*
—

—

58.0#*
28.5*
27.3*
7.3**
— —
— ——
1*7.1**
wiiiin ••

12.3

7.6

Sources United States Bureau of Labor Statistics, Wage Structure
bulletins, Series 2, Nos. 1 to 65#
— .
*These estimates were derived from the United States Bureau of
Labor Statistics1 Wage Structure series. They count as union members
all workers in unionized plants!
^These estimates were taken from Table II at the end of Chapter I,

in seventeen of the twenty-eight industries between 1929 and 19391
while it declined in eleven of the twenty-eight industries* The
largest mother of the industries in which the South-non-South ratio
of annual earnings was rising were in the textile and apparel group*
The largest number of the industries in which the South-non-South
ratios of annual earnings was falling were lumber and wood processing
industries*
A comparison of the trend between the South-non-South wage
ratios end the per oent of unionization in each industry reveals no
apparent causal interrelationship between unionisation and th© trend
in the South-non-South wage ratios* A further analysis of th®
relationship between unionisation and the trend in the South-non-South
wage ratios will be made of the data appearing in Table XXXV#
In Table XXXV trends in South-non-South annual earnings ratios
from 1929 to 191*7 are compared with the degree of unionization in the
South in 191*8 for sa^or census industry groups. The data reveal
an extremely broad range of change in the South-non-South ratios of
annual earnings. The South-non-South armual-eamings ratio in the
textile industry in 191*7# for example, was only 65*9 per cent of the
South-non-South annual-©arnings ratio in 1929* The decline in the
ratio indicated that the Southern wage differential in the textile
industry, as measured by annual earnings per worker, was increasing
in magnitude*

On the other hand, the South-non-South annual-©a-nings

ratio in the lumber products and furniture industry was 115.1 per cent
greater in 191*7 than in 1929# indicating that the Southern wage
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TABUS XXI?,

TRENDS IN SOUTH-NORTH ANNUAL EARNINGS RATIOS, 1929 to
19b7# COHPARED N1TH DEGREE OP UNIONIZATION IN THE SOUTH
IN 191*8, IT MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUPS
Change In South-North
Annual Earnings Ratio
1929-191*7

Estimates of
Per Cent of
Unionisation

Lumber Produots and
Furniture

215,1

12.3

Printing, Publishing, m d
Allied Products

11*6,0

13.8*

Chemicals and Allied Pro
duots

130,8

7.3

Miscellaneous Industries

117,2

Food and Kindred Products

312.5

30.0

Products of Petroleum and
Coal

112.3

—

Paper and Allied Products

311.9

58.0

Stone, Clay and Class
Products

106,8

X7.li

Leather and Leather
Products

106.5

k.9

Iron, Steel, and NonFerrous Metals

105.1*

50.3

Transportation Equipment

99.5

50.3

Machinery

97.9

50J

Textiles

65.9

18.3

Industry

o m * mo)

* Excludes membership of International Printing Pressmen and
Assistants* Union of North America (AFL)

s«w*« c—

itimMrrnt

«& *&?
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differential in the industry, as measured by annual earnings per
worker, was rapidly growing smaller*
Ho apparent relationship between the trend in the South-nonSouth ratios of annual earnings between 1929 and 1914?, on the one
hand, and the extent of unionisation in the industry groups in 191*8,
on the other hand, is revealed in Table XXXV*

Apparently, factors

other than unionisation have a controlling Influence over the trend
of South-non-South ratios of annual earnings*

CHAPTER V
ECONOMIC CAUSES OF SOUTHERN WAGE DIFFERENTIALS AND THE
PROBABLE ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES OF THEIR ELIMINATION
INTRODUCTION
The development of trade unionism in the South has been traced,
and the impact of trade unionism on the wage structure of selected
Southern manufacturing industries has been measured.

The stage has

been set for the examination of the economic consequences which will
flow from the trade unions' future impact on the wage structure of
the Southern manufacturing industry.

The study goes no further, the

analysis dees not attempt to evaluate the institution of trade unionism
as a complete economic, sociological and political entity.
No analysis of the past effect of trade unionism on the economic
development of the Southern manufacturing industry is made.
reasons exist for the omission of such an analysis.

Important

First, the period

of the existence of trade unions in the Southern manufacturing industry,
as an influential factor, has been historically too brief for an
adequate evaluation of their impact on the development of the Southern
manufacturing industry.

Trade unionism was practically nonexistent

in the Southern manufacturing industry until 1933*

The period from

1933 to 19h9 has been too short for the unicns to have obtained their
economic objectives.

An organizational base must be laid before long-

range policy can be executed. Secondly, the war has so affected the
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American economy since 191*0 that the effects of other factors have been
substantially1 submerged, counterbalanced, or exaggerated*

Thirdly, so

many factors, even excluding war, affect the economic development and
geographical looation of the manufacturing industry that inductive
1*68081*011 is under a severe handicap*
The main problem considered here is the analysis of the probable
economic consequences that would flow from the elimination of the
regional wage differentials in the Southern manufacturing industry by
trade union action*

The complete and rapid elimination of the Southern

wage differentials in the manufacturing industry is one of the most oftrepeated objectives of the national unions*

A reading of the union

literature that accompanied the drive of the two great national federa
tions in the South reveals that this objective was the main propaganda
"line" used to appeal to Southern workers in the unions1 organizational
efforts*

This chapter now turns to the analysis of the economic

consequences that would likely flow from the elimination of the regional
wage differentials in the Southern manufacturing industry* The analysis
is essentially long-run*

The analysis is inductive in its evaluation

of the historical causes of the regional wage differentials in the
Southern manufacturing industry*

It is deductive in its evaluation of

the economic justification for the historical causes of ths Southern
wage differentials,^ and of the economic consequences that would flow

1 Economic justification exists for any economic phenomenon,
according to this study, if it tends to produce a maximum of physical
output with a minimum of physical input.
^ The "Southern wage differentials" as used henceforth will mean
the wage differentials in the Southern manufacturing industry*
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from their elimination*
In assessing the economic consequences of the elimination of the
Southern wage differentials, this chapter is divided into five sections*
In the first section the economic theory of regional wage
differentials is developed, and the economic Justification for the
different hypothetical causes of regional wage differentials is examined*
The theoretical development of the causes of regional wage differentials,
and ths examination of the extent to which they are economically justi
fied, provides both a frame of reference for the analysis of the
historical causes of Southern wage differentials and criteria for
predicting the economic consequences of their elimination*
In the second section the historical causes of the Soutte rn wage
differentials are examined in the frame of reference provided by the
ixevinnsly developed theory of regional wage differentials*
In the third section the economic consequences of the elimination
of the Southern wage differentials are predicted*

The predictions

are made in the light of the criteria erected for the determination of
the economic Justification for the different causes of regional wage
differentials §
In the fourth section the relative impact of the elimination
of the Southern wage differential in different individual Southern
manufacturing industries is measured by examining the relative
proportion which labor costs bear to total costs in the industry, and
the relative productivity of labor in the industry*
In the fifth section the existence of the general factors that
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might offset, to a greater or lesser extent, the economic consequences
of the elimination of the Southern wage differentials is examined*
THE THEORY OF REGIONAL WAGE DIFFERENTIALS AND THE
EXTENT OF THEIR ECONOMIC JUSTIFICATION
Introduction* The theory of regional wage differentials^ was
briefly stated in the preceding chapter* The purpose here is to give
a more complete restatement of the economic theory of regional wage
differentials, and to state the theory in terms of the economic
justification for the various hypothetical causes of regional wage
differentials* The various hypothetical causes of regional wage
differentials which are discussed in this chapter are the followings
(1) interregional differences in labor skill, (2) interregional
differences in the cost of living, (3) interregional differences in
labor supply relative to job opportunities, (ii) interregional
differences in the composition of the labor force# (*?)■ interregional
differences in the nature of the finished product, (6) interregional
differences in the amount of capital equipment used per worker, (7)
interregional differences in the managerial skill with which pro
duction is organised, (8) interregional differences in the degree of
competition on the buyers* side of the labor market, and (9) inters
regional differences in the degree of competition on the sellers*
side of the labor market*
Marginal productivity theory of wages* Under marginal productivity
theory of wages it is assumed that there is pure competition on both the

3 In the theoretical discussion which follows regional wage differentials
are taken to mean regional differentials in wage rates for similar occupations*
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buyers1 and sellers1 side of the labor market, sufficient knowledge
of labor market conditions by workers to lead them to shift employment
until they have maximized their wage income, sufficient knowledge of
labor market conditions by employers to lead them to pay no more than
necessary for labor, sufficient mobility of workers to cause them to
shift employment until they have maximized their wage income, and
homogeneity of skill among the workers in each particular grade of
labor*

Under these assumptions employers, intent upon maximising

profits, will ostensibly hire workers until the value of the product
of the marginal worker is equal to the market price of his services*
Competition among employers will bid up the price of labor to a point
where the market price of a unit of labor is equal to its productivity
in its marginal use.

Competition among workers will prevent the price

of one unit of labor of a given grade from rising above the price paid
for any other unit of labor of the same grade*

The wage of a single

unit of any given grade of labor is, therefore, determined by its
productivity in its marginal employment; and the wages of all units
of labor of a given grade are equal.
An explanation of regional wage differentials is not to be found
in the marginal productivity theoiy of wages, as stated in the preceding
paragraph. The causes of regional wage differentials, therefore, lie
beyond the direct explanation of marginal productivity theory. Regional
differentials, however, can be indirectly accounted for by the removal
of the strict assumptions of marginal productivity theory.

This

technique is followed in the discussion of the hypothetical causes of
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wage differentials, which follows below*
Interregional differences in the skill of labor* One possible
reason for interregional differences in wages arises from the existence
of regional differences in the skill of labor employed in the same
occupation*

Differences in skill are directly translated into differences

in the productivity of labor, and through the competitive operation of
the labor market, into wage differentials*

Differences in skill

constitute a possible reason, not only for regional differentials in
wages, but also for intr&regional and intraplant differentials in wages
in the same occupation*
There is strong economic justification for wage differentials
directly adjusted to differences in skill, whether or not such differences
in skill may be the result of native ability, or of mere intensity of
effort*

The wage differential is the economic incentive for the

exercise of the skill differential*

If there were no wage differential,

in such a case, there would very likely be no skill differential, and
no differential in productivity.
Interregional differences in the cost of living. Interregional
differences in the cost of living (on an equivalent scale) are another
possible cause of regional wage differentials. According to orthodox
wage theory, the differentials in living costs would attract workers
to the region of low living costs, assuming initial wage equality*
The rising supply of labor in the region of low living costs would
reduce the productivity of labor in its marginal employments in the
region of low living costs, and, therefore, the level of wages in the
region of low living costs.

A regional wage differential based on a
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lower cost of living would n^t tend to disappear, even in the longrun. This fact is true for the causes of the lower living costs
wo Id tend to be permanent*

For example, a warmer climate in a

region of low living costs would enable equivalent standards of
housing, clothing and nutrtion to be achieved at a lower cost; or
lack of natural resources in a region of high living costs would
necessitate the absorption of high transportation costs on goods
produced from raw materials scarce to, or absent from, the region of
high living costs*
Are interregional differences in the cost of living justification
for regional wage differentials? The answer is certainly wyesnj other
wise, the economic allocation of the labor factor to the region of low
living costs would not ocur, and the resource of ’’warm climate” would
not be economically utilized*
Interregional difference in labor supply relative to job
opportunities* Another possible cause of regional wage differentials
arises from interregional differences in labor supply relative to job
opportunities*

Such a condition might arise as the result of a higher

net reproduction rate in one region than in. another, the more rapid
creation of jobs in one region than another, or shifts in population
because of noneconomic factors*

Such a difference in labor supply

relative to job opportunity reduces the productivity of labor in its
marginal employments in the region where the labor-supply-to-jobopportunity ratio is high*

The reduction in labor productivity, in

turn, leads to a reduction in wages in the region of the igh-laborsupply-to-job-opportunity ratio*
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The reduction in labor productivity is the inevitable product
of the failure of labor to flow rapidly from the region of relative
excess labor supply to the region of relative scarcity of labor.
Because of the failure of the labor factor to flow rapidly enough from
one region to another* wage differentials arise.

The immobility of the

labor factor produces widening wage differentials that tend automatically
to increase labor mobility* and result in a more economic allocation of
/
the labor factor* The elimination of the wage differentials under such
conditions would remove one of the automatic forces of competition which
tends to produce the most economic allocation of the labor factor of
production.

Economic justification for regional wage differentials exists

under such circumstances.
Interregional differancas Ip. the composition of the labor
force. A fourth possible cause of regional wage differentials arises
from the existence of interregional differences in the composition of
the labor force. Differences in the composition of the labor force
exist when* in the respective labor forces of different regions* different
proportions of workers are found in classifications of workers according
to sex, race, country of birth* et cetera. The most important differences
In composition of the labor force at the present time probably consist
of differences in sex and race.

If one region has a proportionally

greater number of women* or Negroes* in certain industries than another
region* it is possible that wages in these indue/tries in the former
region may be lower than wages in the corresponding industries in the
latter region. The reasons for the lower wage level in the region with
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the relatively heavy concentration of wonen* or Negro, workers may be
varied*

The women, or Negroes, may be less skilled or less productive

than men, or whites, in the same occupations.

Or, the women, or Negroes,

may receive lower wages than the men, or whites, because of c ustom.
The way in which interregional differences in skill or unioniza
tion result in regional wage differentials, and the economic Justification
for such causes of wage differentials, are discussed under separate
headings*

The Justification for wage differentials based purely on custom

is discussed here*

From an economic viewpoint such causes of regional

wage differentials are entirely unjustified* Wages paid on the strength
of custom kill initiative in workers discriminated against, and yield
unwarranted economic profits to those in a position to exploit the
workers who are limited in their earning capacity by the force of
custom. 1'Custom," as used here, is broadly equivalent in meaning to
lack of knowledge of working conditions, and might be entirely subsumed
under the heading that deals with differentials in unionisation as a
cause of regional wage differentials*
Interregional differences In the nature of the finished product*
the amount of capital equipment used per worker* and the managerial
skill with which production is organized* Three additional causes
of regional wage differentials arise out of Interregional differences
in the nature of the finished product of the same industry, the amount
of capital equipment used per worker, and the managerial skill with
Which production is organised*

As these causes of regional wage

differentials are related, they are discussed under the same general
heading*
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Differences in the nature of the finished product may require
differences in labor skill.

Goods of high quality, say hand-felled

men's suits, frequently require workers of greater skill*

If regions

tend divergently to the production of high, or low quality goods, and,
if the skill of the work force in one region is correspondingly
greater than the skill of the work force in the other region, wage
differentials may exist on the basis of skill, as explained at an
earlier point *
Differences in the nature of the finished product may require
differences in the amount of capital equipment used per worker*
Differences in the amount of capital equipment used per worker may
increase the productivity of workers in a given industry in one region
above the productivity of workers in the corresponding industry in
another region*

The movement of labor between the two regions should

reduce the capital-to-labor ratio to equality} but it is likely that
differentials in the amoimt of capital equipment used per norker
between regions may be coupled in the real world with labor immobility
between regions, which would produce regional wage differentials*

Or,

differentials in the amount of capital equipment used per worker between
regions may be coupled with monopoly on the sellers» side of the labor
market (unionization) to produce wage differentials.

Regional industries,

in effect, are confined solely to the labor supply in their own region.
Regional labor markets become completely separate markets, and wages
are separately determined by the marginal productivity of each grade
of labor in each respective region.
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The economic justification for regional wage differentials
based upon a combination of differences In the amount of capital
equipment used per worker in the same industry, and labor Immobility,
is considered at this point* Regional wage differentials based upon
a combination of differences in the amount of capital equipment used
per worker, and labor immobility, are economically justified*

Only

by the existence of such wage differentials can labor be attracted to
areas of heavier capital concentration, where its productivity will be
high; and only by the existence of such wage differentials can capital
be attracted to areas of heavier labor concentration, where its pro
ductivity will be higher*
A third cause of regional wage differentials stems from interregional
differences in the degree of managerial skill used in the organization
of production*

If one region is more richly endowed with managerial

talent than another, the productivity of labor in that region will be
proportionately higher, and wages will be proportionately higher.
Of course, labor might, in theory, be sufficiently mobile to move to
the region of higher managerial talent in sufficient magnitude to
equalize the marginal productivity of labor in the two regions*
As in the case of regional wage differentials based upon
differences in the amount of capital equipment per w>rker, regional
wage differentials based upon differences in the degree of managerial
skill are justified* The wage differentials, as in the previous case,
stand as an invitation to labor to move to the region of greater
managerial skill and higher wages, and to skilled management to move
to the region of lower wages*
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****** S£ eoTOBtltion existing

23 jfehe bwrwa> side *f the labor aaylwtt Another eauaa of regional
wag© differentials arises from interregional differences In the degree
of competition on the buyers1 side of the labor market*

The idea

seems incongruous* if one looks at each region as a whole) for in an
entire region there are probably hundreds* or even thousands* of
employers for any given occupation* The idea appears more reasonable*
however* when one realises that the concept of a regional labor market
Is a theoretical construction* The regional labor market is in fact
a congeries of local labor markets) and the characteristics of the
theoretical regional labor market Is the sum total of the characteristics
of the local labor markets of the region*

The characteristics of the

local labor markets may vary* too* from region to region. One region
may have local labor markets* for example* which are built around cities
ef an average population of three hundred thousand) while another
region may have local labor markets which are built around cities of
am average population of fifty thousand*

The region with cities of an

average population of three hundred thousand may have local labor
markets that are competitive for practically all occupations because
of the large number of employers in local labor markets) while the
region with cities of an average population of fifty thousand may
have local labor markets that are not competitive for all occupations,
because of the small number of employers for certain occupations.
Assuming such diversity in the degree of competition on the tuyere1
side of the labor market* regional wage dif ferentials can arise.
Workers in the region of the labor markets that are built around the
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cities of fifty thousand average population may receive less than the
value of the product of the marginal workers in each occupation because
of labor immobility and an insufficient number of employers to bid wages
up to the point where they would equal the value of the marginal product.
Regional wage differentials based upon differences in the degree
of competition on the buyers* side of the labor market are not economically
justified*

There is exploitation of labor in such circumstances*

BconoaaW profits are too large, and wages too low*
tion, based on productivity, is maderained*
weakened*

Functional distribu

Economic motivation is

One point Should be made, however, in connection with the

existence of such wage differentials.

It is that the wage differentials,

offer one of three methods of eliminating the exploitation of labor*
The other two remedies are trade union and government action*

In the

absence of the two latter remedies, and as a matter of practical policy,
the existence of the differentials might be partially justified on
economic grounds.

The existence of the differential would cause an

inward flow of capital to the low-wage region and an outward flow of
labor to the high^wage region, which would tend to eliminate the
regional wage differential*

Such an elimination of the regional wage

differential, however, would lead to an uneconomic location of industry*
Interregional differences in the degree of competition existing
on the sellers* side of the labor market* Another cause of regional
wage differentials arises from interregional differences in the degree
of competition on the sellers* side of the labor market*

Interregional

differences in the degree of competition on the sellers* side of the
labor market may arise out of interregional differences in the degree

m

of ■unionization# knowledge of labor market conditions# or mobility of
labor.

Unions* through control of labor supply, frequently have th©

power to drive wages in a highly unionized region above wages in a
lowly unionized region*

Laborers in one region# who have less knowledge

of labor market conditions* or who are more averse to shifting their
place of employment, than w>risers in another region* may subject them
selves to exploitation#

In doing so# they cause themselves to be

paid lower wages than the workers in the other regions*
Whether or not regional wage differential®, based upon differences
in the degree of unionization between two regions# are economically
justified* depends upon how the workers in the more highly unionized
region achieved their higher wage level*

If the wage level in the

high-wage region was achieved by increasing wages to the point where
they equalled the productivity of labor in its marginal employments
in that region# the higher wages and the resulting regional wage
differentials* would be economically justifiable*

?he

existenceofthe

higher wage level in one region would lead to a distribution of income
according to productivity in the hlgh-wage region* and

would stimulate

the organization of labor in the low-wage region#

The

existenceofthe

wage differentials would have one untoward effect.

It would contribute

to the geographic maldistribution of industry and labor supply, because
capital would be attracted to the low-wage region, and labor to th©
high-wage region without basic economic justification.
On the other hand* the unions in th© high-wago region might have
achieved a higher wage level by raising wage rates above tha level
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cent for the rest of the nation*^
It might be expected that the consistently higher net reproduction
rate in the South* than in the rest of the United States* would have
led to a more rapidly increasing population in the South, than in th©
rest of the Uhited States. Such an expectation eras not fulfilled by
actual trends in population* The total population of the South rose
from 21,951**000 in 1900 to 37*013,000 in 191*0$ while the population of
the rest of the United States rose from 5li*11*0,000 to 91*,656,000? over
the same period*

Expressed in terms of an index of the South-non-South

population ratio (the year 1900 equal to on© hundred), the population
of the South was not increasing as rapidly as the population of the
rest of the nation*

The index of the South-non-South population ratio,

for example, stood at 96*1* in 191*0*®
The period from 1900 to 191*0 conceals two divergent trends in the
South-non-South population ratio* The first trend was from 1900 to 1920,
when the index of the South-non-South population ratio fell from 100*0
in 1900, to 95*7 in 1920, and to 93*5 in 1930*

The trend indicated that

population wan increasing more slowly in the South than in the rest of
the United States*

The second trend was from 1930 to 191*0, when the

index of the South-non-South population ratio rose from 93*5 in 1930
to 96*1* in 191*0*

6 Compiled from annual reports of the United States Bureau of
Vital Statistics*
7 See Table XXV.
8 See Table XXVI.
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TABLE ZZV.

POPULATION IE THE SOUTH AND IN THE UNITED STATES, EXCEPT
THE SOUTH, 1900 TO 19^0

Papulation OlMsificaUoa
and Geographical Araa

1900

1920
193P
(000 emitted)

191*0

Total Population
South
ti* S. except South

21,95k
5k,lk0

29,76k
76,702

33,836
89,21*1

37,013
9k,656

Male Population
South
S* except South

11,109
27,760

15,076
39,219

16,98k
k5,295

18,1*59
k7,603

Female Population
South
tin S* except South

10,81*5
26,380

lk,688
37,k83

16,852
1*3,9k6

18,55k
k7,05k

White Population
South
U. S* except South

lk,3U2
52,559

21,732
73,779

2k,900
85,661

27,651
90,56k

Hon-White Population
South
U* S. except South

7,612
581

8,032
2,923

8,936
3,580

9,362
k,092

Source< Sixteenth Ceneua of the United States. Census of
Papulation.
— — —

TABLE x m .

TRENDS IN SOOTH-NQN-SOOTH POPOUTICB RATIOS, 1900 TO. 191(0

1900

1920

1930

19k0
Index
of
Ratio Ratio

Ratio

Index
of
Ratio

Ratio

Index
of
Ratio

100.0

38.8

95.7

37.9

93.5

39.1

96.1*

1*0.0

100.0

38.1*

96.1

37.5

93.7

38.8

97.0

Female Population

laa

100.0

39*2

95.3

38.1:

93.3

39.1:

95.8

White Population

27.3

100.0

29*5

107.9

29.1

106.5

30.5

111.8

1*81.5

100.0

274.8

57.1

21(9.6

51.8

228.8

1:7*5

Ratio

Index
of
Ratio

Total Population

1*0.6

Male Population

Population Classification

Hon-White Population

Source: Twelfth. Fourteenth. Fifteenth, and Sixteenth Census of the United States.
Census of Population.
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Since the Southern population did not increase as rapidly as
the population of the rest of the United States, even though the net
reproduction rate was higher in the South, Southerners undoubtedly
migrated from the region in large numbers between 1900 and 191*0#
Statistics bear out this conclusion*

During the 1920 to 1930 decade,

for example, the number of people leaving the South exceeded the number
of people entering the South by an average of 130,000 people each year
of the decade.

During the depression of the 1930s, the net out

migration, though reduced, was maintained at a level of one hundred
9
thousand annually*
During the period from 191*0 to 191*5, Southern births exceeded
Southern deaths by 2,580,977] while births in the rest of the United
States exceeded deaths by 3,760,023*^*

If these differences between

births and deaths in the two areas are added to the 191*0 populations
of the tm> areas, the index of the South-non-South population ratio
would rise to 99#0# There occurred, however, during the same period,
a net migration of over 850,000

people from the Southern region to

other regions#** As a result, the net addition to the population of
the South during the period was 1,730,977# instead of 2,580,977] while
the net addition to the population of the rest of the United States
was it,610,023, instead of 3,760,023#

If the net additions to the

9 Mendelsohn and Pearlman, eg# cit.# p. 16.
3-0 Compiled from annual reports of the United States Bureau of
Vital Statistics#
3-1 Mendelsohn and Pearlman, 0£. cit. p* 19.
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population, instead of the difference between births and deaths, are
added to 19^0 population in the South, and in the remainder of the
United States, toe index of the South-non-South population ratio would
fall slightly to 96.1,

Immigration from foreign countries, which was

insignificant during the period from 19U0 to 191*5, was not taken into
account in the preceding estimates.
The trend in the South non-South population ratio is paralleled
by toe trend in the South-non-South labor-force ratio.

From an index

reading of 100.0 in 1900, as shown in Table XXVII, the South-non-South
labor-force ratio fell to an Index reading of 89.1* in 19140. After
1930, however, the trend in the South-non-South labor-force ratio was
upward, the index of the ratio rising from 86,1 in 1930 to 89iU in I9I4O,
Quite divergent trends in South-non-South labor-force ratios are
revealed in Table XXVII between the agricultural, forestry, and animal
husbandry industry, on the one hand, and other major census classifica
tions of industry, on the other hand. An analysis of the table reveals
that the South-non-South labor-force ratio in the agricultural, forestry,
and arrival husbandry industry declined; while the South-fton-South labor
force ratios for all other major census groups of industries rose.
It is further shown in Table XVII that the proportion of the labor
force in the South in the agricultural, forestry, and animal husbandry
industry declined between 1900 and I9I4O; while the proportion of workers
in all the other major census industry groups increased,
What conclusions can be drawn from the foregoing data on popula
tion, reproduction rate, and labor force concerning the effect of these
factors on Southern wage differentials?

TABLE m il.

TRESDS Bt 500TH-HQH-S0UTH LABOR FORCE RATIOS, 1900 T0 19ltD

Industry Group

Ratio

1900
index

Ratio

I
Index

Ratio

19ii0
Index

b0.9

100.0

35*2

86.1

36.6

89.lt

113*8

100.0

103 .It

90.9

99.7

87.6

Mining

13.8

100.0

29.5

213.9

37.1

269.3

Manufacturing and Con
struction

16,6

100,0

20.7

12lt.7

22.8

137.lt

Transportation

22.8

100.0

26.7

116.9

25.lt

111.1

Trade

18.6

100.0

20.3

109.0

25.5

136.9

100.0

36.lt

105.lt

lt7.0

136.3

All Industry
Agriculture, Forestry and
Animal Husbandry

Domestic and Personal Service
Public Service

22.5

100.0

26.6

118.2

29.3

130.3

Professional Service

22.7

100.0

23.lt

102.8

26.2

115.2

Source of basic data:
Labor Force*

Twelfth# Fifteenth# and Sixteenth Census of the United States, Census of

10
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The most important conclusion to be draim, it would seem, is
that no significant changes have occurred in the size of the Southern
population, or labor force, relative to the population or labor force
of the rest of the United States, to cause a substantial change in
Southern wage differentials • In' regard to the rate of growth of both
population and labor force, the South has failed to keep pace with
the nation*

This fact would tend to reduce the Southern wage

differentials, other things equal.
The occurrence of no significant changes in the size of the
Southern population and labor force, relative to the population and
labor force of the rest of the nation, to cause a substantial change
in the South-non-South wage differentials in the manufacturing industry,
or in all industry, is well in accord with the actual trend in the
South-non-South wage differentials between 1900 and 19U0.

The trend

in the South-non-South wage differentials, it will be remembered, was
practically horizontal between these two dates. As other factors also
can influence the South-non-South wage differentials, it is invalid to
assume a complete causal relationship between population and labor
force dynamics, on the one hand, and the trend in the Southern wage
differentials, on the other hand.
Composition of the labor force. Interregional differences in
the composition of the labor force can produce regional differentials
in wages, as was pointed out in the preceding section of this chapter.
It Is the purpose of this study to compare the South with the rest of
the United States, in respect to the composition of its labor force,

TABLE XXVIII*

CHARGES IN PROPORTION OF SOUTHERN WORKERS IN MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUPS IN THE IAROR FORCE,
1900 TO 191*0
1900
Per cent
of
Workers
Index

Industry

1930
Pep cent
of
Workers

Index

191*0
ter cent
of
Workers
Index

100*0

100.0

100.0

60.9

1*3.0

35.5

1.1

1*8

2.1

13.7

19.1

19.7

Transportation

1*.U

6.L

5*3

Trade

7*6

134*

17.5

Domestic and Personal Service

8,8

10.1*

10.8

.8

1.1*

3.3

2.8

lu9

5.8

All Industry
Agriculture, Forestry and
Animal Husbandry
Mining
Manufacturing and Construction

Public Service
Professional Service

Source of basic data:
of Labor Force,

Twelfth* Fifteenth, and Sixteenth Census of the United States, Census
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toy sex (male or female) and toy color (white or norotoite).

The first

comparison is between the composition of the

population in the South,

end in the rest of the United States, toy sex

and color*The second

comparison is between the composition of thelabor force in the South,
and in the rest of the United States, by sex

and color*The latter

comparison is restricted to the manufacturing industry*
Xa the South in 1900, according to Table XXIX, 50.6 per cent
of the population consisted of males, while 1*9.1* per cent consisted
of females*

By 19i*0, the proportion of males in the population had

decreased slightly to 1*9*9 per cent, while the number of females in the
population had risen slightly to £0*1 per cent*

In the rest of the

United States the male population fell from 51*1 per cent of the total
population in 1900, to 50*3 per cent in 191*0; while the female popula
tion rose from 1*6*9 per cent of the total population in 1900, to 1*9.7
per cent in 191*0*

The figures indicate substantial equality between

the proportion of males and females in the total population in the
South, and in the rest of the United States*
the same trends

The figures also indicate

a slight decline in the proportion of males in the

total population.
In the South in 1900, according to Table IX, 65*3 per cent of
hhe population consisted of whites; while 31**7 per cent of th© popu
lation consisted of nonwhites.

By 191*0 the proportion of whites in the

population had risen to 7l**7 per cent; while the proportion of nonwhites
had declined to 25*3 per cent*

In the United States in 1900, 97*1 per

cent of the population consisted of whites; while 2,9 per cent of the
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t a e ls x x ix .

xx m s cm of male asb female , ahd m i t e a n d
MOH-WsITE WAGE KARTOS XX THE SOUTH, 1900 TO 191)0

o m tim

Population Qroup

1900

Par Cant of Total
i&o

19ii0

Total Population

100,0

100.0

100,0

100,0

Halo Population

$0.6

50,7

50,2

1*9.9

Fesalo Population

1*9,1*

1*9.3

1*9.8

50,1

TOiiie Population

65.3

73*0

73.6

71**7

3l*.7

27,0

26,1*

25.3

ikaaa&ite

Population

Soaro* of baaio datai IWLfth, Fma-teenth, Fifteenth and
Sixteenth C«n*us of the United States, Census of Population.
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population consisted of nonwhites*

% 1?U0 the proportion of whites

in the population had fallen to 9k*7 per cents while the proportion
of nonwhites had risen to 5*3 per cent#
revealed by the figures*

Two significant facts are

First, the proportion of nonwhites in the

population in the South is much greater than it is in the rest of the
United States*

Secondly, the proportion ©f nonwhites in the Southern

population is fallings while the proportion of nonwhites in the popula
tion of the rest of the United States is rising*
The proportions of male and female workers, and white and non
white workers, in the populations of the South and the rest of the
United States, are roughly reflected in the proportions Wi ich the same
groups of workers bear to the total labor force* in all industries, and
in the manufacturing industry* The labor-force figures are for differently
defined geographical areas than the population figures, both in the case
of the South, and the United States*

The South, in the case of the

labor-force figures, includes not only Alabama, Arkansas, Florida,
Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, Oklahoma,
South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, and Virginia, but also Maryland,
the District of Columbia, and West Virginia* The United States, in the
case of the labor-force figures, includes all the states$ not Just the
non-Southern states, as was the case with the population data*
According to Table XIX,

the number of nonwhites in the labor

force for all industry in the Souih equaled 36*0 per cent of the number
of Ttiites in all-industry labor force*

The number of nonwhites in the

labor force in the manufacturing industry in the South ©quailed 20.8 per
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TABLE XXX.

THE IAB0R FORCE IN THE SOOT AND THE UNITED STATES,
CLASSIFIED BY SEX AND COLOR

Worker Classification
All Workers

South
(ooo omitted)

United States
(ooo omitted)

Ik,751

k9,k9h

White Workers

10,850

hk,276

Noxnrhite - Workers

3,901

5,218

Ratio of Nonwhite to '
White Workers

** a*
36*°*

««?
11M

Hale Workers

11,255

37,Ull

Female Workers

3,1*96

12,083

Ratio of ^emale to Male
Workers

31*1$

32,3#

2,326

11,1*69

1,926

10,809

1*00

600

Ratio of tanrhite to
White Workers

20.8*

5*5#

Hale Workers

l,82l(

8,950

501

2,519

27,5#

28.1#

All Manufacturing Workers
White Workers
Tlonifhite: Workers

Female Workers
Ratio of Female to Hale
Workers

Source of basic datai
Census of Manufacturing*

Sixteenth Census of the United States,
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cent of th© white workers in the manufacturing labor force j while the
number of nonwhite workers in the manufacturing industry in the United
States equalled but §*$ per cent of the whites in the manufacturing
labor force*
In the case of both the South and the United States* the great
majority of the nonwhite workers were Negroes*

the proportion of

Negroes* in the nonwhite labor force in the South* was somewhat higher
than the proportion of Negroes* in the nonwhite labor force in the
United States*
The foregoing data on the proportion of males and females* and
whites and nonwhites* in the population and labor force of the South*
and of the United States* respectively* provide the basis for two
conclusions regarding the effect of interregional differences in the
composition of the labor force on the Southern wage differentials*
First* the proportion of women in the labor force of the manufacturing
industry is so nearly equal in the South* and in the United States*
that it could have little effect on the Southern wage differentials
in the manufacturing industry*

Furthermore* the parallel trends in

the number of women in the population in the South* and in the United
States* offer no evidence of any significant change having occurred
in the relative proportion of women in the labor force of the South and
the United States,

Secondly* the proportion of nonwhites in the

manufacturing labor force in the South is so much greater than the
proportion of nonwhites in the labor force of the United States that
the higher proportion may have been a factor in creating the Southern
wage differentials in the manufacturing industry*
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Th© extent to which the higher proportion of nonwhites in the
manufacturing industry in the South, than in the United States, has
caused the Southern wage differentials can roughly be determined by
examining the extent of the differentials between white and nonwhite
wages in the South, and in the United States.
Data showing differentials In white and Negro average hourly
earnings in the South and in the North are presented for three
industries t the slaughtering and meatpacking industry, the lumber
inctuJtry, and the iron and steel industry# The industries were chosen
for two reasons}

(1) the large number of Negroes employed in them,

and/or (2) the availability of wage data#

12

There were five thousand

Negro workers employed in the meat

packing industry in the South in 1930# The industry was not an important
source of employment for Negroesj but it was one of the few food
industries in which Negroes found relatively substantial employment,
and in which they were well distributed in all occupations# The figures
in Table XXXI show average hourly earnings for Negroes and whites in
skilled, semiskilled, and unskilled occupations in the North and South#
The figures also give average hourly earnings for Negroes and whites
in the North and the South for all occupations#

The ratio of Negro

to white wages in the industry in the North in all occupations was
102 #9 per cent, while the ratio of Negro to white wages in the industry
in the South was 86#0 per cent#

•JO

Gunnar Myrdal, An A m r ic y Dilemma (New Xork, Harper and
Brothers Publishers, 19uU77 ^oITIf? p. loax.
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TABLE XXXI,

AVERAGE HOURLY EARNINOS Of MEAT-PACKING WORKERS BY WAGE
DISTRICT* COLOR, AND SKILL* DECEMBER 1937

Section and Race

Total

Skilled

Unskilled

Serol-akilled

The North
Negroes

71

Whites

69

Negroes
Whites

71

63

82

67

60

k6

su

h9

ko

53

67

$0

1*5

The South

Sourcei United States Bureau of Labor Statistics* "Earnings and
Hours in the Meat-Packing Industry* December* 1937*” Monthly Labor Review,
Vol, 1*9* No* hi (October, 1939)* P* 953*

There were 11*0,000 Negro workers who found employment in the
lumber industry in the South in 1930* Negro workers wore more heavily
concentrated in this manufacturing industry than in any other individual
manufacturing industry in the South*

In Table XXXII the average hourly

earnings of whites and Negress are compared for sixty similar occupations*
In five of these sixty occupations Negro average hourly earnings

were

higher than white average hourly earnings} while in three occupations
the average hourly earnings of Negroes and whites were equal*

In the

other fifty-two occupations the average hourly earnings of the whites
exceeded the average hourly earnings of the Negroes* The amount by
which white average hourly earnings exceeded Negro average hourly
earnings was 1*9 cents, or lass, in twenty-one occupations} 3*9 cents,
or less, in eleven additional occupations} 5*9 cents, or less, in six
additional occupationsj 7*9 cents, or less, in four additional occupa
tions; and 8*0 cents, or more, in ten occupations*
The comment of Br* l$rrdal on the wage data which were just
presented oh white and Negro average hourly earnings in lumber mills
is pertinent* He says;
"The hourly earnings tended to be somewhat lower for
Negro than for white lumber workers. Such a difference
usually appears even where Negroes and whites in the
occupational subgroups are compared* This does
not prove, however, that Negroes are paid less on an
hourly basis when performing the same duties as white
workers in the same establishments» It is possible
that these wage differentials in specified occupational
groups are oaused by tbs tendency of low wage establish
ments to hire a greater proportion of Negroes than do
high wage establishments* Besides, in most of the cases,
these differences are rather small, except — and this is
rather significant — in occupations where wages are far

TABLE XXXII,

OCCUPATIONS IN LUMBER MILLS (SAWMILL, LOGGING, MAINTENANCE AND SERVICE BRANCHES) BT
AVERAGE HOURLY EARNINGS OF WHITE WORKERS, AND DIFFERENCE BETWEEN AVERAGE EARNINGS OF WHITS
AND NEGRO WORKERS, IN THE SOUTHS 1939-1*0
(The original data are based an. establishments with 20 or more employees*)
Number of occupations in which average hourly earnings for
Negroes wares
Lower than earnings of whites
by specified amounts
AH
occupationsa

Higher
than
far
whites

Equal to
earnings
of
whites

o.S1.9
cents

2.03*9
cents

h*o$.9
cents

6.07*9
cents

Under 35*0 cents

60

5

3

21

11

6

h

35*0*39.9 cents
L0.0-LL.9 cents

38
$

5

19

10

1

• *

3
**-

mm

*-•

IS cents or more

5

♦ *

mm

mm

mm

Average hourly
earnings of
white workers
by occupation

0.0 cents
and
over

Total

* *

mm

10
mm

mm

1

m«

$

Sources Adapted from U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, unpublished tabulations, September, 191)1*
(Permission to publish table obtained from Acting Commissioner A* F. Hinrichs.)
a Only occupations which had 25 or more Negro and 25 or more white representatives in the sample
were included*
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above the general average* the onJy chance for a Negro
to get into a high wage occupation usually is to accept
a wage considerably lower than that paid the white
eiaployees for the same kind of work* let, the main
reason why Negroes, by and large* have lower pay than
whites is that they are relatively acre concentrated
in low wage work . . . If we classify all the occupa
tions by the average hourly wages for ell workers, we
find that the proportion of Negroes diminishes regularly
as the average earnings increase from 69 per cent in
occupations paying less than 3$ cents on hour to 6 per
cent in work paying $Q cents ©r m e r e *'1*3
There were sixty-nine thousand1^ Negroes in the iron* steel,
vehicle, and machinery industry in the South in 19^0* A larger number
of Negroes were working In this industry than in any other manufacturing
industry in the South in 1930, except the lumber industry.

mill the

In Table

average hourly earnings of Negro and white male workers in

the North and South are shown. The figures show that the Negro-white
ratio of average hourly earnings was 86.0 per cent in the North, as
compared with 72.0 per cent in the South.

Negroes constituted 7.9 per

cent of all workers in the North; while they constituted UU*7 per cent
ef all workers in the South.

The figures are inadequate, however, as

they do not necessarily compare average hourly earnings in similar
occupations. The differentials, therefore, may be based on differences
ether than color.
.The full comment of the authors on this point is well worth
quotation.

They says

"Various reasons have been advanced to explain the com
paratively low earnings of Negroes in various industries.
The digression has been rather general that Negroes

13

•»

pp*

1091-1095.
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TABLE XXXIII.

Region

A¥KRAOK HOHRLT EARNINQS QT UAX£ WORKERS IH THE IRON AND
S i m INDUSTRY, BY JffiOIOB AND RAQE, APRIL 1938
Hqgro

Whlto

Negro-?Shite Ratio

Horth

*lk

.86

86.0

South

.$k

,75

72.0

Sourest United States Bureau of Labor Statistics, "Earnings of
Hegro Workers in the Iron and Steel Industry April, 193%" Monthly Labor
Review. 7ol. 51, Ho. 5, (Noxreidber, 19l«0), p. llitO.

receive a laser rat© of pay than whites for the m m
of wcrk* However, insofar at the iron ami steal
Industry is concerned, thin la mat the case* 4 very
careful examination of the reports for plants (wiploying
both Whites and Jfegrees revealed that itimwwv white*
nod H»gree* w i found in the seme occupations in mgr
given plant, both nore receiving the same basic rate#*
Far instance, whit© and Hegro waiters received the a m i
hourOy rates of psy as b i a s W t o t e © t e n in plant
4 (01*5 cents), aa states* in plant O (63*0 cents),
and aa bottom workers in plant 0 (68*3 cento).
Similarly, with respect to o a a m l M e a i white and
moored workers revived the m m hma$y rate in plant
X (60*5 cents}* in plant T (59*5 cents), and in plant
2 {56*5 cents).
the data and quotations in the preceding paragraphs cover .-three
industries in which approximately one-half of the Hegro waters in the
Southern manufacturing industry were employed*

In the lumber industry*

in which 11*0,000 Hegrces were employed in 1930* and in the slaughtering
and meatpaaktng industry, in which five thousand Ifegroes wart eB^>lcy©d
in 1930* the data revealed that Hegro worker* received lower average
hourly earnings than white waters in the same oceupatloofl, cr in the
s o e skill classification.. fhe data alas revealed that Hegro workera
in the South received less than Hegro workers in the Horth* relative
to white wages in the respective regions*

the data m these two

laiustrlsa would seem to indicate* therefore, that the presence of a
ppeportiQnttfcely larger number of Segrces in the manufacturing labor
fere© in the South, than in the rest of the United States, would tend
to fffliffT, in and of itself, Southern wage differentials in the manufaoturiiig
industry*

^ Victor S. Basil* ttEarnings of Hegro Workers in the Iron and
§,» ItaUOr x^bor Re'rtw, Vol. $Xt Ho. $

Steel I:
(Bcrvamb

^

_

_
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Yet, Dr* Ityrdal points out that the Negro-white wage differentials
were not large in the lumber industry, and may have been caused by the
concentration of Negroes in the low-wage firms in the industry#
In addition, no evidence of a Negro-white wage differential was
found in the iron and steel industry, the manufacturing industry in
which the next to largest number of Negroes was found among Southern
manufacturing industries*
The most valid conclusion that can be drawn, it seems, is that
the presence of a relatively large number of Negroes in the Southern
manufacturing industry has been, to a limited extent, a cause for
Southern wage differentials in the manufacturing industry#

Negroes,

after all, constitute but approximately 20#0 per cent of the labor
force in the Southern manufacturing industry; and one-half of this
number are employed in the lumber industry and the iron and steel
industry#

In the latter, moreover,^no Negro-white wage differential

exists#
As the presence of Negroes in relatively large numbers in the
Southern manufacturing industry has been a causative factor in the
creation of a Southern wage differential, the question arises as to
why Negroes should receive lower wages than whites in the same
occupations#

The answer might be one of several#

The Negroes may be

less skilled, less well organized, or possess less knowledge of labor
market conditions#

Interregional differences in skill and unioniza

tion are discussed under separate headings in this section of Chapter
Vj but the discussion deals in terms of the average level of skill of
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all workers in the South* as compared with other regions*

No attempt

is made in this study to determine the role that differences in know*
ledge of labor market conditions play In determining Negro-white wage
differentials.
The cost of living, A lower coat of living in the South, than
in the rest of the United States, has frequently been cited as one of
the causes of the Southern wage differentials, both in manufacturing
and other industries* The question which presents Itself for answer
here is:

Does a lower Cost of living, at an equivalent scale of

living, exist in the South than in the rest of the United States?
No truly definitive study of the cost of living, at a given
scale of living, in the South and the rest of the United States has
been made*

Such a study would involve tremendous expense} its validity

would be of limited duration; and the practical and theoretical barriers
to complete accuracy would be immense *
Seven less pretentious studies of interregional differences in
the cost of living in the South, and in the rest of the United States,
have been made*

Four of these studies are of the standard budget

type; two rely upon pricing of specific articles of consumption in the
South and other regions; while one involves an ingenious application
of one of Engel* s laws of consumption to the problem*
The oldest study was conducted by the National Industrial
Conference Board*

Zt was published in 1920* The National Industrial

3*6 The discussion of the first six of these studies is based on
H* M. Booty's article, “Are Living Costs Lower in the South?,11 published
in the Januaiy, 1939 issue of The Southern Economic Journal.

2X7

Conference Board attempted to determine how the minimum annual cost of
living for a family of five in three Southern textile mill towns —
Greenville and Pelzer, South Carolina, and Charlotte, North Carolina ~»
compared with the same minimum annual cost of living for a family of
five in Fall River, Massachusetts* The study revealed that the eost
of the selected budget was lower in Fall River than in any one of the
three Southern cities*
The second oldest study was conducted by A* Berglund, 0* T*
Starnes, and F* F* de Fyver, in 1928 and 1929*

The results of the study

appeared as Chapter 9 of their book, labor in the Industrial South*
Berglund, Starnes, and de Vyver collected the prices of specified
meat and food products* They found that the cost of food, meat excepted,
was about equal between the South and New England* The cost of meat,
however, was found to be somewhat lower in the South than in New England*
The third study was one conducted by Wilson Qee in June, 1931,
the results of which appeared in his Research Barriers in the South*
Qee secured the prices of food, electricity, gae, coal, and housing
in cities of comparable size, in the South, the North, and the West*
He found that food costs were roughly the same in the North and the
South; that electricity, manufactured gas, natural gas, and bituminous
coal costs were slightly higher in the South; that anthracite coal
costs were slightly lower in the South; and that the cost of rents
averaged 7*0 per cent lower in the South*
The fourth study was conducted by William F. Ogbum*

Ggbum

employed a most interesting technique In determining the relative level
of the cost of living in the South and the rest of the United States*
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On the basis of Engelrs lair, that as income increases the percentage
spent for food decreases, Ogbum assumed that the cost of living at
a given scale in two regions could be determined by comparing the
amount spent for food, at a given time, by families of the same size
and income, in each of the two regions.

Ogbum, therefore, used data

on family budgets collected by the Bureau of Labor Statistics in
1918 and 1919 to calculate the food expenditure of families, consisting
of husband, wife, and children aged two, seven, and eleven years,
with annual incomes of $1,300,

Bata were secured for thirteen

Southern and thirty-three non-Southern cities.

He found little

difference between the two groups in the proportion of income spent
on food.
The four earlier efforts to measure interregional differences
in the cost of living represent interesting pioneer attempts to answer
a vexatious question* The present age of the price data on which
the studies were based, and the nature of the statistical techniques
employed, throw considerable doubt on the present validity of the
older studies.
The above criticisms apply, of course, to the three more recent
studies, which are described below,

The criticisms carry less weight

against the recent studies, however, for All three of the studies were
based on comprehensive budget investigations, and used prices collected
in 1935 or later*
Pricing a uniform budget, the National Industrial Conference
Board collected cost-of-living data in March, 1937 for fifty-nine cities
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over the United States*

The fifty-nine cities were distributed as

follows i East, twenty* South, eleven* Middle West, twenty-two* and
Far West, six*

The budget was a so-called "maintenance budget*11 It

was carefully constructed*
The results of the study showed living costs to be lowest in
the South, and highest in the Far W-st, in March, 1937* The* spread,
between the low-cost and the high-cost region was 7*0 per cent.
"The difference between the average cost for the eleven Southern
cities and for the fifty-nine cities as a whole was 3*5 per ©ent*"^
An even store comprehensive recent study

the one conducted

by the Division of Social Research of the Works Progress Administration.
The results of the study were published in a 216-page monograph,
entitled Inter-city Differences in Costs of Living. The Division of
Social Research of the Works Progress Administration collected prices
in fifty-nine cities over the nation in March, 1939*

Prices were

secured for a "maintenance budget" and an "emergency budget*"
of the fifty-nine surveyed cities were located in the South*

Thirteen
Atlanta;

Richmond^ Norfolk; New Orleans; Memphis; Winston-Salem; Louisville;
Jacksonville; Columbia, South Carolina; Khpwvills; Birmingham; Little
Rock; and Mobile*

By coincidence, both the maintenance budget and the

emergency budget in the Southern cities cost 5*1; per cent less than
the same budgets in the forty-six non-Southern cities.

It Is interesting

to note that living costs varied more widely among the Southern cities,

*7 H. M* Douty, "Are Living Costs Lower in the South?," The
Southern Economic Journal* Vol. V, No. 3 (January, 1939), p. 3&u
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than between the averages for the Southern# and non-Southern cities*
The most recent study of differences in living costs among
various cities, and regions, over the nation was made in March, 19U5
by the Bureau of labor Statistics of the United States Department of
Labor« Equivalent goods and services were priced in thirty-three
large cities over the nation, nine of which were located in the Southi
Houston, New Orleans, Savannah, Birmingham, Norfolk, Memphis,
Aseksoaville, Atlanta, and Richmond#

Living costs in each city were

expressed as a percentage of living costs in Washington, District of
Columbia, as shown in Table XXXIV* The average cost of living in the
nine Southern cities, expressed as a percentage of living costs in
Washington, was 92.2 per centj while the average cost of living in the
ether twenty-four cities, on the same base, was 95»h per cent*

The

average cost of living in the Southern cities was 3*ii per cent less than
in the Northern cities*
According to Floyd C. Maim, of the Bureau of Labor Statistics,
comparisons of March 19L5 and prewar living costs show that the
difference in the costs of equivalent goods, rents, and services
between large cities in the South, and in the rest of the United
States, has been reduced*
»The March 19h$ comparisons show smaller percentage differences
in costs among individual cities than indicated by estimates
for the prewar years* Costs in nearly all of the large
southern cities have moved up in relation to costs in
Washington during this period* In the eight *s<suthem cities
for which data are available costs were 5 to 12 per cent
lower than in Washington; whereas, in 1939 costs in these
cities were from 10 to 15 per cent below Washington* This
tendency toward equalizing differences in costs is consistent
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TABIE XXXIV , RELATIVE DIFFERENCES BJ GOST OF EQUIVALENT GOODS,
bent®, and services m large o i r a s in the south
AND OTHER SELECTED URGE CITIES, MARCH, a$*5
(Costs In Washington, B* 0« « 100)

City

Washington, D, 0,
large cities in the Souths
Houston, Tex*
Hew Orleans, La*
Savannah, Qa*
Birmingham, Ala*
Norfolk, Va.
H&gphia, Tenn.
Jacksonville, Fla*
Atlanta, Ga*
Richmond, Va*
Other large cities surveyed:
Scranton, Fa*
lansss City, Mo*
Buffalo, 1U I*
Indianapolis * Ind.
Baltimore, Md*
Cincinnati, Ohio
Denver, Colo*
Manchester, N* H*
loo Angeles, Calif.
Minneapolis, Minn*
Philadelphia, Pa.
Cleveland, Ohio
St* Louie, Mo*
Boston, Mass.
Detroit, Mich.
MUaaukee, Wis.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Portland, Maine
Portland, Oreg.
Chicago, XU*
San Francisco, Calif.
Hew fork, N. I*
Seattle, lash*

Total

Idontioal Equivalent Housing
Foods
Clothing

Other

100

100

100

100

100

68
91
92
92
93
93
93
93

98
30k
108
102
102
101
101*
101
100

86
19
90

68
66

9h
101
96

95
90

91
n
n

93
93

93

93
9k
9k
9k
95
95
96
97
97
97
97
97
98

100
102

103

100
102
102
99

89
9k '
91
90
92
93
97

97

95
87

103

97
99
93
96
90
96
96

101
302
10U
102
100
102
103
103
103
105
10U
109

100
89
91
96
93
10U
95
90
96
97
97
96

103
100
302
103
102
101

73
75
73
80
76
78
87
67
71
71
79
76
7k
76

73

71
81

77

75
83
81*
79

85

81
83
75
8U
80
93
83

96

99
97
96
95
9U
97
97
97
9U
96
99
98
98
107
96
98
103
98
98
log
101*
102
101
111
101*
112
106
U7

Source: United States Bureau of labor Statistics, labor in the
South, Bulletin No. 898 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 19K>),
p7Tl7.
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with the greater rise in wartime prices in cities —
particularly In the South — where costs were relatively
lew before the war*"l“
The three recent surveys of living costs at equivalent scales
of living in the South, and in the rest of the United States, indicate
that livir0 costs are, on the average, approximately four to five per
cent lower in the South* The lower coat of living in the South
constitutes a solid economic basis for regional wage differentials,
and undoubtedly has been a factor creating Southern wage differentials*
The size of the cost-of-living differential between the South and the
rest of the United States, compared with the size of the Southern wage
differentials indicates, however, that there were additional factors
which helped produce the Southern wage differentials! for the
Southern wage differentials in the great majority of Southern
manufacturing industries are well above the four or five per cent costof-living differential*
Two additonal conclusions drawn from the three recent cost-ofliving surveys should be recorded*

First, the range of difference in

the cost of living among the Southern cities is greater than the
Southern cost-of-living differential*

Secondly, the Southern cost-of-

living differential has tended to grow smaller since the beginning
of the war*
Monopoly on the buyers* side of the labor market * The possible
existence of a greater degree of monopoly on the buyers* side of the

Floyd C* Mann, "Living Costs in Darge Cities in the South,"
Labor in the South* Bulletin No. 898, United States Department of Labor
(Washington, Government Printing Office, 19h6), p. 116*
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labor market in the South, than in the rest of the United States, is a
possible cause of the Southern wage differentials in the manufacturing
industry. The problem, from a practical standpoint, is to devise a
means of measuring the degree of monopoly, or competition, in the labor
markets of two regions.
The idea of a regional labor market is a theoretical concept.
Actually, as has been indicated at a previous point, regional labor
markets consist of groups of local labor markets, built around urban
centers of populations.

In order to measure interregional differences

in the degree of competition on the buyers1 side of the labor market,
therefore, it is necessary to strike an average of the degrees of
competition existing in the local labor markets of a given region.
Ideally, the degree of competition existing in a labor market
night be measure by the ratio of wages to the value of the marginal
product for a given grade of labor. This measurement can not be made
beeause data, showing the value of the marginal products of different
grades of labor, do not exist.

In the absence of such data, this

study has had to rely on a rough measure of the degree of monopoly
existing on the buyers' side of the labor market.

The technique

of measurement is to compare the percentage^ of the manufacturing
establishments in the Southeast, located in cities of a given size
range, with the corresponding percentage^ of the manufacturing

19 The percentage
of a given size range in
Southeast,
20
The percentage
of a given size range In
ments in the rest of the

is the ratio of the establishments in cities
the Southeast to all establishments in the
is the r atio of the establishments in cities
the rest of the United States to all establish
United States.
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establishments in the rest of the United States, in cities of the same
size range.

If a larger percentage of the establishments in the South

east, than in the rest of the United States la located in the smaller
city-size classification(s), the Southeast is likely to be characterised
by a lower degree of competition in Its labor market.
Is based on two factorsi

This conclusion

(l) a smaller number of competing buyers of

labor in the smaller city-size classification(s), and (2) labor
immobility* Labor immobility is a necessary condition, for the number
of establishments in the entire region is probably sufficient to
furnish a competitive market for all types of employment*
Basic data on the number of establishments in different citysize classifications in the Southeast, and in the rest of the United
States, were secured from the ftage Structure bulletins of the Bureau
of Labor Statistics of the United States#

In Table XXXV, the percentage

of establishments in cities of under one hundred thousand population,
and one hundred thousand and over population, in the Southeast, is
compared with the percentage of establishments in the same city-size
classifications, in the rest of the United States#

Comparisons are

made for seventeen manufacturing industries, individually and in the
aggregate#

In Table XXXVI, the percentage of establishments in cities

of under twenty five thousand population, twenty five to one hundred
thousand population, and over one hundred thousand population, in the
Southeast, is compared with the percentage of establishments in the
same city-size classification in the rest of the United States#
Comparisons are made for eighteen manufacturing industries, individually
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tfcBUc xxxv,

T m s m m m distribution or wwuFAcraiNa estabushmts m
CITIES OF Off. HUNDRED THOUSAND POPULATION AND OVER, AND
CITISS OF LESS THAN ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND POPULATION, IN THK
SOUTHEAST, AND IN THE REST OF THE UNITED STATES

Industry

No* of
Establishnenta

Cigarettes
Wood Furniture

18
803

100.0
71.2

33.<i

28.8

100.0
66.it

Neat Products, ex
cept Big Four

35U

66.7

23.7

33.3

76.3

,$

66.2

35.3

33.8

62u7

Set-Up Paper Box

286

60.0

21.0

l»0.Q

79.0

Store and Range

l6i*

$0.0

30.0

50.0

70.0

31

1*2.9

lt5.8

57.1

5U.2

Industrial Chemicals

2$S

1*2.2

28.1

57.8

71.9

Painte and Famishes

292

1*1.7

7.5

58.3

92.5

Candy and Chocolate

386

36.1*

ll.it

63.6

88.6

Corrugated Fiber Box 172
Fabrication Structu
321*
ral Steel

28.6

16.6

71.lt

83.lt

25.7

16.3

7lt.3

83.7

Folding Paper Box

188

25.0

17.8

75.0

82.2

Sheet Metal

385

23.7

Laundries

996

19.6

13.3
21.lt

76.3
80.lt

86.7
78.6

Women's and Misses1
Dresses

976

17.9

12.2

82.1

82.8

16.1

7.6

83.9

91.lt

12.$

19.0

87.5

81.0

7 98

All Industries

Tobacco and Snuff

Machinery
Power Boilers

2,031*
271

W

Per Cant of Establishments______
C'itiea 'mder
CitiW® i5o#b55
100*000
and over
TT.
U.S. less S.E,
sTX
U.S. less 3 .E.
—

Sources United States Bureau of Labor Statistics, Wage Structure
bulletins, Series 2, Nos. 1 to 65.
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and in the aggregate*
In fourteen of the aeventeen industries for which data are
given in table XXXV, the percentage of establishments in cities of
under one hundred thousand population in the Southeast exceeded the
percentage of establishments in the same city-siae classification
in the rest of the United States*

Or, expressed in another way,

in fourteen of the seventeen industries for which data are given in
table XXXV, the percentage of establishments in cities of one
hundred thousand population, or over in the United States, except the
Southeast, exceeded the percentage of establishments in the same cityelse classification in the Southeast*
For all seventeen industries combined, the percentage of
establishments in cities of under one hundred thousand population in
the Southeast was 66.2 per cent, as co!i$ared with 35*3 per cent in
the rest of the United States*

On the other hand, the percentage of

all manufacturing establishments in the seventeen industries in
cities of one hundred thousand population or over was 6Iu7 per cent
in the United States, except the Southeast, as compared with 33.9
per cent in the Southeast*
In the Southeast, the number of establishments in cities of
one hundred thousand population or over exceeded the number of
establishments in cities of less than one hundred thousand population,
in twelve of the seventeen industries*

In the rest of the United

States, the number of establishments in cities of one hundred thousand
population or over exceeded the number of establishments in cities of

22?

less than one hundred thousand population, in all seventeen industries*
According to Table XXXVI, the percentage of establishments in
cities under twenty -five thousand population in the Southeast exceeded
the percentage of establishments in cities of the same siae classifica
tion in th3 rest of the United States, in twelve of eighteen manu
facturing industries*

The percentage of establishments in cities of

twenty five to one hundred thousand population in the Southeast exceeded
the percentage of establishments in cities of the same size-classifieation in the rest of the United States# in thirteen of eighteen
manufacturing industries. The percentage of establishments in cities
of over one hundred thousand population in the Southeast# exceeded
the percentage of establishments in cities of the same size classifica
tion in the rest of the United States# in but two of eighteen industries*
In the eighteen industries combined the percentage of establish
ments in cities of under twenty five thousand population in the South
east was 36*2 per cent, as compared with 23*2 per cent in the rest of
the United States*

The percentage of establishments in Cities of

twenty five to one hundred thousand population in the Southeast was
30*J* per cent# as compared with 17*8 per cent in the rest of the United
States*

For cities of over one hundred thousand population, however,

the percentage of establishments in the Southeast was only 33#ii per
eent, as compared with 99*0 per cent in the rest of the United States*
In the Southeast# the largest percentage of establishments was
located in eltlee of under twenty five thousand population, in ten
industries $ in cities of twenty five to one hundred thousand population,
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TABLE XXXVI*

Industry

PERGSNTAGK DISTRIBUTION OF MANUFACTURING ESTABLISHMENTS BY
CITIES OF UNDER TWENTY FIVE THOUSAND, TWENTY FIVE TO ONE
HUNDRED THOUSAND, AND OVER ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND POPULATION
IN THE SOUTHEAST, AND THE REST OF THE UNITED STATES
Per cent of Establiahments
Cities over
Cities
Cities under
100.000
25,000-So,
000
000
25,
U.S.
U.S.
0.3.
No* of
less
less
Estab
less
S
.Ij.
S.E.
S.E.
S.S.
S.E*
lishments S.E.

Cotton work Shirts
59
Footwear
31*7
Pulp and Paper Milli» 178
Woolen and Worsted
279
mile
Overalls and Indus
132
trial Garments
Dress Shirts and
220
Nightwear
Cotton Work Pants
155
3l*6
Cotton Textiles
Rayoiy and Silk Millii 237
l»,87l*
All Industries
Full-Fashioned
287
Hosiery
Structural Clay
331
Products
Textile Dyeing
193
and Finishing
206
Seamless Hosiery
111
Paper Board Hills
198
Cigars
258
Drugs and Medicine
1,320
Bakeries
117
Glassware

8.3
35.7
——

13.3

25.7
19.5
35.3
ll*.8

26.7

31.1*
60.1*
13.2
50.0

16.2

13.3

9.1*

26.7

7i*.lt

19.1*

26.3

17.1*

21.1

63.2

50.0
22.9
21*.6
U6.5
38.8 > 18..1
36.2
23.2
36.2
31*.9

19.6
32.1*
36.7
30.1*

21.1
12.0
22.9
17.8

30.1*
21.1
2lt.5
33.1*

56.0
63.1*
59.0
59.0

25.9

17.8

37.9

57.3

ltit.9

32.1*

20.1*

32.1*

31*.7

9.8

2l*.3

10.1*

1*3.3

79.8

33.0
39.8
10.1*
8.9
1)4.5
1*7.1*

1*5.5
38.1*
5.7
25.0
36,1
33.3

21*.7
22.1*
li*.l
8.9
16.7
26.3

22.3
30.8
80.0
66,7
57.1
66.7

1*2.3
37.8
75.5
82.2
63.8
26.3

87.5
6U.3
63.6.
60.0
1

1*2.9
21.1
51.5

36.1*

35.2

60.0
52.6

35.2
33-3 32.2
30.8
ll*.3
8.3
6.8
_

_

lt.2
—

Source of basic data! United States Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Wage Structure bulletins, Series 2, Nos* 1 to 65*
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in two industriesj and In cities of over one hundred thousand population,
in six industries#

In the rest of the United States, the largest per

centage of establishments was located in cities of under twenty five
thousand population, in five industries | in cities of twenty five to
one hundred thousand population, in no industries} and in cities of
over one hundred thousand population, in thirteen industries#
The foregoing data, showing the percentage distribution of
manufacturing establishments by city-size classifications, indicate that
the potential for competition on the buyers* side of the labor market
Is substantially less in the Southeast than in the rest of the United
States. The data do not prove, however, that there is sufficient
relative lack of competition in the Southern labor market to produce
an "exploitive11 wage, which would result in regional wage differentials#
Yet, the presence in a small local labor market of one, or a few, large
manufacturing establishments, which offer specialized employment
opport tnities not available in azy other, or only a few other,
establishments, lends support to the belief that "exploitation1* may be
present#

If "exploitation11 is not present, considerable labor mobility
(

must be assumed#

The diversity in wage rates among local labor markets,

and even within local labor markets, casts doubt on a high degree of
mobility in the labor force in respect to existing jobs#

The conclusion

of this study, therefore, is that the existence of a lower potential
for competition on the b yers* side of the labor market in the Southeast,
than in the rest of the United States, is a probable contributing factor
to the Southern wage differentials#
In Table XXXVII and XXXVIII, the relationship between Southeast-
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TABLE XXXVII,

COMPARISON OF DIFFERENTIALS IN PROPORTION OF ESTABLISHMENT
IN CITIES ORDER ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND POPULATION BETWEEN
SOUTH AND REST OF UNITED STATES WITH SOUTH-UNITED STATES
AVERAGE HOURLY EARNINGS RATIOS

Industry

Percentage-Point Difference
in Per Cent of Firms in Cities
Under 100,000 Population Be
tween Southeast and Rest of
the Utaited States (Southeast
lees United States)

South-United States
Average Hourly
Earnings Ratios

Set-Up Box

1*9.0

80.9

Meat Products

69*1*

Candy and Chocolate

to.o
37.6
3U.2
25.0

69*8

Stove and Range

20.0

72.2

Industrial Chemicals

Ui.l

69*3

Corrugated Fiber Box

12.0
10.lt

79*5
61u2

9.1»

85.6
77*9

Tobacco and Snuff

8.5
7.2
5.7
-2.9

Power Boilers

-6.5

88.a

-100*0

98.8

Wood Furniture
Paints and Varnishes

Sheet Metal
Fabricated Structural Steel
Machinery
Folding Paper Box
Women's and Misses1 Dresses

Cigarettes

78*9
76.2

77.2
1*8.9
88.7

Source: United States Bureau of Labor Statistics, Wage Structure
bulletins, Series 2, Nos, 1 to 63*
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United States average-hourly-earnings ratios, and the difference between
the percentage of firms located in given city-sise classifications in
the Southeast, and ain the rest of the United States, Is presented*

the

data in Table XXXVII seem to reveal a very slight degree of relationship
between the two factorsj but the data in Table XXXVIII reveal no apparent
relationship*
Degree of competition

m

the sellers1 side of the labor market*

The existence in the South of a higher degree of competition, or a lower
degree of monopoly, on the sellers1 side of the l&bor market, than in
the rest of the United States, has frequently been advanced as a cause
of the Southern wage differentials in the manufacturing industry* The
unionisation of the manufacturing industry in the rest of the United
States has proceeded more rapidly than in the South, it is claimed*
The factual basis of this claim is examined below*

21
In Table XXXIX, the per cent of unionisation in the South is
compared with the per cent of unionisation in the United States in
nineteen selected manufacturing industries*

In the combined selected

industries, the per cent of unionisation in the United States, in 19 b $
to 19U7, exceeded the per cent of unionisation in the Southeast by
30.li percentage points*
Among individual industries, the per cent of unionisation in the
United States exceeded the per cent of unionisation in the Southeast
in seventeen of the nineteen selected Industries* The number of per
centage pointe by which unionisation in the United States exceeded
unionisation in the Southeast varied from lu7 in seamless hosiery

21 All workers in establishments covered by an union agreement
are considered to be union workers*
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TABLE XXXTCII*

COMPARISON OP DIFFERENCES IN PROPORTION OF MANUFACTURING
ESTABLISHMENTS IN CITIES OVER ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND POPU
LATION BETWEEN THE REST OF THE UNITED STATES AND THE
SOUTHEAST, WITH SOUTH TO REST OF UNITED STATES RATIOS
OF AVERAGE HOURLI EARNINGS

Industry

Percentage-Point Difference
in Per Cent of Establishments
in Gitles Over 100,000 popu
lation Between Rest of United
States and Southeast (United
States less Southeast)

South-United
States Average
Hourly Earnings Ratios

Overalls and
Industrial Garments

fc?.7

81*.l*

Cotton Textiles

it2-3

98.7

Dress Shirts and Nightwear

1*2.1

82.1*

Textile Dyeing and
Finishing

36.5

87.6

Rayon and Silk Mills

31*.5

97.5

Cotton Work Pants

25.6

91.1*

Footwear

2l*.7

78,3

Woolen and Worsted Mills

23.3

81*,0

Cotton Work Shirts

23.1

Seamless Hosiery

20,0

98,1*

Drugs and Medicine

15.5

76.1

Pulp and Paper

13.2

97.6

Bakeries

11.7

73.7

Paperboard Mills

7.0

92.8

Structural Clay Products

2.3

75.0

-1».5

102.7

-1*0.1*

62.9

Cigars
Glassware

Sources United States Bureau of Labor Statistics, Wage Structure
bulletins, Series 2, Nos# 1 to 65#
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industry to 1*3*9 lnithe woolen and worsted industry*

The per cent of

unionisation in the United States exceeded the per cent of unionisation
in the Southeast by more than twenty percentage point® in twelve of
the selected industries*
The data in Table XXXIX do not prove that the degree of competi
tion on the buyers* side of the labor market in the South is greater
than in the rest of the United States — 'a factor which would create
regional wage differentials*

The data do, however, indicate a potential

for the creation of a greater degree of competition on the buyers* side
of the labor market*
Is there any method by which the influence of interregional
differences in the degree of unionization on regional wage differentials
can be indicated?
In Chapter IV data were presented in order to bring to light
any relationship that might exist between interregional differences
in the degree of union!nation and the extent of Southrm regional wage
differentials in selected manufacturing industries.
presented in Table XIII of Chapter IV*

The data were

The interpretation of the data

Is reviewed below*

The data in Table XIII do not indicate an exact relationship
between the size of the Southern wage differentials, and the percentagepoint differences between the per cent of unionization in the Southeast
and the United States* When the seven industries, with the lowest
Southern wage differential®, are compared with the fifteen industries,
with the highest Southern wag© differentials, however, a noticeable
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TABLE XXXIX.

PERGENTAQE-POINT DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE SOUTHEAST AND THE
REST OP THE UNITED STATES IN THE HiR GENT OP UNIONIZATION
IN SEIECTED MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES, 191*5-1*6

Industry

Percentage-Point
Difference in Per
Cent of TJhioni2&~
tion (U* S. Less
Southeast)

Per Cent of Unionization
United Stst*
•xospt
Southeast
Southeast

Woolen and Worsted
saiie

1*3.9

11.1

55.0

Foundries

38.1*

1*5.6

S1*.0

Textile Dyeing and
Finishing

37.2

33.1*

70.6

Dress Shirt8 and
Hightwear

3U.9

21.1*

56.3

Heat Products except
Big Four

33.7

1*7.1*

81.1

Bakeries

32.7

27.3

65.0

Structural Clay Products

31.U

28.5

59.9

All Selected Industries

30.1*

2l».5

51u9

Women’s and Hisses*
Dresses

30.3

52.5

82.8

Full-Fashioned Hosiery

27.8

17.7

1*5.5

Wood Furniture

25.1*

17.3

1*2.7

Corrugated Fiber ^ox

25.1*

55*1

80.5

Fabricated Structural
Steel

20.1

56.3

76.1*

Cotton Textiles

18.9

30.5

1*9.1*

Candy and Chocolate

17.7

20.1

37.8

Knitwear

10.9

28.8

39.7
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TABLE ZIXIX.

(Continued)

Sheet tfet&l
Seamless Hosiery
Paperboard
Cigars

10.6

51**2

61*.8

1**7

U.5

16.2

-2.1

87.2

85.1

—11*1

61**6

53*5

--------------------------------

I

Source: United. States Bureau of Labor Statistics9 Wage Structure
bulletins, Series 2, Nos* 1 to 65.
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degree of relationship appears*
Among the seven industries with the lowest Southern wage
di ferentials, for example, the percent of unionization in

the South

east equalled, or exceeded, the percent of unionization in

the United

States in three industries.

Furtbs more9 in the remaining four of these

seven industries, the per cent of unionization in the United States did
not exceed the per cent of unionization in the Southeast by more than
twenty percentage points in any industry#
Among the fifteen industries with the highest Southern wage
differentials, on the other hand, the per cent of unionization in the
United States exceeded the per cent of unionization in the Southeast
by mere than ten percentage points in all industries, by more than
twenty percentage points in all buttwo industries, and by more than
thirty percentage points in all butsix industries*
The foregoing analysis of the data presented in Table XIII
constitutes evidence in support of the idea that there is probably some
causal relationship between the magnitude of the Southern wage
differentials and the degree of unionization between the South and
the United States.
Additional data purporting to indicate the relationship between
the trend in the Southern wage differentials and the trend in the
growth of trade unionism in the South, were presented in Chapter IV,
as a summary to Lester’s survey of trends in Southern wage differentials.
Lester, it will be remembered, traced trends in Southern wage
differentials in nine industries between 1920 and 19i^*.

The South-non-
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South ratio trend in four of these industries was horizontal; while
in five of the industries it was rising* ^he five industries with
the rising South-non~South wage ratios possessed, in the ease of every
industry, but one, a higher degree of unionisation, as of 19ltS or
later, than any of the four industries with horizontal South-non-South
wage-ratio trends*

Since all nine of the industries became unionized

sometime after 1933, it is possible that a causal relationship could
exist between the trend in the South-non-South wage ratios of the
several industries, and the trend in the extent of unionization in the
industries*

The foregoing data indicate a probable direct relationship

between the two factors*
Data were presented in Table XXXV of Chapter IV which showed the
relationship between the trend in South-non-South annual earnings
ratios from 1929 to 19i*7, and the extent of unionisation in major census
classifications of manufacturing industries in 19U8. The data did not
reveal any apparent relationship between the trend in South-non-South
annual-eamings ratios and the extent of unionisation in the major
census classifications of industries* Annual earnings, however, do not
constitute as precise a basis for measuring regional wage differentials
as average hourly earnings by occupation*
The conclusions to be drawn from the preceding data, measuring
the relationship between the Southern wage differentials, on the one hand,
and interregional differentials in the degree of competition on the
biyers* side of the labor market, on the other hand, are set down below*
First, In the selected industries, the per cent of unionization
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in the United States was decidedly higher than in the Southeast#
Secondly, the existence of a higher degree of unionisation in
the United States, than in the Southeast, constitutes a potential
cause for Southern wage differentials in the selected industries.
Thirdly, comparison at a given point in time of Southern wage
differentials in selected industries, with interregional differences
in the extent of unionisation, indicate a certain degree of positive
relationship, possibly causal, between the two factors#
Fourthly, comparison of trends in Southern wage differentials
with the extent of unionization, in nine industries in the South,
indicates a certain degree of positive relationship, possibly causal,
between the two factors*
Fifthly, comparison of trends in South-non-South annual-eamings
ratios, with the extent of unionization in major census classifications
of industry, does not indicate any apparent relationship between the two
factors#
Differences in labor skill# managerial ability# and amount of
capital equipment used per worker# Lower levels of labor skill, less
managerial ability, a smaller amount of capital equipment used per
worker in the South, than in the rest of the United States — all of
these factors have been advanced as causes of the Southern wage
differentials in the manufacturing industry#
The measurement of interregional differences in labor skill,
managerial ability, and capital equipment used per worker is a difficult,
if not, in some cases, an impossible task#

To make interregional
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comparisons of labor skill, or managerial ability, it is necessary to
study workers, or managers, under comparable physical and technological
conditions in every type of industry common to both regions.

To make

interregional comparisons of capital equipment used per worker, it is
necessary to inventory the capital equipment of each region and find
some common denominator for expressing the value, or technological
effectiveness, of dissimilar pieces of capital equipment#
In view of the difficulties of measuring interregional differences
in labor skill, managerial ability, and capital equipment used per worker,
few studies have been made which bear upon the problem# All of the
studies which have been made, have dealt with interregional differences
in labor skill, or managerial ability — primarily the former* Ho
studies have been made, to the writer*s knowledge, of interregional
differences in capital equipment used per worker*
A comprehensive original stucfy of interregional differences in
labor skill, managerial ability, and capital equipment used per wage
earner lies beyond the scope of this study#

This study will be confined,

therefore, to a review of the more Important investigations which have
been made of the problem.
Although Interregional differences in labor skill, managerial
ability, and capital equipment used per worker are difficult to measure
individually, it is possible to construct a rough measure of the
combined Impact of all three factors#

The rough measure can be

constructed by computing the value added by manufacturing per wage
earner in the South, and in the rest of the United States# A comparison
of the value added by manufacturing per wage earner in each of the two

21*0

gives a rough measure of the c oiabined impact of labor skill* managerial
ability, and capital equipment used per worker* on the productivity of
labor in each region*

The comparison of the value added fey manufacturing

per wage earner in the South, and in the rest of the United States,
the measurement of the trends in the South-non-South value-added-bymanufacturing-per-wage-earner ratios, and the conclusions drawn there
from, are a contribution of this study*
This section is divided into two parts.

In the first part, a

brief review of the studies of interregional differences in labor skill
and managerial ability is presented*

Xn the second part, a comparison

of existing South-non-South value-added-by-manufacturing-per-wage-eamer
ratios in selected manufacturing industries is made5 and trends In the
ratios are traced*

Lastly, conclusions are drawn as to the impact of

differences in labor skill, managerial ability, and capital equipment
used per worker on the level of wages in the South, and in the rest of
the United States.
a* Studies of differences in labor skill and managerial ability
between the South and the reBt of the United States. The allegation
has been made frequently that Soutte m labor is less skilled, or less
efficient, than labor in the rest of the United States.
can be found in Carver and Hansen's Principles

Such allegations
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of Economics, in

Huntington's Principles of Economic Geography,and numerous times

22 P. B. Garver andA. H. Hansen, Principles of Economics (rev,
ed*, Boston, 1937), p. 1*16.
23 Ellsworth Huntington, Principles of Economic Geography (Hew
York, 19ljQ), pp. 327 and 3Uw

2ia

in the hearings on the Fair Labor Standards Act.2^ Few actual studies
of interregional differences in labor skill and managerial ability have
been made; and most of these have been confined to single industries*
In an article in the Journal of Economic History* Seth Kararaend
argued that Southern labor productivity in pounds was no smaller than
northern labor productivity, during the period from 190k to 1932* ^
A Temporary National Economic Committee study of a Northern
and a Southern textile mill, owned by the same company, found that
labor costa per unit of output were lower in the Southern mill by
more than the wage differential*

26

The National Defense Mediation Board found that the productivity
of Southern worke rs in the coal industry was equal to that of Northern
workers.27 They further concluded, in a study of three Northern and
two Southern plants in the aluminum industry, that Southern workers did
po
similar work with substantially equal skill*6

2k Senate Committee on Education and Labor and House Committee
on Labor, Joint Hearings on S2k7$ and H- R* 7200 (75th Congress, 1st
sess*, Washington, 1937), pp# 1&7, ESI-Sfe, 5o3#591-92, 771# 793 snd
1072-1073.
25 Seth Haamond, "Location Theory and the Cotton Industry,11
Journal of Economic History II (191*2), Supplement, pp* 106-108#
26 Temporary National Economic Committee, Industrial Wage Rates*
Labor Costs and Price Policies, Monograph No* 5 (Washington, lylio}, p# 5 7 *
27 National Defense Mediation Board, Press Release on Findings
and Recora Tendationa* Certification No* 20, Bituminous Coal Operators,
Appalachian Area*

pp.

2® National Defense Mediation Board, War Labor Reports, I
9-11•

(191*2),

21*2

Jesse Markham studied two textile firms, with mills in both the
South and the North, manufacturing the same product,with identical
machinery, under supervisory personnel that was shifted interregionally*
He found that the averages of data for three operations for 19U0 and
19hl did not show a significant difference in productivity between
northern and Southern plants
The m l y effort to undertake a broad interregional study of
differences in labor skill and productivity, to the writer’s knowledge,
is Richard A* Lester’s survey, made in January and February, 19hS»^Q
In those months Professor Lester mailed questionnaires to 112 manufacturing
firms having one or more factories in both the South, and the North*
These firms, at the beginning of 19ijit, employed approximately 2,900,000
workers, or one sixth of the total national employment in manufacturing
at that time* Replies were received from sixty-one companies.

Forty-

seven companies, employing over one million workers, answered two, or
more, of the questions asked* According to Lester, the representativeness
of the sample can be challenged on two grounds*

First, the sample is

overweighted by large concerns, having a high ratio of capital investment
per employee*

Secondly, the wages paid by the Southern firms were

probably higher, relative to the regional average, than were the wages
v

paid by the Northern firms*

Other admitted limitations were the fact

that answers were largely based on the opinions of corporate executives;

29 Jesse W. Markham, "Regional Labor Productivity in the Textile
Industry," American Economic Review, XXXIII (19h3), p* 110.
Richard A* Lester, "Effectiveness of Factory Labors South-North
Comparisons," The Journal of Political Economy* Vol. LIV, No. 1 (February,
19U6), PP* 60-757

that operations were not exactly comparable between the South and the
North* that a high degree of mechanization in some industries cut, to
a large extent, the link between output and personnel* and that the
level of wages between regions determined management *s opinion of the
relative productivity of labor*
Several types of questions were asked*

^he more important

questions are quoted below*
(1) "Under normal peacetime conditions how did labor
in your southern plant(s) compare with labor in your
northern plant (s) with respect to efficiency or
effectiveness under comparable factory conditione and
supervision? (This is intended purely as a measure
of labor effort, ability, and speed, making allowances
for any differences between the Northern and Southern
plants in such nonlabor matters as equipment, manage
ment, etc*)*
(2) *tteder normal peacetime conditions, how did the
average output per man-hour or per man-day in your
southern plant(s) compare with average output in your
northern plant(s) for comparable o p e r a t i o n s ? " ^
(3) "In setting piece rates by time-study methods, has
it ever been necessary to use different standards of
achievement or different allowances for fatigue, etc*,
in your Southern plant(s) from the standards or
allowances used in your Northern plant(s)?n32
In addition to questionnaires mailed to the 112 manufacturing
firms, questions of a similar nature were put to ten industrial
engineering firms, and officials of eight unions*

The more

important of Lesterfs conclusions are given belows

(1) ■ A large section of Southern labor spread over a
variety of industries, is e*iual in efficiency or

2hh

productivity to Northern labor employed by the same '
companies or in the same industries* Of forty-one
interregional concerns with 88l*OGO employees* twentythree (with SIS#000 employees) reported labor efficiency
in the South equal to or in excess of labor efficiency
in the North* A majority of those twenty-three concerns
pay wage rates in the South averaging from 10 to 2$ per
cent lower than in the North* Of twelve replies received
from engineering consultants operating in both regions*
eight stated that labor jr oductivity in the South was
equal to or greater than in the North under comparable
conditions. The experience of the interregional firms
seems to indicate that* compared with the North* the
rating of the South is relatively higher in terms of
actual output per man-hour than in terms of labor
efficiency under comparable conditions* probably due
in large part to greater work-loade per employee and to
newer plants in the South in some industries*
(2) "There appears to be some* though not close*
relationship between regional wage dif erentials and any
differential in labor efficiency and output* Reduction,
or absence of, a North-South wage differential presumably*
'stimulates management in the South to increase labor
effectiveness* However* many firms with Southern wage
rates averaging 10-2$ per cent below northern wages for
comparable jobs report the same labor efficiency in the
South as in the North*
(3) "The consulting concerns and union officials are
almost unanimous in their opinion that labor in the
South is potentially as efficient as labor in the
North and that any regional differences in labor
productivity are due to differences in management*
equipment* methods and habit patterns*
(U) "The contention that marked regional wage
differentials are due to differences in the physical
output of labor is not supported by the findings of
this study* Actual output per man-hour was reported*
to be higher In the South for five interregional
concerns Whose Southern rates of pay* as a group*
average 1$ per cent below their Northern rates* and
labor output was stated to be the same in the South
as in the North for eight interregional firms with
an average North-South wage differential of 16 per
cent* Any relationship between North-South wage
differentials and labor productivity differentials
is* therefore* very tenuous and uncertain*

^ *J&££S££2§21 iS
efficiency and productivity
apparently are not a fundamental factor in'1regfon!£_
differentials In wage rateaT^S e f '
^iSe differenki&a
roust, for the roost partThe explaineaon other ’grounds.■11^
In the course of his investigations Professor Lester uncovered
data bearing on interrogional differences in managerial ability.
Profesror Lester’s conclusion in regard to the relative efficiency
of management in the South is set forth below.
"Length of operating experience in the South and quality
of management, including personnel and incentive programs,
seea t o be important elements in explaining the widely
varying experience of the interregional firms replying to
the questionnaire. The head offices and top managements
of most of those firms are located in the North. Firms
with longer experience in the South and in lines well
established in that region, like cotton textiles, and
paper and pulp, furniture and building materials (excluding
imber), generally reported that labor efficiency and
output in the South were e qual to, or closely approached
labor efficiency and output in the North. An exception
to this statement are firms in the food industry, in which
the North-South wage differential is large. In this
connection, the opinion of the consulting engineers that
the quality of industrial management in the South, ^ t h
many except ions, of courae^is penerally below that in™
the North is significant#11^**
Professor Lester's data are comprehensive; and the conclusions
he draws from them are reasonable! so long as they are applied to the
firms which he surveyed# Professor Lester at times, however, draws
all-embracing conclusions from the results of his study.
he says, without qualification!

For example,

"Any relationship between North-South

wage differentials and labor productivity differentials is, therefore,

very tenuous and u n c e r t a i n * A t another point, he generalizes even
more dogmatically*

"Differences in labor efficiency and productivity

apparently are not a fundamental factor in regional differences in wage
rates*

Such wage differentials must, for the most part, be explained

on other grounds*"^
Professor Lester implies, therefore, that the Southern wage
differentials are almost entirely caused by interregional differences
in living costs, or by interregional differences in the degree of
monopoly on the buyers* and/or the sellers* side of the labor market*
Two inadequacies may be noted in Professor Lester* ® conclusions
at this point*

First, Professor Lester applies conclusions, appropriate

only to his sample, to the entire Southern region; yet, admittedly, his
sample is biased in favor of larger firms, the wage rates of which were
probably higher than wage rates for the region as a whole*

Secondly,

he fails to take into consideration the i pact that the productivity
of Southern labor in its more marginal employments might have upon
wage rates in the supra-marginal employments of the region, of which

Professor Lister's data are most likely representative*
Further consideration of Professor Lester's conclusions is
held in abeyance until additional data on the relationship between
productivity of labor and the earnings of labor are adduced*
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b. Analysis Of South-non-South value-added-fcy-raanufacturing
ratios*

The purpose of this part of Chapter V is to examine South-non-

South ratios of the value added by manufacturing per wage earner in
selected manufacturing industries, and to compare these ratios with
ratios of South-non-South annual-eamings ratios* Where it is possible,
the South-non-South valile-added-by-manufacturing ratios are compared
with average-hourly-©arnings ratios for selected occupations in the
selected industries*
In Table XL, South-non-South value-added-by-manufacturing ratios
are compared with South-non-South annual earnings ratios in twenty-eight
of the largest Southern manufacturing industries.^ The Industries
exhibited a wide range of variation in respect to their value-added-bymanufacturing ratios, and their annual-eamings ratios* The value-addedby-manufacturing ratios ranged from 1*1*8 per cent in the canned, dried
fruits, and vegetables industry, to 302*9 per cent in the cigars and
cigarettes industry*

The next to the highest value-added-by-manufacturing

ratio, however, was only 125*6 per cent, in the chemicals, not elsewhere
classified, industry*

The annual earnings ratios ranged from 1*6.2

per cent in the lumber and timber products industry, to 122.1* per cent
in the cigars and cigarettes industry*

The upper and lower limits of

the ranges of variation of both ratios would have corresponded closely
if the 302.9 per cent value-added-by-manufacturing ratio in the cigar
and cigarettes industry were excluded*

The latter ratio, though

37 These are the same twenty-eight manufacturing industries for
which trends in South-non-South annual earningB ratios were given in Table
XXIII in Chapter IV* The method of selection of these industries is out
lined in the Introduction of Chapter IV.
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TABLE XL,

SOUTH-NON-SOUTH VJ&UE-ADDED-BI-MANUFACTORINa RATIOS COMPARED
KITH SOUTH-NON-SOUTH ANNUAL EARNINGS RATIOS IN SELECTED
INDUSTRIES IN 1939

Industry
Cigars and Cigarettes
Chemicals, n.e.c.
Pulp Mills
Rayon and Allied Products
Paper
Cement
Cast Iron Pipe
Boots and Shoes
Shirts
Tobacco, Chewing and Smoking
Textile Dyeing and Finishing
Bread and Bakery Products
Beat Packing
Vood Preserving
Wood Products, n*e*c*
Fertilizer
Cotton Woven Goods
Petroleum Refining
Knit Goods
Furniture

South-Non-South
Value Added By
Manufacturing
Ratios

302*929
125*608
123.31*5
US.770
11U.170
113.1*1*0
9l*.880
914.163
93.671
93.1*51*
88.167
88.093
87.US
79.183
78.81*7
78.S80
76.98S
7U.633
73.1*15
69.522

South-N6n-Soubh
Annual Earnings
Ratios

122.395
79.1*39
92.005
lOlt.322
90.068
82.375
82.096
91.71*5
78.70S
81*.9l*9
76.01*1*
72.8S3
72.967
68.281*
80.U3
52.1*70
80.211*
92.188
83.1*83
68.379

2l$

TABLE XL#

(Continued)

Clay Products
Woolen and Worsted Ooods
Planing Mills
Clothing, Men's
Boses
Iaafeer and Timber Products
Cordage and Twine
Canned, Dried Fruits and Vegetables

Source of basic data:

1939.

69.118
68.192
66.1*60
63.338
60.339
53.068
52.503
ltl.790

63.829
83.055
59.081*
66.1*31
55.187
1*6.201*
73.356
5U.S67

United States Census of Manufacturers>
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extremely high, is net difficult to explain.

The highly mechanized

cigarette industry, with its extremely heavy investment in capital
equipment, is concentrated in the South#
The South-non-South value-added-by-manufacturing ratios reflect
interregional differences in skill of workers, managerial ability*
and amount and quality of capital equipment employed per worker In
production*

If the type of finished product differs significantly

in kind, or quality, the differences in skill of workers may become
skill differences between different occupations, rather than within
the same occupations. And differences in capital may, also, become
differences in kind of equipment*
The South-non-South annual-earnings ratios for all workers need
to be compared carefully with earnings ratios for workers in similar
occupations in the selected industries#

If the occupational composition

of the labor force in the South, and in the rest of the United States,
was identical in each of the selected industries, South-non-South
annual-eamings ratios for all workers would correspond to the earnings
ratios for workers in similar occupations in the selected Industries.
If the occupational composition of the labor force in the South, and
in the rest of the United States, differed in each of the selected
industries, the South-non-South annual-eamings ratios for all workers
would not necessarily correspond to the earnings ratios for workers in
similar occupations in the selected industries. Where the occupational
composition of the labor force in the South is at a lower average
skill level than in the rest of the United States, the South-non-South
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annual-earnings ratios for all workers would probably be smaller than
the earnings ratios for workers in similar occupations in the selected
industries* Since the discussion of regional wag© differentials up to
this point has frequently been in terms of differentials for workers in
similar occupations, the shift to the use of annual-earnings ratios fcr
all workers, in this part of the chapter, should be noted with care#
Returning to Table XL, a degree of direct relationship is noted
between the South-non-South value-added-by-manufacturing ratios and the
South-non-South annual earnings ratios« As the value-added-by-manufacturing
ratios drop, the annual-eamings ratios tend also to drop, although the
position of each industry is rarely ever exactly the same in the ranked
arrays of the two ratios*

If the array of the twenty-eight industries,

ranked according to the magnitude of the South-non-South value-addedby-manufacturing ratios, is divided into two equal groups, of fourteen
industries each, the relationship between the South-noh-South valueadded-by-manufacturing ratios and the South-non-South annual-eamings
ratios is brought to light* In the group of fourteen industries with
the highest South-non-South value-added-by-manufacturing ratios, on the
one hand, the South-non-South annual-eamings ratio was less than 60.0
per cent in no industryj between 60*0 and 70*0 per Gent in one industry]
between 70*0 and 80*0 per cent in five industries! between 80*0 and
90*0 per eent in three industries! between 90*0 and 100*0 per cent
in three industries! and more than 100.0 per cent in two industries*
In the group of fourteen industries with the lowest South-non-South
value-added-by-manufacturing ratios, on the other hand, the South-non-
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South annual earnings ratio was less than 60.0 per cent In five industries;
between 60.0 and 7Q«0 per cent in three industries; between 70.0 and 80.0
per cent in one industry; between 80.0 and 90.0 per cent in four industries;
between 90.0 and 100.0 per cent in one industry; and over 100.0 per cent
in no industry.
The conclusion to be drawn from the degree of direct relationship
between the South-non-South value-added-by-manufacturing ratios and the
South-non-South annual-eamings ratios is that annual earnings are, to a
certain degree, positively related with labor productivity in both the
South and the rest of the United States.

This conclusion runs counter

to Professor Lester's assertion that, "differences in labor efficiency
and productivity apparently are not a fundamental factor in regional
differentials in wage

rates

.*38 professor Lester, however, was speaking

of wage rates for similar occupations, in similar industries, rather
than annual earnings for the entire employed labor force in similar
industries.

If, therefore, South-non-South differentials in wage rates,

or earnings, in identical occupations differed markedly from South-nonSouth differentials in wage rates, or earnings, for the entire labor
force (all occupations), Professor Lester's conclusion could stand
as valid, even in the face of the direct relationship between Southnon-South value-added-by-raanufacturing ratios, and South-non-South
annual- earnings ratios, shown in Table XL.
Data, giving annual earnings for workers in selected occupations

38 Lester, og. oit. p. 75*
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in the twenty-eight industry classifications in Table XL, are not
available. The Wage Structure surveys of the United States Bureau of
Labor Statistics, however, supply basic data which allow comparisons
between Southeast-United States average-hourly-earnings ratios for
all workers in selected industries, and Southeast-United States averagehourly-eamings ratios for workers in selected occupations, in selected
industries, in which both the South and the United States had workers
employed.
In Table XLI, comparisons between Southeast-United States averagehourly-eamings ratios for all workers in selected industries, and for
workers in selected occupations, in selected industries, are presented
for thirty industries.
close.

The correspondence between the two ratios is

In only two of the thirty Industries do the two ratios differ

by more than 10.0 percentage points.

In

ten ■ of the thirty Industries

the difference between the two ratios is between 5.0 to 10.0 percentage
points; while in eighteen of the industries the difference between the
two ratios is less than 5*0 percentage points.
Professor Lester's assertion that "differences in labor efficiency
and productivity apparently are not a fundamental factor in regional
wage rate,*39 becomes highly questionable in light of the evidence
adduced in Table XLI; for in that table it was shown that SoutheastUnited States earnings ratios for all workers corresponded with Southeast-

39 Ibid.
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TABLE XLI,

COMPARISON OF SOUTHEAST-HNITH) STATES RATIOS OF AVERAGE
HOURLX EARNINGS FOR AIL WORKERS, AND FOR WORKERS IN SE
LECTED OCCUPATIONS, IN THIRST SELECTED MANUFACTURING
INDUSTRIES

Industry

Southeaat-U. S.Ratio
of AnSfifai
Selected
Occupations
All Workers

Number of
Occup

Pulp and Paper

97,6

106.7

6

Seamless Hosiery

98flt

96*9

6

Rayon and Silk Textiles

97.5

96*$

7

102.7

96*k

6

Cotton Textiles

98,7

98,2

9

Knitwear

91,8

97*2

7

Tobacco and Snuff

88,7

9$*2

6

Paperboard

92,8

92,8

6

Full-Fashioned Hosiery

90,7

92*2

8

Cotton ^ork Pants

91.U

91*3

5

Textile Dyeing and Finishing

87.6

88,1

6

Glassware

82.9

86,8

8

Woolen and Worsted Textiles

81t,0

86,7

8

Canty and Chocolate

69,8

85,0

6

Wood Furniture

78,9

8U.8

7

Machinery

77.9

81**3

8

Fabricated Structural Steel

85,6

83.3

6

Industrial Cotton Garments

81t.lt

83.1

5

Drugs and Medicine

76.1

82.8

7

Dress Shirts and Nightwear

82.lt

81.6

7

Cigars

tiBLE XLI.

(Continued)

80,5
78.lt
78*2
76.8
75.6
75.2
7iw3
69*5

it
6
8
It
6
It
6

Sheet—lietal

79.5
68«3
78.3
69.3
73.7
75.0
80.9
61*.2

Heat Products (Except Big
Four)

69.
it

66*8

7

Vaseenv8 and Hisses1 Dresses

U8.9

55*9

$

Corrugated and Fiber Box
Foundries, Ferrous
Footwear
Industrial Chemicals
Bakeries
Structural Clay Products
Set-Up Boat

$

Sourcei United States Bureau of Labor Statistics, ^aga Structure
bulletins/ Sbf3.es 2, Nesi 1 to 65.
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l&iited States ratios for workers in selected occupations#
Professor Lester’s assertion that# "differences in labor efficiency
and productivity apparently are not a fundamental factor in regional wag©
rate,**^ has only one remaining support on which to rest.

The remaining

support is that differences in the productivity of Southern workers and
northern workers are due to radically different industrial structures
within individual manufacturing industries# which would give rise to
occupational groups# in one region# which were not present in the other.
That such a condition should exist throughout all the large Southern
industries is not credible. The relative narrowness of the 351 census
sub-industry classifications in the manufacturing industry# and the
ability of the Wage Structure surveys of the United States Bureau of
Labor Statistics to compare wages on similar occupational bases in many
of the twenty-eight industries for which South-non-South value-added-bymanufacturing ratios were given in Table XL give evidence of a roughly
similar occupational structure in the South and in the rest of the
United States.

In addition, the size of the twenty-height selected

industries in the South and the high degree of standardization in modem
industrial technology constitute further evidence of a similar
occupational structure between the South and the rest of the United
States. This evidence# if applicable# contradicts the idea that the
Southern wage differentials in identical occupations are not based
upon productivity# to some degree.
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Professor Lester, it seems, was led Into an overstatement, by a
sample which was either not large enough, or not sufficiently repre
sentative*
One final point should be made clear before presenting additional
data on the relationship between South-non-South value-added-bymanufacturing ratios and South-non-South annual-earnings ratios*

The

point is that the argument with Professor Lester is not about whether
Southern labor is equal, or not, in native skill, or native efficiency,
with labor in the rest of the United States*

It may, or may not, be#

Existing studies, the most comprehensive of which is Professor Lester's,
show that in broad industrial areas Southern labor skill is probably
equal to labor skill in the rest of the United States in comparable
occupations*

The argument idth Professor Lester is about the productivity

of Southern labor, as compared with labor in the rest of the United States
in similar occupations, and the relationship between the regional
differentials in productivity and the Southern wage differentials*
Differences in labor productivity, it should be emphasised, can arise
from other sources than native skill or efficiency! namely, out of
differences in managerial ability, and the amount and quality of capital
equipment used per worker#
Data for the twenty-eight selected industries listed in Table
XL were not available for any year later than 1939#

In Table XLXI,

however, South-non-South value-added-by-manufacturing ratios are
compared with annual-eamings ratios for twelve major census classi
fications of manufacturing industries#

Little relationship is revealed
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by the table between the two ratios for the twelve major census classi
fications of i&aimfacturing industries. The data presented in Table
XIII appear to be contradictory with the data presented in Table XL*
The major census classifications of manufacturing industries are
extremely broad, however ; and it is likely that the Individual
manufacturing industries within each major census industry group differ
to such an extent between regions that interregional comparisons of
value-added-fcy-manufacturing ratios with snnual-eamings ratios have
little meaning.
PROBABLE ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES OP THE ELIMINATION OF THE SOUTHERN
WAGE DIFFERENTIALS IN THE MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY
Introduction. In Chapter IV the impact of trade unionism on the
wage structure of selected Southern manufacturing industries was
statistically examined.

The process of examination involvedt

(1) the

comparison of union with nonunion average hourly earnings in selected
occupations in selected industries in the Southeast, the Southwest,
and the United States $ (2) the comparison of the union-nonunion differentials
in average hourly earnings with city-si&e, and plant-siz© differentials,
in selected occupations, in selected industries, in the Southeast!
(3) the comparison of average hourly earnings of all workers In selected
industries in the Southeast and the Southwest with average hourly
earnings in the United States, in selected manufacturing industries;
(U> the comparison of Southeast-United States average-hourly-eamings
ratios for all workers with the per cent of unionization in the Southeast,
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TABLE X U I,

3OUTH-H0N-SOUTH VALUg-ADDED-BT-MAHmCTtJRII-iO RATIOS
CO??PAnftD WIT!! SOTOT-NON-SOUTH ANNUAL ”ARN'rMGS RATIOS,
IN MAJOR CENSUS CLASSIFICATIONS OF INDUSTRY, 19^7
South-Non^South
Value Added by
Manufacturing
Ratios

Industry

South-Non-South
Annual
Earnings
Ratios

Paper and Allied Products

197.81*

93 .UU

Stone, Clay, and Glass Products

lkU.71

76.92

Leather and Leather Products

136.38

97.71

Products of Petroleum and Coal

110.62

100.83

Machinery

1$J*2

66.80

Iron, Steel and Non-Ferrous Metals

90.79

85.03

Transportation Equipment

81.32

90.75

Printing, Publishing, etc.

80.12

8o.Ut

Chemicals and Allied Products

73-28

85.56

Miscellaneous

72.68

75.6U

Lumber Products and Furniture

69.81

10U.90

Food and Kindred Products and
Tobacco

63.90

7U.U8

Textile Products and Apparel

35.16

39.52

Source of basic data:

United States ^ensus of Manufactures. 19U7.
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and with the percentage-point differences in the degree of unionization
between the Southeast* and the United States* in selected industries*
(5) the computation of trends in South-non-South hourly-earnings ratios*
and South-non-South averag©-annual~earnings ratios in selected occupations
in selected industries; and (6) the comparison of trends in South-nonSouth average-hourly-earnings* and average-annual earnings ratios with
the percent of unionization in the Southeast, and with the differences
in the degree of uiionization between the Southeast and the United
States, in selected industries#
In the preceding sections of this chapter the economic theory of
regional wage differentials was developed* and the economic justification
for each hypothetical cause of regional wage differentials was determined.
In addition, the historical causes of regional wage differentials were
examined*
The question* to which an answer must now be sought* can be
briefly put* What would be the economic consequences of the elimination
of the Southern wage differentials in the manufacturing industry by
trade union action?

It is a question which is neither idle* nor academic;

for, as was explicitly pointed out in Chapter III* the prime objective
of the trade unions in the South is the elimination of the Southern
wage differentials*
The remainder of this section is devoted to devising a qualified
answer to the foregoing question*

No pretensions are made that final

and definitive answers have been found* The complexity of economic
problems and the incompleteness of certain kinds of economic data
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preclude the definitive solution of eeenomlc problems*
The order of procedure in the remainder of this section is*
(1) to set forth* in summary fashion* the facts pertaining to the extent
of Southern wage differentials in the manufacturing industry) (2) to
reach conclusions pertaining to the historical causes of the Southern
mage differentials in the manufacturing industry) and (3) to trace the
economic consequences of the elimination of the Southern mage
differentials in the manufacturing industry on the basis of the economic
Justification for the historical causes of the differentials*
The extent of Southern ma^o differentials in the manufacturing
industry*

(1) A Southern mage differential exists in nearly all

manufacturing industries* The differential exists both for all workers*
and for workers in identical occupations* in each industry*^1although
the differential for all workers tends to be larger than for workers in
identical occupations in most industries (nineteen out of thirty
industries in Table XLI)* The South-Ifolted States average-hourly-*
earnings ratios in thirty-six selected manufacturing industries ranged
from U8.9 per eent* in the women's and misses' dress industry* to 102*7
per cent* in the cigar industry*

In only two of the thirty-six

industries* however* did the South-United States average-hourly-earnings
ratio exceed 100*0 — the cigar and coal mining industries*
(2) The South-United States average-hourly-earning e ratio© mere

^ Differences in the type and quality of goods produced* and
differences In methods of manufacturing* cause regional differences
in the occupational composition of the labor force within the same
industry classifications.
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well distributed over the 1*8,9 to 102,7 per cent range of variation
for the thirty-six selected industries,
(3)

The South-United States averagi-hourly-earnings ratios tended

to be highest in the tobacco, coal mining, paper, textile, and apparel
Industries,

The ratios tended to be lowest in a diversified group of

Industriess

the women's and misses* dress, sheet metal, ferrous

foundries, industrial chemicals, meat products except Big Four, and
candy and chocolate industries,
(I*) The trend in the South-non-South average-hourly-earnings
ratios in comparable occupations for the entire manufacturing industry
was practically horizontal between 1900 and 19l&* The trend over the
longer period concealed two divergent movements in the South-non-South
average-hourly-eamings ratio*

a downward trend between 1919 and 1931-

1932, and an upward trend between 1931-1932, and 19Uu
(5) The trends in South-non-South average-hourly-eamings ratios
among nine Individual industries, including two nonmanufacturing
industries,were divergent.

In five of the nine industries the trends

were upward) in the remaining four industries they were nearly horizontal,
(6) The trend in the South-non-South annual-earnings ratios for
all workers in twenty-wight industries, for the period from 1919 to
1939, was downward. The trends among individual industries were divergent*
the South-non-South ratios falling in thirteen industries, and rising
In fifteen industries •
Historical causes of Southern wage differentials, (l) Only a
multiple-cauaation theory of existing Southern wage differentials in the
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manufacturing industry is adequately explanatory#

It is the position

of this study that the existing Southern wage differentials in the
manufacturing industry (expressed in terms either of wage rates, hourly
earnings, or annual earnings, for all workers, or for workers in
identical occupations) are the result of the following factors!

(1)

lower labor productivity in the South, than in the rest of the United
States, resulting from the use of leas and poorer capital equipment
per worker, a lower level of skill among Southern workers, and/or a
lower level of efficiency among Southern entrepreneurs; (2) a leas
highly organised labor force In the South; (3) a lower cost of living
in the South; (1±) a smaller number of buyers in local labor markets
in the South; and (5) a larger proportion of Negroes in the labor
force in the South*
(2) The assessment of the relative importance of the following
factors, as causes of the Southern wage differentials in the manufacturing
industry, cannot be made on a strictly scientific basis* Data have been
presented however, which support the ranking of the causes of regional
wage differentials, in the order of their importance, into the following
categories 1 lower labor productivity in the manufacturing industry in
the South, than in the rest of the United States; a less highly organized
labor force and a lower cost of living in the South; a smaller number
of buyers in local labor markets in the South; and a larger number of
Negroes in the labor force in the South*
(3) The conclusion of this study is that a lower level of labor
productivity in the manufacturing industiy' in the South, than in the
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rest of the United States, is the most important cause of the Southern
wage differentials in the manufacturing industry*

^ noticeable degree

of relationship between the South-non-South value-added-by-manufacturing
ratios, and South-non-South annual-©arnings ratios is revealed in Table
XL*

On the basis of a subjective evaluation, the relationship between

South-non-South value-added-by-manufacturing ratios per wag© earner, and
South-non-South annual-eamings ratios, seemed stronger than the relation
ship of South-non-So'th wage ratios with any other causative factor*
It is interesting to note that the 1939 South-non-South ratio of value
added by manufacturing per wage earner for the combined twenty-eight
manufacturing industries listed in Table XL was 69*6 per cent, as
compared with the 1939 South-non-South ratio of annual earnings per wage
earner of 73*2 per cent*
(L) The conclusion of this study is that a lower degree of
unionisation and a lower cost of living in the South, than in the United
States, are the next most important causes of the Southern wage
differentials in the manufacturing industry# This conclusion is highly
tentative*
In Table XIII the relationship of South-United States averagehourly-eamings ratios with differences in th© degree of unionization
between the South and the United States was presented*

A degree of

relationship between the two factors was revealed in the comparison
of the seven industries in which the South-United States average-hourlyeaming8 ratios were highest, with the fifteen industries in which the
South-United States average-hourly-earnings ratios were lowest* The
industries were the cigar, coal mining, cigaret- es, cotton textiles,
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seamless hosiery# paperboard, and knitwear industries#

Data on labor

productivity in industry classifications similar to the above were
available for six of the above seven industries#

It is interesting

to note that the productivity of labor in these industries was high
relative to other Southern industries# In the cigar and cigarette
industry# combined, the South-non-South value-added-by-manufacturing
ratio was 302*9J in the paper industry# lib# 2$ in the cotton woven
goods industry, 77#Oj and in the knit goods industry, 73*b# as compared
with an average South-non-South value-added-by-manufacturing ratio for
all workers in twenty-eight Industries, of 73*2 per cent# No Southnon-South value-added-by-raanufacturing ratio was computed for the coal
industry; but the National Defense Mediation Board found that the
productivity of Southern workers in the coal mining industry was equal
to that of Northern workers*k2
the cost of living in nine large Southern cities was U*h per
oent less then the cost of living in twenty-nine large cities in the
rest of the United States#

The differential in living costs was

attributable to the much cheaper cost of equivalent housing and clothing
in the South* This fact seems to indicate that the lower cost of living
in the South is dependent upon the climate factor, and hence highly
permanent*

Nevertheless, the Bureau of Labor Statistics reports that

the South-non-South differential in living costs closed somewhat
during the war years* The trend may, or may not continue; most likely,
it will not#

& See page 21a of this chapter.

(5) The tentative conclusion of this stuc^r is that the smaller
number of buyers in the local labor markets of the South, resulting
from the smaller sise of th© Southern cities which serve as the nuclei
of local labor markets, is the fourth most important cause of the
Southern wage differentials in the manufacturing industry#

Tables

XXXV and XXXVI show a larger percentage of manufacturing establishments
in the smaller city-size classifications in the South, than in th© rest
of the United States*

In Tables XXXVII and XXXVIII, the relationship

is presented between Southeast-non-Southeast average-hourly-earnings
ratios and differences in the per cent of firms located in given citysise classifications) in the Southeast, and the rest of the United
States* The data in Table XXXVII seem to reveal a very slight degree
of relationship between the two factors j but the data in Table XXXVIXI
reveal no apparent relationship*
(6) The tentative conclusion of this study is that the presence
of a larger proportion of Negroes in the manufacturing labor force of
the South, than in the rest of the United States, is the fifth most
important cause of the Southern wage differentials in the manufacturing
industry*

Data were available for comparing white and Negro wages in

manufacturing industries employing one-half of the Negroes engaged in
manufacturing in the South* The data revealed that in two of the three
industries Negro average hourly earnings were slightly lower than white
average hourly earnings in the same occupations, and that Negro average
hourly earnings were lower in the South, relative to white average
hourly earnings, than in the rest of the Unites States*

In the iron

and steel industry, however, no differentials were discovered between
Regro and white average hourly earnings in the same occupations •
(7)

The foregoing conclusions dealing with the historical causes

of Southern wage differentials in the manufacturing Industry are broad
generalisations dealing with the Southern region as a whole*

Since

the Southern regional labor market is in reality a congeries of local
labor markets, it is not necessary that the conclusions here stated
should accurately describe the differentials in any given local
labor, market in the South*

It is possible, indeed very likely, that

local labor markets differ markedly from one another in respect to
the level of wages prevailing in them, and to the. key factors
controlling their relative wage levels*
Probable economic consequences of the elimination of the Southern
wage differentials in the manufacturing industry* The historical causes
of the Southern wage differentials in the manufacturing industry were
sunmarized above*

It is the purpose of this part of the chapter to

trace out the economic consequences of the rapid elimination of the
Southern wage differentials in the manufacturing industry*
(1)

To the extent that the Southern wage differentials in the

manufacturing industzy are due to a lower level of labor skill, a
poorer quality or smaller amount of capital equipment used per worker,
or less efficient management in the South, than in the rest of the
United States, the immediate elimination of the Southern wage

differentials Is net eeonewioally^ Justified* their elimination -would,
slow down* to a greater or lesser extent, the movement of capital to
the low-wage Southern region, and the movement of labor to the highwage Northern region, two adjustments which normally and naturally
would tend to reduce the Southern wage differentials* The immediate
elimination of the Southern wage differentialswoliLd, thus, produce an
uneconomic allocation of resources and a lower standard of living both
in the South* and the rest of the United States*
Since differences in labor productivity between the South and
the North are, according to this study, a major cause of the Southern
wage differentials, any proposal for the immediate and complete
elimination of the differentials on a regional basis is not economically
sound*

Nor is it likely that the differentials can be economically

eliminated in the veiy near future* Differences in labor skin,
managerial skill, or the quality or amount of capital equipment used
per worker cannot be overcome in a season, or a year*
How long will it take the South to overcome its deficiences
in labor skill, managerial efficiency, and relatively insufficient
capital equipment? How can It be determined when such deficiencies
have been eliminated?

The answer to the first question is completely

open to speculation, and quite beyond the limits of this study*
The answer to the latter question is also difficult*

Value-added-by-

^ Anything is economically Justified: if it maximizes income by
increasing the difference between input and output* An economic distribu
tion of income* therefore, means a distribution of income according to the
productivity of the factors of production in their marginal employments,
or functions* An economic allocation of the factors of production, or
resources, moans a distribution to maximize ttieir productivity*
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manufacturing ratios for industries, by region, state, and local labor
markets, offor the best rough measure of comparative labor productivity,
although such ratios are dependable only if they are restricted to census
sub-industry classifications that include comparable individual
industries#

Assuming roughly similar industrial structures, within and

among industry classifications, which is not too unreasonable an
assumption for regional areas, wage differentials can be economically
removed when the South-non-South value-added-by-manufacturing ratios
reach unity.

As more and more industries achieve unity in their South-

non-South value-added-by-manufacturing ratios, the closer will the
South be to the elimination of the Southern wage differentials(2)

Whether or net the Southern wage differentials in the

manufacturing ind'istry are economically justified, to the extent
they are due to a lower degree of unionization in the South, than ih the
rest of the United States, depends upon the source of the differential
in earnings accruing to the more highly organised non-Southern workers.
If the differential 111 the latter^ earnings came from the appropriation
of monopoly profits which previously had arisen out of the exploitation
of labor before union organization occurred in the non-Southern labor
market, the wage differential is juetied. The differential would
reward the labor factor according to its productivity ; produce a more
economic distribution of income] stimulate organisation in the lowwage Southern region, where exploitation would be reduced if present;
and lead regionally to a better allocation of resourcesIf the differential in earnings came from the appropriation of
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monopoly profits which were arising out of the non-Southern employers*
monopolistic positd ons in their product markets, the dif ferential
might or might not be economically justified.
basis for determination#

There is no scientific

From an e conomic viewpoint, the monopolistic

condition of the product market should be eliminated.

Of course, if

the organization of labor was the factor which placed the nonSouthern employers in a monopolistic position in their product market,
the differential is not justified#
If the labor market had been competitive before the organization
of non-Southern workers,

higher wages in the rest of the United States

would have to come from income distributed, according to productivity,
to the other factors of production#

The wage differentials between

the South and the rest of the United States would not be economical Un
justified under such circumstances#

The existence of the differentials

would tend to contract employment and to reduce the propensity of nonSouthern entrepreneurs to invest additional capital in the rest of the
United States#

The differential would also lead to an uneconomic

allocation of resources between regions.

The differential could, there

fore, be eliminated on economic grounds; but it should be eliminated
by a reduction of the level of Northern wages, not by an elevation
of the level of Southern wages.
In this study no attempt is made to answer the question of the
source of that part of the regional differentials in wages which accrue s
to Northern labor because It is more highly organized than Southern
labor.

It is the writer* s opinion that the differential In income
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attributable to a higher degree of organisation In the Worth has
historically, in sowe instances, cone from the appropriation of
monopoly profits arising out of exploitation* in other instances,
from the income formerly accruing, according to the productivity
principle, to other factors of production#

Or, it may be likely, a

sequence was followed, whereby at firat the differentials came from
monopoly profits, followed later by a time when they came from the
return to other factors of production, as a result of labor's monopoly
power# A field for research exists here worthy of further attention#
(3)

To the extent that the Southern wage differentials in the

manufacturing industry result from a lower cost of living in the
South, than in the rest of the United States, the differential is
justified.

Seemingly, the cost of living Is lower in the South, than

in the rest of the United States, because of a warmer climate, which
makes equivalent housing and clothing cheaper in the South. The
existence of a wage differential on this ground tends to produce an
allocation of labor and capital in suoh a manner as to utilise most
economically the climatic factor. The elimination of that part of
the Southern wage differential attributable to a lower cost of
living in the South would produce an uneconomic geographical allocation
of labor and capital, and yield a lower seals of living, both for the
\

South and the United States.
(li) To the extent that the Southern wage differentials In the
manufacturing industry are caused by a lower degree of competition on
the buyers* side of the labor market in the South, than in the United
States, the differential is not justified.

It should be eliminated

by raising th® level of Southern wagos#

Its elimination would lead

to a distribution of income according to productivity in the Southj
and a more economic allocation of resources between regions#
(*>) Whether or not th® Southern wage differentials, to t he
extent they are caused by the presence of Negroes in a larger
proportion in the South, than in the United States, should be
eliminated, depends upon the underlying cause of the Negro-white wage
differentials in the South# to the extent they are based upon actual
differences in skill, the differentials should not be eliminated, as
pointed out in n(l)n above* To the extent they are based upon lack
of knowledge of labor market condition®, or custom, the differentials
could be eliminated with beneficial results* Their elimination would
produce a more economic distribution of income, and, probably, a more
efficient Negro labor force*
(6)

To summarise, to the extent the Southern wage differentials

are caused by the lower productivity of labor in the South, and the
lower cost of living in the South, it cannot be eliminated immediately
without producing a distribution of income between capital, labor and
land unrelated to their productivity in their respective function®,
an allocation of the factor® of production between the South and the
rest of the United State® unrelated to their productivity in each
region, and a lower scale of living in the South, and in the United
States*

To the extent the Southern wage differentials are caused

by the setting of a monopolistic price on labor services by the more
highly organised Northern workers, they could be ellmlra ted by lowering
the level of wage® in the North, for the same reasons given above*
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To the extent the Southern wage differentials are the result of the
elimination of lfexj&oltationwin Northern labor markets by more highly
organised Northern workers* a smaller number of employers bidding
for labor services in Southern local labor markets* or a larger
proportion of Negroes receiving uneconomically low wages due to
ignorance or custom* it can be eliminated with the result of a more
•canonic distribution of income among the factors of production* a
more economic allocation of the factors of production between the
South and the United States* and higher standards of living for the
South and the rest of the United States*
(?) Since it is the conclusion of this study that differences
in labor

productivity

constitute the most important cause of the

Southern wage differentials* the immediate and complete elimination of
the Southern wage differentials as proposed by the unions would not
seem to be the course of wisdom* from an economic viewpoint* Partial
elimination of the differentials could undoubtedly be achieved with
economically beneficial results* Complete elimination* to be
economically justified* must await the elimination of differentials
in labor productivity and the cost of living*
(8)

In light of the organisation of the regional labor market

into numerous* semi-Isolated local labor markets* with different
local conditions and prevailing wage levels* the adoption of a blanket
policy of elimination is highly questionable* The elimination of the
Southern wage differentials* if, and when* their complete elimination
is justified* could most economically be carried out on a local-
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labor-market basis* taking peculiar local conditions Into consideration*
THE IMPACT OF THE ELIMINATION OF THE SOUTHERN WAGE DIFFERENTIALS
ON THE TOTAL COSTS OF SELECTED MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES
Table XLIIX has been constructed to shoe the impact of the
immediate elimination of the Southern wage differential® on the total
costs of selected manufacturing industries* The table was constructed
by multiplying the ratio of labor costs to total costs in the South
in each selected industry tiroes the ratio of the Southern annual-eapaings
differential to Southern annual earnings in each industry* The data
were taken from the Census of Manufactures of 1939*
In Table ZLIII data are given for twenty-six manufacturing
industries* The increase in total ousts that would be occasioned by
the Immediate elimination^* of the Southern wage differentials varies
from O.L per cent in the petroleum refining industry to 32*0 per cent
in the lumber and timber products industry* 3n nineteen of the industries
the increase in total costs is below 10*0 per centj while in ten of
the industries the Increase In total costs is less than 5*0 per cent*
The six industries with the lowest increase in total costs are the
petroleim refining, chewing and smoking tobacco, paper, pulp mill,
meatpacking, and boots and shoes industries. The six industries with
the highest increase in total costs are the lumber and timber products,
wood boxes, clay product®, planing mills, furniture, and men*s clothing
industries.

Elimination is assumed to be accomplished by raising the level
of Southern wages.
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table

am,

THE IMPACT OP THE IMMEDIATE ELIMINATION OF THE SOUTHERN
WAGE DIFFERENTIALS ON TOTAL COSTS IN SELECTED LARGE
SOUTHERN MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES

Industry

Ratio of Annual*
Increase in Total
Costs from Elimina Ratio of
Southern Earnings
Differential to
tion of Southern
Labor Costs
Southern Annual
to
Total
Wage Differential
Costs
Earnings

Lumber and Timber
Products

32.01*

27.5

116.5

Boxes, Wood

18.1*3

22.7

81.2

Clay Products

17.07

30*1

56.7

Planing Wills

11,1*8

16.6

69.2

Furniture

10* 81

23.1*

1(6.2

Clothing* Men’s

10.17

20.1

50.6

Canned and Dried Fruits
and Vegetables

9.65

11.6

83.2

Cordage and Twine

7.1*9

20.7

36.2

Bread and Bakery
Products

6.66

17.7

37.2

Dyeing and Finishing

6.1*5

20.1*

31.6

Knit Hoods

6.26

31.6

19.8

Cotton Woven Goods

6.08

21*.6

21*.7

Shirts

5.75

a .2

27.1

Cast Iron, Pipe and Fittings

5.58

25.6

21.8

Fertiliser

5*1*3

6.0

90.5

Wood Preserving

lultl

9.5

1*6.1*

Woolen and Worsted Goods

3.55

17.5

20.3

Cement

2.76

12.9

21.1*
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TABLE

mil.

(Continued)

Chemicals, n.e.c.

2*23

3*6

25.9

Boots and Shoes

2*05

22.5

9.1

Meat Packing

2.0J*

5*5

37*0

Pulp Hills

1*23

liwl

8*7

Paper

1*20

10*9

11*0

Tobacco, Chewing and
Smoking

1*19

6*7

17.8

U.7

8*5

Petroleum Refining

Source of basic data: United States Census of Manufactures, 1939*
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It is interesting to note that in Table XLIII there is a fairly
evident tendency for increases in th© ratio of labor costs to total
costs to be directly related to the sice of the Southern wage differentials.
Such a relationship introduces the idea that the Southern wage
differentials in the manufacturing industries might be caused by the
varying percentage which labor costs bear to total costs in each industry#
Further investigation also reveals* as anticipated* that labor pro
ductivity tends to vary directly with the ratio of labor costs to total
costs* Such a relationship tends to indicate that productivity of labor
is high when it is combined with large amounts of capital* so that
productivity of labor is the controlling factor in producing regional
wage differentials* rather than the mathematical ratio of labor costs
to total costs#
OTHER FACTORS WHICH INFLUENCE THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
SOUTHERN MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY
The relationship of Southern wages to Northern wages is only one
of the factors affecting the development of the Southern manufacturing
industry* ^he availability of raw materials, the cost of raw materials,
the adequacy of transportation facilities, the cheapness of transporta
tion facilities, a mild climate, th© existence of adequate markets —
all of these factors, as well as the relative cost of labor, affect
the regional location and growth of the manufacturing industry# The
Committee of the South of the National Planning Association in a recent
survey of eighty-eight new manufacturing plants in the South concluded

that 1*5*0 per cent of the plants ware located in the South to supply
a more profitable market for their finished products* 30*0 per cent
to utilise a more economical source of raw materials* and 25*0 per
cent to utilise labor supply*^
If other locational advantages acre great enough* the manufacturing
industry of the South might continue to grew at a relatively rapid pace*
even though the Southern wage differentials were immediately and
completely eliminated without full economic justification*

Such an

eventuality would not be contradictoiy to the conclusions reached in
this study* ?he economic effects resulting from the immediate
elimination of the Southern wage differentials would not have been
eliminated*

Their impact would only have been offset*

Committee of the South* National Planning Association* New
Industry Comes to the Sout^ (Washington* D, C.), 191*9, p* h*
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